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ABSTRACT
A two-dimensional model is developed to numerically study the capability of various
turbulence models to predict the heat transfer characteristics of supercritical water flowing through a
vertical tube. At the tube inlet, mass flux of 1260 kg/m 2s is applied. At the tube outlet, normal
gradients of velocity, Turbulence Kinetic energy and Turbulence dissipation rate (k and ɛ) are
assigned zero and a pressure of 245.2 bar is specified. Uniform heat flux condition ranging from 233
to 698 kW/m2 is applied around the tube wall. After performing a grid independence test, a nonuniform mesh of 200 nodes along the radial direction and 600 uniform nodes along the axial direction
was chosen. To capture the large variations of flow field variables near the tube wall, a fine grid is
used close to the wall (wall y+ <0.3).A set of standard two equation models (Standard k-ɛ, RNG k-ɛ,
k-ω SST)and 5 Low Reynolds Number (Low Re) models are chosen in the present study. The results
are compared with the experimental results of Yamagata et al. (1972). The tube wall temperature was
plotted as a function of the fluid enthalpy. It is seen that under moderate heat flux conditions, the
average difference between the wall temperature prediction by various models and the experimental
results are within 3 °C. Standard k-ɛ, RNG k-ɛ and Two Low Re models came closest to the
experimental results under the given conditions. Considering the computational time taken, RNG k-ɛ
model has been picked as the best choice. The model is also validated for its capability to work at
higher heat fluxes.

KEYWORDS: Supercritical water, Turbulence modeling, Tube wall temperature prediction,
Heat transfer characteristics
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the acute variation in the thermo-physical properties of supercritical fluids (Figure 1) near their
pseudo critical point, they are being used in a wide range of engineering applications such as thermal power
generation, nuclear power generation, refrigeration applications, electronic applications, chemical applications,
pharmaceutical applications etc. Most of the applications make use of the higher specific heat near the pseudo
critical region.Even though research in supercritical applications started as early as 1930, the idea of using the
same in thermal power generation was unleashed in the 1950’s. 50’s saw a series of pilot scale plants being set
up in US and USSR. Improvement in overall unit efficiency at higher pressures was the driving point behind this
trend. At higher turbine inlet pressure, the net mechanical energy available from the Rankine cycle increases
compared to that from subcritical pressure. This is due to the improvement in the quality of energy at higher
pressures, in other words it is due to the decrease in irreversibilities associated with energy conversion at higher
pressures.

Figure 1. Variation of properties near pseudo critical point
The efficiency of a standard subcritical power plant is in the range 36-38% while that of a supercritical
plant is above 42% and for ultra-supercritical and advanced ultra-supercritical plants, the value is above
46%.The increase in pressure to improve efficiency was the only scope of improvement left out in the Rankine
cycle as for other limits, no further pushing was possible nor they were economical. The ever increasing quest
for efficiency improvement has seen more power plants being designed and operated at higher pressures. The
initial sluggishness in the commercial scale development of the supercritical plants was overcome by the
development of higher grade austenitic steels. By late 80’s, several supercritical power plants were engineered
and started commercial operation with superheated steam conditions as high as 600°C and 300 bar. Research in
this area started picking up in Asia by the early 21st century. China was the front-runner among the Asian
countries followed by India. Because of the advantages like higher unit efficiency, lower pollutant emission and
lower fuel consumption, supercritical boilers outperform the subcritical power plants. The difficulty in meeting
the fuel supply to demand and the awareness of global climate shift has made this cleaner technology more
acceptable among developing countries like India.
It is found that the temperature of the fluid (water) in the evaporator region of the present supercritical
boilers is roughly in the range of 350° to 450°C, within which the pseudo critical temperature of 384.7 oC at 250
bar is likely to occur. In the vicinity of the pseudo critical point, strong variations in properties combined with a
high heat flux can lead to a Deteriorated Heat Transfer (DHT). Even though this phenomenon is not as severe as
the similar phenomenon in subcritical range namely Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB), it can cause
appreciable decrease in the heat transfer coefficient and hence increase in the wall temperature. Under extreme
conditions, the temperature can exceed the metal oxidation limit and the tube can fail. Therefore, it is indeed
necessary to study the heat transfer behavior of water at supercritical conditions and the influence of the same
on wall temperature. Since the turbulence modelling is highly influenced by the large variation in fluid
properties at supercritical conditions, mathematical modelling is an uphill task. The turbulence model suitable
for a certain range of operation may not give similar results under other conditions.
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That is, a model which predicts well the heat transfer deterioration may not predict the heat transfer
deterioration well. So it is important to understand various models and how they behave under various
conditions. A set of standard two equation models (Standard k-ɛ, RNG k-ɛ, k-ω SST) and 5 Low Reynolds
Number (Low Re) models are chosen in the present study for evaluation using experimental results of Yamagata
et al. (1972).

II.

NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1 Turbulence models
Turbulence flows are high Reynolds number flows which are chaotic or random in nature. The flow
field parameters of a turbulent flow are highly unpredictable and a fully deterministic or analytical solution is
difficult since the parameters cannot be expressed quantitatively with accuracy. So turbulent flows are described
statistically. The unsteady nature of the parameters (velocity, temperature and pressure) assists in the transfer of
matter, momentum and energy between fluid particles. The diffusivity of turbulence causes rapid mixing and
increased rates of momentum, heat, and mass transfer. A flow that looks random but does not exhibit the
spreading of velocity fluctuations through the surrounding fluid is not turbulent.The velocity and pressure
components are decomposed into the sum of a mean component and a fluctuating component. The mean
component can be time average or space average, but mostly time average. The resultant equations are called the
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations.
Expressing as the sum of mean and fluctuating component,
(1)
where
Thus the process of averaging has introduced a new term (product of fluctuating components) known
as the Reynolds stress or turbulent stress. As a result of this there are six additional unknowns in the RANS
equations. The main task of turbulence modelling is to develop computational procedures of sufficient accuracy
to accurately predict the Reynolds stresses and the scalar transport terms. This will then allow for the
computation of the time averaged flow and scalar fields without having to calculate the actual flow fields over
long time periods. This process is called closure of the model.The additional turbulent stress term in the RANS
is predicted with required accuracy in a number ways. Two equation models are the most widely used models
due to their simplicity. These models provide expression for computation of kinetic energy k and for the
turbulence length scale or equivalent. Apart from the standard two equation models, there are Low Reynolds
number models which consider viscous damping functions in the viscous sub layer where the Reynolds number
is quite low. They are modified k-ɛ models.
2.2 Governing Equations
As in any numerical code for flow dynamics and heat transfer, the governing equations are simply
versions of the conservation laws of classic physics2.2.1 Conservation of Mass (Continuity Equation): For incompressible flow, continuity equation for the
mean component can be written as

2.2.2 Conservation of Momentum: The general form of momentum equation can be written as

2.2.3 Conservation of Energy: The general form of energy equation can be written as

,
2.3 Physical Model
In the present work, a two-dimensional axisymmetric model is developed to numerically study the heat
transfer characteristic of supercritical water flowing through a vertical tube with uniform heating and the effect
of diameter on heat transfer has been analysed. A 7.5 mm diameter tube is used for analysis. Length of the tube
||Issn 2250-3005 ||
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is varied from case to case to obtain the required outlet temperature. In order to obtain a fully developed flow,
the modelled tube is extended at the inlet by 0.5m. The physical model is depicted in Figure 2.
For the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of supercritical fluids, the NIST database available
in FLUENT is used. The SIMPLE algorithm is used to simultaneously solve the velocity and pressure equations.
The QUICK scheme is used to approximate the flow field variables in the discretized convective terms in
transport equations.
.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the tube geometry
2.4 Grid Independence Test
The selection of grid is important since the accuracy of the results depends on the fineness of the grid.
On the other side, beyond a certain point, further refinement of grid will not improve the solution; rather it will
turn out to be wastage of computational time. Here, a grid independence test has been conducted to choose an
appropriate mesh for the above physical model. Grids with 100 x 600, 120 x 600, 140 x 600, 175 x 600 and 200
x 600 (radial nodes x axial nodes) were tested. Non-uniform nodes with a successive ratio of 1.025 in the radial
direction and uniform nodes in the axial direction have been used for all the grids.In order to evaluate the
accuracy of the test results, the experimental data of Yamagata et al. (1972) has been selected for validation. A
7.5 mm diameter tube is used with a heat flux of 465 kW/m2 and mass flux of 1260 kg/m2. Operating pressure
was 245 bar. The comparison is plotted in Figure 3. It can be seen that 200 x 600 grids matches well with that of
experiment data. Further increase in grids does not improve the accuracy of the solution.

Figure 3. Grid Independence test
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III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Model comparison
Eight two equation models available in the FLUENT are chosen for heat transfer prediction capability
study in the present case. Standard two equation turbulence models such as standard k-ε, RNG k-ε model with
enhanced wall treatment and k-ω SST are chosen. Five low Reynolds number models namely models by Abid,
Lam-Bremhost, Launder-Sharma, Yang-Shih and Chang-Hsieh-Chen are also selected. A 7.5 m tube is used
with an inlet mass flux of 1260 kg/m 2 and heat flux of 233 kW/m2 has been used. The heat flux to mass flux
ratio is less in this case and normal heat transfer is expected throughout the operation range with an
improvement in heat transfer near the pseudo critical region.For comparing the heat transfer prediction
capability of the models, the plot of tube wall temperature vs. the bulk fluid enthalpy is chosen. This is a good
tool for analysis since it can be inferred from the plot that the region under consideration favours heat transfer
enhancement or deterioration. A decrease in the slope of the wall temperature curve depicts an improvement in
heat transfer and an increase in slope indicates the other way around. The wall temperature plot is compared
with the experimental result of Yamagata et al. (1972) under same conditions for all eight models selected for
evaluation.
420
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410
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Figure 4. Models predicting the wall temperature closely
It is seen that four out of eight models considered are closely following the experimental results as seen
in Figure 4. The average difference between the wall temperature between these models and the experimental
data is less than 1°C. For better clarity, a portion of the above plot is expanded to have a closer look (Figure 5).
A region close to pseudo critical region is selected since the property variations are maximum in this region.
Due to the property variation, the deviation from the experimental data is expected to be a maximum in this
region. So the capability of the models to predict the heat transfer characteristics in the above region is
particularly checked.

Figure 5. Expanded view of models predicting the wall temperature closely
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It is seen that the RNG k-ε model and the Low Reynolds number model by Abid are the closest to
experimental results. The average differences calculated between the wall temperature prediction by these
models and the experimental wall temperature are 0.3°C and 0.4°C respectively. It can be seen that the wall
temperatures of all the models follow similar trend. When the bulk enthalpy is less than 1900 kJ/kg, the wall
temperature ascends linearly following enthalpy increase. The wall temperature curves become flat between
1900 kJ/kg and 2200 kJ/kg. This is because the region covers the pseudo critical zone where the specific heat is
substantially higher than the normal value. The specific heat increases from the normal value of 4.18 kJ/kg-K
and assumes a value as high as few tens (90 kJ/kg-K) as seen in Figure 1. This enhances the heat transfer
coefficient and the fluid enthalpy increases without notable increase in the wall temperature. The wall
temperature increases again beyond 2200 kJ/kg where specific heat falls down. So it can be said that the above 4
models are working well in the supercritical region under the heat transfer enhancement region.

Figure 6.Wall temperature prediction by models
The wall temperature plots for the other four models are slightly offset from the experimental data with
the average difference between the prediction and experimental wall temperature ranging from 1.1 °C to2.7 °C.
The wall temperature plots are depicted in Figure 6.The average difference between the wall temperature
prediction by the models and the experimental wall temperature is tabulated in Table 1 below
Table 1. Average difference between model prediction and experimental data
Average difference in
Sl no
Model
temperature [°C]
RNG k-ε model with enhanced wall
1
0.3
treatment
2
Low Re model by Abid
0.4
3
Low Re model by Yang-Shih
0.5
4
Standard k-ε model
0.5
5
k-ω SST model
1.1
6
Low Re model by Lam-Bremhost
1.7
7
Low Re model by Chang-Hseih-Chen
1.9
8
Low Re model by Launder-Sharma
2.7
It is seen that first four models (RNG k-ε model with enhanced wall treatment, Low Re model by Abid,
Low Re model by Yang-Shih, Standard k-ε model) are predicting closely the wall temperature compared to the
experimental data. The average temperature difference is within 1 °C. The latter four models (k-ω SST model,
Low Re model by Lam-Bremhost, Low Re model by Chang-Hseih-Chen, Low Re model by Launder-Sharma)
are showing higher deviations up to 2.7°C.
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Computation time is also considered in the model selection. Low Re models are more time consuming
compared to the standard models. They take approximately 20% more time than the standard model. So
considering the accuracy of prediction and the computational time, RNG k-ε model with enhanced wall
treatment is the best model under the conditions considered.
3.2 Validation
The heat flux considered in the above tests was 233 kW/m2. The above study was extended to a higher
heat flux (698 kW/m2) to ascertain the capability of selected RNG k-ε model at higher ranges. The wall
temperature prediction is compared with the experimental data of Yamagata et. al (1972) under the same
conditions. The plot is shown in Figure 7. It is seen that at higher heat flux also the model is predicting well. The
average temperature difference between prediction and experiment data is within 0.5°C.

470
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Figure 7.Wall temperature prediction by RNG k-ε model with EWT






IV.

CONCLUSION

For the selected case, the standard two equation models such as standard k-ε, RNG k-ε model with enhanced
wall treatment and k-ω SST models are in good agreement with the experimental results under supercritical
conditions with low heat flux to mass flux ratios.
Low Re models such as models by Abid, Lam-Bremhost, Launder-Sharma, Yang-Shih and Chang-HsiehChen also work well under the same conditions.
Under low heat flux to mass flux ratios the maximum difference between the predicted wall temperature
and experimental data is 2.7 °C for the model by Launder-Sharma which is the maximum deviation.
RNG k-ε model with enhanced wall treatment is the best among the compared models with respect to the
accuracy and the computational time. The average temperature difference for this model is 0.3°C.
RNG k-ε model with enhanced wall treatment works well at moderately high heat flux of 698 kW/m2 and
for an enthalpy range 1450kJ/kg to 2750 kJ/kg.
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Moments of the Reliability, R = P(Y<X), As a Random Variable
Mohammed A. Shayib and Aliakbar Montazer Haghighi
Department of Mathematics
Prairie View A&M University
Prairie View, Texas 77446 USA
ABSTRACT
The estimation of the reliability R = P (Y<X), when X and Y are independent and identically
distributed random variables, has been extensively studied in the literature. Distribution functions
such as Normal, Burr Type X, Exponential, Gamma, Weibull, Logistic, and Extreme Value have been
considered. The expressions to estimate R have been expressed as function of positive parameters
from the assumed distributions. No article yet has considered the expression for R as a random
variable by itself. In this paper we will do so and consider some distributions that have been
introduced in the literature to estimate it. The objective of this paper is to derive the probability
density function (pdf) of R, under the assumption that the parameter of the distribution under
investigation is itself a random variable with some specified pdf. Once the pdf of R is derived, its
moments and other properties are investigated. Several distributions including the Exponential, ChiSquare, Gamma, Burr Type X and Weibull are assumed for this research and are investigated.
Furthermore, two cases are considered for each distribution. It has been found that the moment
generating function techniques for finding the moments do not work.

KEYWORDS: Reliability, Probability Density Function, Moments of Random Variables.
I.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The product reliability seems, finally, becoming the top priority for the third millennium and a technically
sophisticated customer. Manufacturers and all other producing entities are sharpening their tools to satisfy such
customer. Estimation of the reliability has become a concern for many quality control professionals and
statisticians. Let Y represent the random value of a stress that a device (or a component) will be subjected to in
service and X represent the strength that varies from product to product in the population of devices. The device
fails at the instant that the stress applied to it exceeds the strength and functions successfully whenever Y is less
than X. Then, the reliability (or the measure of reliability) R is defined as P(Y < X), that is, the probability that a
randomly selected device functions successfully. Algebraic forms of R, for different distributions, have been
studied in the literature. Among those distributions considered are the normal, exponential, gamma, Weibull,
Pareto, and recently extreme value family by Nadarajah (2003). Haghighi and Shayib (2009) have considered
the logistic and extreme value distributions. In all cases, X and Y are assumed to be independent random
variables. If
and
are the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability density
function (pdf) of Y and X, respectively, then it is well known that
(1)
The estimation of R is a very common concern in statistical literature in both distribution-free and
parametric cases. Enis and Geisser (1971) studied Bayesian approach to estimate R. Different distributions have
been assumed for the random variables X and Y. Downton (1973) and Church and Harris (1970) have discussed
the estimation of R in the normal and gamma cases, respectively. Studies of stress-strength model and its
generalizations have been gathered in Kotz et al. (2003). Gupta and Lvin (2005) studied the monotonicity of the
failure rate and mean residual life function of the generalized log-normal distribution.
Out of 12 different forms of cdf Burr (1942) introduced for modeling survival data, Burr Type X and
Burr Type XII distributions have received an extensive attention. Awad and Gharraf (1986) used the Burr Type
X model to simulate a comparison of three estimates for R, namely, the minimum variance unbiased, the
maximum likelihood, and the Bayes estimators. They also studied the sensitivity of the Bayes estimator to the
prior parameters. Ahmad et al. (1997) used the same assumptions except they further assumed that the scale
||Issn 2250-3005 ||
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parameters are known. Then, they used maximum likelihood (MLE), Bayes and empirical techniques to deal
with the estimation of R in such a case. They compared the three methods of estimation using the Monte-Carlo
simulation. Additionally, they presented a comparison among the three estimators and some characterization of
the distribution. The first characteristic they studied was based on the recurrence relationship between two
successively conditional moments of a certain function of the random variable, whereas the second was given by
the conditional variance of the same function. Surles and Padgett (1998) introduced the scaled Burr Type X
distribution and name it as Scaled Burr Type X or the Generalized Rayleigh Distribution (GRD). They
considered the inference on R when X and Y are independently distributed Burr Type X random variables,
discussed the existing and new results on the estimation of R, using MLE, and introduced a significance test for
R. They also presented Bayesian inference on R when the parameters are assumed to have independent gamma
distribution. They, further, offered an algorithm for finding the highest posterior density interval for R and using
different methods of estimation, calculated the value of R under the assumed distributions.
Baklizi and Abu-Dayyeh (2006) have considered the problem of estimating
when X and
Y have independent exponential distributions with parameters and , respectively. Also, Baklizi and El-Masri
(2004) had considered the same problem as in Baklizi and Abu Dayyeh (2006), but with a common location
parameter . Surles and Padgett (1998) considered the inference on R when X and Y are independent and
identically distributed as Burr-type-X random variables with parameters and , respectively. In addition,
Raqab and Kundu (2009) considered the scaled Burr Type X distribution for comparing different estimators of
R. Moreover, the expression for R came out as is specified in
(2)
where the parameter is of the stress Y and is that of the strength X. It is to noted here that R increases as the
ratio
decreases, and, thus, the parameter of the stress Y needs to be much smaller than of the strength X.
Shayib (2005) had considered the effect of the sample size and the ratio between the parameters on the
estimation of R, when X and Y shared the Burr Type X distribution. Haghighi sand Shayib (2008), considered
the Weibull distribution when estimating R. A common application of the Weibull distribution is to model the
lifetimes of components such as bearings, ceramics, capacitors, and dielectrics. Haghighi sand Shayib (2009)
also considered the estimation of R in the case of the logistic distribution.
Generally, the cdf and pdf of a two-parameter logistic distribution are given, respectively, as:

and

(3)

where and are the location and scale parameters, respectively. We consider the unknown-one-parameter
logistic distributions for both X and Y, that is, we assume that the location parameter is 0. Hence, cdf and pdf
are, respectively, as follow:

and

(4)

and

(5)

Haghighi sand Shayib (2009) proved the following Theorem:
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Theorem: When X and Y are independent random variables with logistic probability distribution and the
location parameter
then
(6)

They also considered the estimation of R in the case of the extreme value distribution. They assumed
that both X and Y are independent and each has an unknown-one-parameter extreme-value type 1 (or double
exponential or Gumbel-type) distribution. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the location
parameter is zero for each of X and Y. Hence, in this case, the cdf and pdf for Y and X are, respectively, as
follows:
and

(7)

and
and

(8)

Moreover, Haghighi sand Shayib (2009) proved the following Theorem:
Theorem: Given (7) and (8), if

then,
(9)

II.

R AS A RANDOM VARIABLE

We have seen that R has been expressed as a ratio of one positive parameter over the sum of two
positive parameters. This ratio has appeared under the assumption of exponential, Burr Type X, gamma, and
Wiebull distributions. In the cases of logistic and extreme-value distributions, an infinite series presentation of R
has been derived; see Haghighi sand Shayib (2009). Thus, in the remaining of the sequel we will assume
(10)
where U > 0, V > 0 and that U and V are independent random variables.
We will consider the following distribution functions: the exponential, Chi-Square, gamma, Burr Type
X, and Weibull. Without loss of generality and for simplifying the presentation, the one parameter in the
considered distributions will be denoted by . As a special case of the gamma distribution, we will consider the
distributions that correspond to the exponential and Chi Square. This will be dealt with in section 3 for the
exponential distribution as the underlying assumption for the variables that are involved in R. The Chi-Square
distribution will be taken as the underlying one in section 4. In Section 5, we will investigate a special case of
the gamma distribution. Conclusion remarks are summarized in the last section.

III.

EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR U AND V

We will assume that U and V are independent and identically distributed random variables that share an
exponential distribution, but with different parameters, namely,

and
where

and

are positive. In this case the probability density functions are known as:
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(11)
and

(12)

Since U and V are independent, their joint probability density function will be

(13)

In this case,
the form (10).
Let us define

such that

and

We are interested in R as a function of U and V in

and

(14)

This choice of R 2 yields an inverse transformation of the following form
and

(15)

The Jacobian of this transformation will be
(16)
Thus, the joint probability density function of

and

is given by

(17)

From (17), the marginal density functions for

and

For instance, for

we have
(18)

Note that when the two parameters are equal
and
is uniformly distributed over (0, 1). This
situation can arise when the stress and strength, that the component is exposed to, share the same density
function that follow the exponential, Burr Type X, or the Weibull distribution. This in turn shows the result that
was calculated by Shayib (2005) that the value of R is 1/2, and the first moment will not exceed that. Moreover,
when the two parameters are equal, then
will have a gamma density with parameters
and
the
common parameter of the assumed distributions.
Now after establishing the probability density function for R, we will find its moments. Relation (18) is
the density function of R. Thus, we have
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(19)
From (19) we will have

(20)
and from (18) we have
(21)
Thus, the variance of R can be found from (20) and (21).
Subsequently, other moments can be found. It is to be noted here that the Moment Generating Function
technique to find the moments is a forbidden task.

IV.

CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION FOR BOTH U AND V

In this section, we will assume that U and V are iid random variables that share the Chi square
distribution when the parameters are different, i.e., with degrees of freedoms
and ,
It can be
shown that the pdf of R will have a Beta density function with parameters and
, that is

(22)

From (22), the mean and the variance are given by
(23)
and
(24)
respectively.
When the two Chi square distributions share the same degrees of freedom, then R will have a Beta
distribution with parameters d/2 and d/2, with the following probability density function:
(25)

In this case, the mean and variance of R are well known and are given by

and
see Hogg and Tanis (1988), for instance.
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We note that the moment generating function for the Beta distribution cannot be expressed in a close
form. Thus, to find other moments, we will appeal to integration methods.

V.

GAMMA DISTRIBUTION FOR BOTH U AND V

Although the gamma distribution has two identifying parameters, by fixing one at a time, two more distributions
will emerge. Using the notation that if the random variable X has a gamma distribution with parameters and ,
that is,
It is well known that when
will be the exponential distribution with parameter

Now, in G we assume
Thus, if U and V, each has a gamma distribution with the same
parameter, say we see that the pdf for both U and V will, respectively, be

(26)
and

(27)

Since U and V are independent, it is clear that their joint density function will be

(28)

Thus, in this case the joint density functions of

and

is given by

In accordance with Theorem 1, Section 2.4 of Hogg and Craig (1995), the random variables
are independent. The Marginal pdf of
is given by

and

(29)
This pdf is a Beta distribution with parameters
respectively, by

and

Thus, the mean and variance of R are given,

and
When the parameters of the assumed gamma distributions are different, that is, with
of R will take the following form:

(30)
and

the pdf

(31)
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That is, R will have a Beta distribution with parameters
given by

and

Hence, the mean and the variance are

and

(32)

see Hogg and Tanis 1988.
Note that the moment generating function for the Beta distribution cannot be expressed in a close form for
finding other moments.

VI.

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION FOR U AND V

In this section we consider the case that the distributions of U and V are independent Weibull random
variables, sharing the same known shape parameter
but unknown and different scale parameters, namely,
and
The Weibull distribution is commonly used for a model for life
lengths and in the study of breaking strengths of materials because of the properties of its failure rate function.
Resistors used in the construction of an aircraft guidance system have life time lengths that follow a Weibull
distribution with
and
(with measurements in thousands of hours).
In this paper we consider the Weibull distribution with two parameters, namely, and
where is
the shape parameter while
is the scale parameter of the distribution. The probability density function of the
Weibull distribution that we will use based on this setup is

(33)

(34)

(35)
Thus, from (14) – (16) we have:

(36)

When

(36) becomes

(37)

Hence,
(38)

Note:
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(i)

For
certainly, R is uniformly distributed over the interval (0, 1). Hence, the mean and the variance
of R, in this case, are, respectively, given by 1/2 and 1/12.

(ii) When

we obtain

(39)

It can be shown that h(r) given in (39) is a pdf for 0 < r < 1. Hence, the mean and the variance of R are
given as
and
respectively.
(iii) In general, for all values of

we have the following Theorem:

Theorem: The function in (38), for any

is a pdf over the range of r.

Proof:
It is clear that the function in (38) is positive for all assumed values of r. To prove that the integral of
over
the range of r is 1, let
Then,
Hence, we have the following:

= 1.
VII.

BURR TYPE X DISTRIBUTION FOR BOTH U AND V

We now assume that U and V are iid random variables that share a Burr Type X distribution with a common
parameter Thus, the density functions of U and V are, respectively, as:

(40)
and

(41)

Hence, the joint density is,
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(42)

Once again, note that from (14) and (15), there are many values of (u, v) that will give the same value for
From (16) we have the joint probability density functions of

and

as

(43)

For

(43) becomes

(44)

Thus,

(45)

It is easy to show that (45) is a pdf when 0 < r <1. Hence, again E(R) = 1/2 and the variance of R is
When

the function in (44), will take the form

(46)

Letting

then

can be expressed as

(47)

Thus, in this case,
(48)

where
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Theorem: The function

in (48) is a pdf over the range of R.

Proof:
It is clear that for
,
given in (48) is positive. To show that the integral is 1 we proceed as follows.
Let us write
as the following sum:

where

It is to be noted that
where h(r) is as expressed in (45). Thus, the integral of
over the
range of r has 4 as its value. Moreover,
and, hence, the integral of
over the range of r is 1.
Now for integrals of
and
, let
Thus, using this change of variable and the partial fractions
technique, we will have the integrals of
and
equal to 2. This shows that the integral of h(r) is 1 and
that completes the proof.

VIII.

CONCLUSION

Different distributions were considered for the investigation R = P(Y < X), when R was taken as a random
variable itself, and the parameters of the assumed distributions were taken as random variables themselves. The
ratio of the parameters has a greater effect on the value of R than the sample size involved, especially when the
parameters are equal. Even though the stress and the strength share the same distribution, the parameter of the
stress has to be very small compared with that of the strength, and, thus, the ratio will contribute positively for
the value of R. Two cases were investigated under the taken distributions when the two parameters are equal and
when they are not. Regardless of the assumed distribution, the mean of R is 1/2 when the parameters are equal.
The moment generating function technique, to find the moments did not work in the cases that were discussed in
this paper. Additional work and investigation to find the moments of R is under way. It should be noted that
when the parameters of U and V are equal, integrating their joint pdf is not easy; obviously, it will be more
difficult when the parameters are unequal.
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ABSTRACT:
Crew scheduling is an important part of the railway optimization process, but it is also a
difficult problem to solve, due to the size of the problem and the complexity of the real life constraints.
In this paper, an overview of the crew scheduling problem is given and crew scheduling problem is
integrated to locomotive assignment problem and solved by using mixed integer linear programming
model.

KEYWORDS: Crew scheduling, integer programming, locomotive assignment, mathematical
modeling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Crew management is a major problem for transportation systems such as airlines, railways and public
bus transportation. Advances on scheduling methodologies and decision support systems have been substantial
in the last years, but they still need improvement, especially from the computational efficiency and practical
point of view. Since the privatization and deregulation of most European railroad companies, it has become
increasingly important to reduce the overall costs of operations. Labor cost is one of the largest factors in
company expenses, so experienced managers are looking for methods to reduce costs.
Crew management is essential to improve productivity, safety and quality of service in many domains,
but especially important for transportation systems. In general, crew management involves the construction of
efficient sequences of work and rest periods to meet transportation demands and to satisfy constraints. In
particular, crew scheduling has been studied from several points of view such as network flow models,
mathematical programming, heuristics and dynamic programming.
There are three main approaches for the crew scheduling problem [1]: the run-cutting heuristic, the
matching algorithm and the set covering formulation. The run-cutting algorithm was used in the 1970's, this is a
constructive algorithm used by manual schedulers. The matching method is divided into three parts: block
partition of the timetable, graph generation and duty achievement. Although in the early eighties several
researchers recognized the need to integrate vehicle and crew scheduling, most of the algorithms published in
the literature still follow the sequential approach where vehicles are scheduled before, and independently of,
crews. In the operations research literature, only a few applications address a simultaneous approach to vehicle
and crew scheduling. None of those publications makes a comparison between simultaneous and sequential
scheduling [2].

II.

LITERATURE ON LOCOMOTIVE ASSIGNMENT AND CREW SCHEDULING

Booler [3] proposed a Lagrangean relaxation method for solving an integer programming model of the
locomotive assignment problem. Cordeau et al. [5] presented a survey of recent optimization models for the
most commonly studied rail transportation problems. They described the problem of simultaneous assignment of
locomotives and cars to passenger trains. An exact algorithm, based on Bender’s decomposition, is proposed to
solve the problem. Kron and Fsichetti [6] described the intelligent information systems that are used by Dutch
railway operator for supporting the scheduling of drivers and guards. Their model is a set covering model and
they solved the model by applying dynamic column generation techniques, Lagrangean relaxation and powerful
heuristics.
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Cordeau et al. [7] proposed a heuristic solution approach based on mathematical optimization for the
assignment of locomotives and cars to scheduled trains. Ernst et al. [8] presented a model for integrated
optimization model for train crew management. They used mathematical programming model for solving the
problem. Walker et al [9] prepared the train time table and crew roster at the same time. They solved the
problem in two phases. In the first phase they prepare train time tale, and in the second phase according to train
time table they prepared crew roster. They used branch and bound algorithm for solving two phases.
Rouillon et al. [10] addressed the operational locomotive assignment problem of providing sufficient
motive power to pull a set of scheduled trains at minimum cost while satisfying locomotive availability and
maintenance requirement. Godwin et al [11] solved the locomotive assignment problem in two phases. In the
first phase, they assigned locomotives with partial scheduling with the objectives of minimizing total
deadheading time and total coupling delay. They used a genetic algorithm to find non-dominant locomotive
assignment solutions and proposed a method for evaluating its performance. The solutions are then ranked using
two approaches, based on the decision maker’s preferences. In the second phase, they selected a locomotive
assignment solution based on the ranking and find the lower bound on the arrival time of freight trains at their
destinations. They used a genetic algorithm again to schedule the freight trains in the passenger rail network,
with prescribed locomotive assignment precedence constraints with the objective of minimizing total tardiness.
Ghoseiri and Morshedsolouk [12] developed an algorithm for the train scheduling problem using the ant colony
system meta-heuristic called ACS-TS. The problem is considered as a traveling salesman problem (TSP) where
in cities represent the trains.

III.

Proposed Approach

Crew scheduling is characterized as the construction of duties in such a way that the timetable is
covered adequately [8]. The aim of this study is to integrate locomotive assignment and crew scheduling
problem by using mixed integer linear programming approach. Decisions about repositioning engines and crews
made mainly on the basis of expert judgment. If extra engines and crews cannot be carried by regularly
scheduled trains, engines are dispatched in light moves from the nearest yard and crews are moved from one
yard to another without an engine. The planning horizon for crew scheduling is one week.
The definitions of the key parameters and decision variables of the proposed model can be developed
as follows:
Indices
j, k

i

Set of yards
Set of days

Parameters
J
Number of yards under consideration
Fjk
Fixed cost of moving light engines from Yardj to Yardkin dollars
Vjk
Variable cost of moving one light engine from Yardj to Yardkin dollars per engine
Dij
Number of engines required on Dayi at Yardj
Gij
Number of engines gained or lost on Dayi at Yardj
S
Size of locomotive fleet
L
Size of crew fleet
Cjk
Variable cost of delivering a crew from Yardj to Yardk in dollars without an engine
Tij
Number of crews required on Dayi at Yardj
Kij
Number of crews gained or lost on Dayi at Yardj
Decision variables
b ijk

1 if a light engine

 0 otherwise

xijk
yij
zijk
pijk
mij

Number of light engines moved on Dayi from Yardj to Yardk
Number of engines available at the beginning of Dayi at Yardj
Number of crews moved on Dayi from Yardj to Yardk with an engine
Number of crews moved on Dayi from Yardj to Yardk without an engine
Number of crews available at the beginning of Dayi at Yardj
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The integrated locomotive utilization and crew scheduling problem may be formulated as the following
mixed integer linear program:
Minimize Z =

(1)

Subject to
(2)
(3)
(4a)
(4b)
(5)
(6)
(7)
and

integer,

(8)
(9)
(10)

(11a)

(11b)
(12)
(13)
,

and

integer,

(14)

The objective function to be minimized includes fixed and variable costs for engine movements and
also variable cost for crew transfers without an engine. The constraints (2,3,..,8) are related with the engine
utilization and the others are related with crew allocation. Constraints2 used to satisfy the number of engines
available at each yard at the start of each day to be large enough to haul the scheduled outgoing trains. In
Constraints 3, the number of light engines moved out of each yard on each day is limited to the sum of the
engine availability at the beginning of the day at the yard and the net gain or loss of engines determined by the
incoming and outgoing trains. Constraints 4a and 4b are ensured that, at each yard, the total number of engines
available at the beginning of each day is equal to the initial availability plus the net gain or loss of engines due
to various light engine moves in the previous day. In particular, constraints 4b are included to bridge the gap
between the Sunday of one week and the Monday of the next so that the cyclical nature of the engine flows are
preserved. Constraints5 stated that the number of engines moved in any deadheading trip on any day must be
smaller than or equal to 15, which is an operating rule. Constraints6 specified that, at the beginning of each day,
the total number of engines available at the various yards do not exceed the current locomotive fleet size. While
this inequality involves seven distinct constraints, one for each day of the week, it can be easily proven that only
one of them is needed due to the flow conservation of engines within the closed railroad system as required by
constraints 4a and 4b. Finally, in Constraints7, bijk is defined as a binary variable whereas both xijk and yij are to
take on only non-negative integer values in Constraints8.
Constraints9 provide the required crews for each yard at the start of each day to be able to schedule
necessary crew for outgoing trains. The number of crews moved out of each yard on each day with or without
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engine is limited to the sum of the crews available at the beginning of the day at the yard and the net gain or loss
of crews determined by the incoming and outgoing crews are declared in Constraints10. Constraints 11a and 11b
are guaranteed that at each yard, the total number of crews available at the beginning of each day is equal to the
initial availability plus the net gain or loss of crews due to various crew deliveries in the previous day.
Constraints 12 assure that if there is a move from Yardi to Yardj then all of the required crews can be delivered
by that engine, if not the required crews should be delivered with another way by paying variable transport
costs. The total number of crews available at the various yards does not exceed the total crew size, at the
beginning of each day is ensured in Constraints 13. Constraints 14 include the binary and integer restrictions.

IV.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION

The data sets including the crew and engine requirements at Yardj (j=1,2,3) and fixed costs and
variable cost are determined by expert judgment. The data sets that include engine and crew requirements for
each yard for each day are displayed in Appendix A. Also, the variable and fixed costs for moving engines and
delivering crew without an engine are shown in Appendix B.
Solving the mathematical program using LINDO, the following solutions are observed: (b*112, b*332,
*
*
b 612, b 632, b*712, b*723,).=(1,1,1,1,1,1), (x*112, x*332, x*612, x*632, x*712, x*723)=(3,2,2,2,4,1), (y*11, y*12, y*13, y*21, y*22,
y*23, y*31, y*32, y*33, y*41, y*42, y*43, y*51, y*52, y*53, y*61, y*62, y*63, y*71, y*72,
y*73)=(6,7,3,5,7,4,7,6,3,6,7,3,8,6,2,7,7,2,5,9,2), (p*421, p*521=(6,3), (z*332, z*632, z*712)=(16,2,5), (m*11, m*12, m*13,
m*21, m*22, m*23, m*31, m*32, m*33, m*41, m*42, m*43, m*51, m*52, m*53, m*61, m*62, m*63, m*71, m*72,
m*73)=(9,8,8,6,8,10,7,5,18,5,19,6,6,14,4,8,13,3,8,14,3) which means that, light engine should be moved from
Yard1to Yard2 on Monday, from Yard3 to Yard2 on Wednesday, from Yard1to Yard2 on Saturday; and so on.
Three light engines should be moved from Yard1to Yard2 on Monday, 4 light engines should be moved from
Yard1to Yard2 on Sunday; and so on. There should be six engines at Yard1, seven engines at Yard2 on Monday,
five engines at Yard1, and four engines at Yard3 on Tuesday. Six crews should be moved without an engine from
Yard2 to Yard1 on Thursday, three crews should be moved without an engine from Yard2 to Yard1 on Friday. 16
crews should be moved with engine from Yard3 to Yard2 on Wednesday, two crews should be moved with
engine from Yard3 to Yard2on Saturday, five crews should be moved with engine from Yard1to Yard2 on Sunday.
There should be nine crews at Yard1, eight crews at Yard2,eight crews at Yard3 on Monday, seven crews at
Yard1, five crews at Yard2 on Wednesday. The objective function value is z *=4938,22.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Crew scheduling is a well-known problem in Operations Research, and until recently has been
associated with many real life examples. The crew scheduling problem for railways has been a major topic for
researchers and increased computing power allows solving of crew scheduling problems optimally even for
large instances.
To our knowledge there is not adequate number of study in literature, integrating crew scheduling
problem with locomotive assignment. In this paper integrated locomotive assignment and crew scheduling
problem is proposed by using mathematical linear programming model and solved optimally with LINDO in
very short time. Optimization model is validated by a numerical example and achieved results show that
integrated crew scheduling and locomotive assignment model is an effective tool. Future research can be
studying the integrated model with larger number of instances and also developing heuristic algorithm in reallife applications.
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APPENDIX A
Engine/crew requirements and availabilities are shown below:
E n g in e R e q u ir e m e n ts
D ay of
W eek

M onday

T uesday

W ednesday

T h u rsd a y

F r id a y

Y a rd
F r o m \to

Y a rd

Y a rd

N et
T o ta l O u tb o u n d

1

2

3

g a in /lo s s

Y a rd 1

0

4

2

6

2

Y a rd 2

5

0

2

7

-3

YTaor ta
d l3

3

0

0

3

1

In b o u n d

8

4

4

Y a rd 1

0

4

1

5

2

Y a rd 2

5

0

0

5

-1

YTaor ta
d l3

2

0

0

2

-1

In b o u n d

7

4

1

Y a rd 1

0

3

2

5

-1

Y a rd 2

2

0

2

4

-1

YTaor ta
d l3

2

0

0

2

2

In b o u n d

4

3

4

Y a rd 1

0

3

1

4

2

Y a rd 2

4

0

0

4

-1

YTaor ta
d l3

2

0

0

2

-1

In b o u n d

6

3

1

Y a rd 1

0

4

1

5

-1

Y a rd 2

3

0

0

3

1

Y a rd 3

1

0

0

1

0

In b o u n d

4

4

1

Y a rd 1

0

5

2

7

0

Y a rd 2

5

0

2

7

-2

YTaor ta
d l3

2

0

0

2

2

In b o u n d

7

5

4

Y a rd 1

0

4

1

5

5

Y a rd 2

8

0

1

9

-5

YTaor ta
d l3

2

0

0

2

0

In b o u n d

10

4

2

16

T o ta l

S a tu r d a y

S unday
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C re w R e q u ire m e n ts
D ay of

Y a rd

Y a rd

Y a rd

1

2

3

Y a rd 1

0

8

3

11

-3

Y a rd 2

5

0

3

8

0

YTaord
ta l3

4

0

0

4

2

In b o u n d

9

8

6

Y a rd 1

0

4

8

12

-5

Y a rd 2

5

0

2

7

-3

YTaord
ta l3

2

0

0

2

8

In b o u n d

7

4

10

Y a rd 1
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APPENDIX B
Light engine move costs and variable cost per crew transfer without engine are shown below.
L ig h t e n g in e m o v e c o s ts
F r o m \t o

Y a rd 1

Y a rd 2

Y a rd 3

F ix e d c o s t p e r m o v e
Y a rd 1

4 6 3 ,8 4

Y a rd 2

4 6 3 ,8 4

Y a rd 3

1 2 8 4 ,9 6

1 2 8 4 ,9 6
8 9 6 ,3 4

8 9 6 ,3 4

V a r ia b le c o s t p e r e n g in e
Y a rd 1

3 7 ,5 7

Y a rd 2

3 7 ,5 7

Y a rd 3

1 3 5 ,3 3

1 3 5 ,3 3
1 0 0 ,3 1

1 0 0 ,3 1

V a r ia b le c o s t p e r c r e w tr a n s fe r w ith o u t
e n g in e

Y a rd 1

2

Y a rd 2

2

Y a rd 3

4

4
3

3
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ABSTRACT:
Spatial search engines are specialized search engines primarily dedicated to retrieve
geographical information through web technology. They provide capabilities to query metadata
records for related spatial data, and link directly to the online content of spatial data themselves.
OpenSearch-Geo extensions are developed to facilitate basic geographical data search using Opensearch method.
OpenSearch-Geo extensions add new parameters of geographic filtering for querying
spatial data and recommended set of simple standards responses in geographic format, such as
KML, Atom and GeoRSS though spatial search engines. The communication method used in spatial
search engines is based on standardized- Service-Oriented –Architecture. In this catalogue service
plays a significant role. It provides a common mechanism to classify, register, describe, search,
maintain and access information about resources available on a network.
In the contemporary search engine there is no mechanism to find out which of the available
resources are best fit for use to users. We propose search functionality for current spatial data
search engines to consider user quality requirements in addition to the geographical extent and
keyword matching

KEYWORD: Spatial, KML, Atom and GeoRSS

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Usage of spatial data resources on the web has increasingly become important in daily activates of
modern society. In web technology mainstream search engines like Google, Yahoo, and ALO are used in
accessing distributed information. When Internet users type a keyword or phrase into the search engine query
box, they expect a list of search results which can be websites that offer information, products or services
related to that keyword. However, finding proper web content is difficult due to availability of vast volume of
information on the web. Therefore, searching for proper result requires specialized search engines.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The motivation of this paper is to develop method for reasoning based on fitness for use to enable
spatial search engines recommending spatial data resource for users.
Presently, there is no spatial data search engine that reason out based on consideration of fitness for
use. We performed extensive study on the concepts in fitness for use and recommendation technologies. We
also studied the quality of spatial data and users quality requirements to determine fitness for use.
We reviewed literature on fitness for use approach from users and producers perspective in spatial data
infrastructure (SDI). We also studied the quality of spatial data and users quality requirements to determine
fitness for use.
We designed the profiling algorithm and a reasoning logic to determine fitness for use of spatial data
resources. We implement the model and the reasoning logic by using UML modelling language using the
Enterprise Architect. For the realization of our system, we use the PostgreSQL spatial database management
system with PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor for developing the front end as a web application sys- tem. The
fitness for use reasoning logic is implemented by using the PostgreSQL structured language (PL/pgSQL)
database programming languages.
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FITNESS FOR USE AND RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
Fitness for use is a way of understanding the relationship between data and the users. The definition of fitness
for use has been subjected to the usability of datasets. Redman suggested that for dataset to be fit for use it must
be accessible, accurate, timely, complete, consistent with other sources, relevant, comprehensive, provide a
proper level of detail, be easy to read and easy to interpret. Therefore, fitness for use can be viewed as the
capability of the dataset to fit stated user requirements and application specifications.
1.1 DATA QUALITY VERSUS FITNESS FOR USE
Data quality is a perception or an assessment of data's fitness to serve its purpose in a given context
and subjective to various applications. It highly depends on the need of individuals on how to use datasets.
Quality can be described by object or phenomenon attributes and properties.
The term data quality is used to describe the correspondence between an object in reality and its
representation in the datasets. Quality can also be expressed as a measure against a production specification or
user requirements.
In GIS context a quality product is a product which is free from errors, or a product with confirmation
of specifications used, or it can be a product that satisfies user’s expectations. However, widely accepted
expression affirms that spatial data quality is recognized only in terms of its specific use.
Organization ISO is accepted in common to describe spatial data quality. The ISO defines quality as
the totality of characteristics of a product that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs. Therefore,
for ISO quality is a result that has to be observed during use.
The standards mainly describe the spatial data quality using two main categories: quality overview
elements and quantitative quality elements. The ISO provide quality elements with their sub-elements and
guidelines for producers to describe the characteristics of the datasets. Spatial data quality evaluation
procedure and reporting the result for quality evaluation procedure are also defined by ISO standards.
Devillers and Jeansoulin elaborates the concept of spatial quality by dividing it into two: internal and
external quality. Internal quality is used to express the products with no errors. The internal quality describes
characteristics that define the apparent individual nature of products. On the other hand, external quality is
used to express products that meet user needs. It is associated to express the similarity between the data
produced and user requirements and their needs.
When data quality description is defined by fitness for use, it should assure the user that the datasets
are fit for the intended use.
FITNESS FOR USE: SPATIAL DATA PRODUCERS' PERSPECTIVE &USERS’ PERSPECTIVE
In Geographic Information Science (GIS) environments spatial datasets frequently have different
origins and contain different quality levels.

1.2

Producers' perception of spatial data quality mainly depends on the dataset's internal characteristics.
These intrinsic characteristics are resulted from production methods, e.g. data acquisition technologies, data
models, and storages. Internal quality description of spatial dataset is independent of any task, unless it is
collected and processed for a specific application. Producers of spatial data resource assume that users are able
to determining a spatial dataset's fitness for use before use of the dataset. Under the fitness for use approach,
producers do not make any judgment. Spatial data producers provide quality information contents is to help
users to determine if spatial datasets fulfill their application's quality requirements.
Spatial data user’s quality requirements are rooted in the intended application they want the dataset to
be used for. Users usually evaluate fitness for use of data sources to determine the suitability of data for
problem solving and decision making and consider the datasets interoperability with other data sources. In
addition, users also determine fitness for use according to their multidisciplinary information needs. Other
factors, such as compliance to specific needs and availability of rules and quality control also have impact for
users to determine fitness for use.
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Directly or indirectly users of a dataset need to use information about spatial data quality in order to be
able to assess the fitness for use of the data in their context.
1.3 APPROACHES TO DETERMINE FITNESS FOR USE
Determining fitness for use of a data resource is the only method to avoid risks caused by misuse of
spatial data. Comprehensive comparison against user quality requirement and detailed quality description of
dataset is the main approach to determine fitness for use. In determining fitness for use user’s quality
requirements, quality description of the dataset, the decision and how it will be inﬂuenced by quality are
required input parameters. Given these information, evaluation of fitness for use can be implemented. For
fitness for use evaluation, the user quality requirement and the dataset quality requirement should have the
same base point. Otherwise, with the absence of such common agreement on quality of object, fitness for use
assessment becomes much more complicated.
Each user group has certain requirements and different aspects of usability that have to be considered.
The fitness for use decision can be easily determined if users quality requirement is known.
The well known approach in understanding user’s quality requirements is translating subjective user’s
requirements into an objective technical specification.As a general approach in this research the reasoning logic
design to determine fitness for use of spatial dataset is also based on comparison of user quality requirement
(external quality) and the dataset quality description (internal quality).
1.4 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Recommender systems are widely implemented for searching, sorting, classifying, filtering and
sharing a vast amount of information available on the web to allow users to find resources that fit their need.
All recommender systems take advantage of a particular set of artificial intelligence techniques. Recommender
systems represent user preferences for the purpose of suggesting items to the users so that users are directed
toward those items that best meet their needs and preferences. A recommender system customizes its
responses to a particular user. Instead of direct response to queries, a recommender system is intended to serve
as an information agent of individual users or group of users.
Recommendation techniques have a number of possible classifications. However, all recommender
systems have three common fundamental components. The first component referred to as background data is
the information that the system had before the recommendation process begins. The second component is the
information that users must communicate to the system in order to generate a recommendation. It is referred to
as input data. The third is the algorithm that combines background information and input data.
Recommendation techniques can be distinguished on the basis of their knowledge sources which can
be the knowledge of other users' preferences, ontological or inferential knowledge about the domain, or added
by users themselves. The main classification of recommendation techniques are:
• Collaborative filtering: Collaborative recommendation is probably the most familiar, most widely
implemented and most mature among existing recommendation technologies. Collaborative recommender
systems aggregate ratings or recommendations of objects, recognize commonalities between users on the basis
of their ratings, and generate new recommendations based on inter-user comparisons. Griffith et.al conducted a
survey on performance of collaborative filtering.
• Content-based: The system generates recommendations from two sources: the features associated
with products and the ratings that a user has given them. Content-based recommender systems treat
recommendation as a user-specific classification problem and learn a classifier for the user's likes and dislikes
based on product features. A content-based recommender learns a profile of the user's interests based on the
features present in objects the user has rated. It is item-to-item or user-to-user correlation. Decision trees, neural
nets, and vector-based representations have all been used. As in the collaborative case, content-based user
profiles are long term models and updated as more evidence about user preferences is observed.
• Hybrid recommender systems combine two or more recommendation techniques to gain better
performance with fewer of the drawbacks of any individual one. Most commonly, collaborative filtering is
combined with some other technique in an attempt to avoid the ramp-up problem.
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Recommender systems typically determine matches via a process of identifying similar users by
creating neighbor users. Determining recommendations based on selected neighbors is named as profile
matching. Profile matching involves:
• Find similar users: employing standard similarity measures technique such as Nearest neighbour,
Clustering and Classification
• Create a neighbour: techniques used include the creation of centroid, correlation-thresholding, and
best-n-neighbours.
PROFILE BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE
The generation and maintenance of accurate user profiles is an essential component of a successful
recommender system. Consequently, in analyzing how a recommendation system makes individuals
recommendations or assesses a user needs, the key issue is the user profile. A recommender agent cannot begin
to function until the user profile has been created.
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM DATA MODEL DESIGN AND REASONING LOGIC
1.5 INTRODUCTION
In Section 2, we discussed the concepts of fitness for use from users and producers perspective. Both spatial
data users and producers agree that fitness for use evaluation of a dataset before its usage reduce risks caused
by misuse of spatial data resource. However, the two sides are not in line with the definition of fitness for use.
The concept of fitness for use for spatial data users is the dataset that satisfies their need based on their quality
requirement. On the other hand producers express fitness for use as the description of quality description of the
dataset. Hence, the assessment and determination of fitness for use of a dataset remain users' responsibility.
However fitness for use computation is not an easy task for users.
Adapting such an approach to the spatial data search engine is of great importance to search spatial data
based on fitness for use. In this research work we propose a mechanize to store users spatial data search quality
requirements and spatial data quality descriptions that can be used in fitness for use evaluation to recommend
spatial datasets to users based on their requirements.
1.6 SPATIAL DATA RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed recommendation system design involves three main components as shown in figure. The
figure describes the general view of spatial data recommendation system design framework.
• User interface: allows and controls user system interaction. The recommendation service obtains
information about users' need through web based user interface. The user interface design considers user
groups. For example, expert users group requires detailed quality information to determine if the resource is
useful for their task or not. However, non GIS expert users group lacks understanding about detailed quality
information. Therefore, the user interface design should support simple way of allowing these users to specify
their data quality requirement. Moreover, if the users group is non human users, special web service
communication facility like XML/GML standard data format should be maintained.
• Recommendation system: is the main component of the system which controls the overall interaction
to provide fitness for use based spatial data recommendation.
• Profile database: is the data model of the recommendation system which store users information and
spatial data quality information in a structured form. It allows automatic and active data retrieval to speed up
the fitness for use evaluation, prediction and recommendation process of spatial data resources. Structured
profile storage is defined by the conceptual data model of spatial data recommendation system which is
discussed in the following section in detail.
FITNESS FOR USE EVALUATION FUNCTIONALITY
After users spatial data search requirements and spatial data resources information are profiled in the
spatial data recommendation data model, in order to recommend the spatial data resources for users, the
system should make fitness for use evaluation. In this research we discuss the fitness for use evaluation from
three aspect: spatial extent matching, application matching with spatial data resources description and
overview quality elements, and quantitative data quality evaluation aspect. However, since the fitness for use
evaluation is performed using the system data model, the sequence does not have difference in recommending
the datasets for users.
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FITNESS FOR USE EVALUATION USING SPATIAL EXTENT
Fitness for use evaluation using user spatial extent requirement requires extensive spatial matching to
get dataset with the best fit extent. First of all the spatial data resources that have spatial extent matching with
users spatial extent requirement needs to be filtered. All the datasets which have intersection with user spatial
extent requirements will be returned as a candidate dataset for further filtering.
This phase of filtering spatial datasets needs to be addressed from different aspect of spatial extent
matching functions. For example, the user extent requirement may be completely inside the dataset extent or
only a portion of area of user extent may intersect with the dataset extent. Therefore, spatial area difference can
be known by calculating the area ratio. Hence, area ratio computation of intersection with user spatial extent
requirement and area ratio computation of intersection with spatial data resources extent helps to identify the
best fit spatial data resources. The value of area ratio is given in percentage.
Then by sorting datasets descending using the ratio of intersection and user extent the system can
identify and return the best datasets. If there are more datasets that have similar area ratio values, again the
ratio of intersection and dataset extent help us to identify the best one. Based on this logic we design algorithm 6
to rank spatial datasets using the computed area ratio.
In the algorithm design for the spatial computation the fallowing PostGIS built in functions are used:







ST _GeometryT ypee Return the geometry type of the ST_Geometry value.
ST _within: returns true if one geometry is within the geometry of the other, it takes two arguments.
We used the user extent and spatial dataset extent to return true or false
ST _Centroid : This function takes one argument. We used it to return the centroid of the geometry
given by the user as a point. Therefore, the centre of the user extent requirement can be check within
the extent of dataset.
ST _Intersects : generates a boolean result after checking intersection between two geometry
ST _Intersection : takes two ST_Geometry objects and returns the intersection set as an ST_Geometry
object.
ST _GeomF romT ext : returns a specified ST_Geometry to be enable the spatial function work

Variable definition used in Algorithm 1 - 3:
• UA - user application
• DSi Si=1…...N DSS - where DSS is set of selected datasets
• DSjE=1...N DS S where DS is set of datasets E
• Ii E- user and dataset intersection extent E
• AI - UE and DSE intersection area
• RI_U - AI and area of UE ratio
• RI_DS - AI and area of DSE ratio
• DSiSE - selected extent dataset
• DSSS - selected and sorted dataset
• DSS - sorted DSSS
Algorithm 1: Select dataset based on user extent
Procedure:
- for all datasets, select a dataset if:
- user extent is within dataset extent
- center of user extent is within the dataset extent
- user extent and dataset extent intersection has polygon geometry
- return DSS
Input: DS, UE, DSE
1: for DSi to DSN do
2: DSiE extract_dataset_extent(DSi)
3: if ST_within(UE, DSiE) then
4: DSS DSi
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5: else if ST_within(ST_centroid(UE, DSiE)) then
6: DSS DSi
7: else
8: if ST_Intersect(UE, DSiE) then
9: Ii ST_Intersection(UE, DSiE) E
10: if ST_GeometrType(ST_GeomFromText(AI )) = "ST_Polygon" then
11: DSS DSi
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: return DSS
Spatial datasets which have a polygon intersection with user spatial extent requirement are returned
as a result of algorithm 1. Once the spatial datasets are filtered by the spatial extent matching as given by
algorithm 1, the selected datasets will be an input for algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Area ratio computation
Procedure:
- for all selected datasets:
- calculate user extent and dataset extent intersection
- compute intersection and user extent area ratio
- compute intersection and dataset extent area ratio
- return dataset selected, area ratios
Input: DSS, UE, DSSE
for DSiS to DSN do S
Ii ST_Intersection(UE, DSiSE) E
RiI_U ST _Area(IE)) i
ST _Area(UE
iI
R _DS STSTArArea(IE) i)
end for _ ea(DSSE
return DSS, RI_U , RI_DS
Algorithm 2 returns the same dataset that has been returned by algorithm 1 with newly computed area ratio
extent information. This area ratio helps to order the dataset in order to identify the best one. The ranking
procedure using spatial extent ratio value for every candidate spatial dataset is given in algorithm 3. However,
for simplicity purpose we use sort function supported in PostGIS for implementation as given in algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3: Rank dataset based on Extent ratio
Procedure:
- sort selected dataset by RI_U (AI and area of UE ratio)
- for all selected and sorted datasets, if two or more consecutive datasets have equal RI_U , sort these rows with
RI_D (AI and area of DSE ratio) else update the index to indicate to the next group
Input: DSS, RI_U , RI_D
1: DSSS sort DSS desc RI_U
2: for i to M do
3:
//where M is the number of selected and sorted datasets
4: if RiI_U = RiI+1 then _U
5: for j = i to M do
6: if RiI_D = RjI_D then
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7: temp DSj SS
{temporarily save current record DSj } SS
8: //next two lines swap current record with the next
9: DSj SS  DSj+1 SS
10: DSj+1 temp SS
11: end if
12: //to check the next group having the same RI_U
13: if Rj I+1 = R jI+2 then
14: //if the next two records AI and area of UE ratio are not equal,
15: //set position for the next comparison to this group and break the
16: //inner loop
17: i=j+2
18: break
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: return DSS SS
Algorithm 4: Rank dataset based on Extent ratio
Procedure:
- sort selected dataset by RI_U (AI and area of UE ratio)
- for all selected and sorted datasets, if two or more consecutive datasets have equal RI_U , sort
these rows with RI_D (AI and area of DSE ratio)
- return DSS SS
1: DSS sort DSS desc RI_U , desc RI_D SS
2: return DSS SS
FITNESS FOR USE EVALUATION USING APPLICATION
To design the fitness for use evaluation based on user application requirement, it is required to define
theme_keyword that represent the application by referring thematic classification of dataset. The concept of
theme_keyword definition is mainly required to search different spatial datasets which can be useful for the
intended application. The theme_keyword definition for the application gives wide range of possibly to search
various resources for the intended application. The ISO standard metadata representation topic categories is
one of metadata elements required to identify a dataset, that is used to group keywords and to learn more
about main themes of the dataset to understand topics exist in the dataset description. It is high-level
geographic data thematic classification to assist in the grouping and search of available geographic datasets.
The topic category is also used for topic-based search of available spatial data resources. It is one of a handful
element that describes the type of features that are included in a dataset.
Variable definition used in Algorithm 5-9:
• UA - user application
• DSiSi=1...N DSS - where DSS is set of selected datasets based on UA or T KW
• T KWjj=1...M T KW - where T KW is set of theme_keywords
• ΩjT KW
0, 1- weight assigned for theme_keyword j
• ΩA - weight assigned for UA
• DS – dataset
• OQ - overview quality description of DSi
• N =DS- number of datasets DS in database
• M - number of theme_keyword of an application
• Si S - where S is the sum of theme_keywords in DSS
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• w total number theme_keywords defined for application
• Ri percentage value of relevance based on application and TKW similarity found
Algorithm 5: Select datasets using user application and theme_keywords
Procedure:
- for all datasets select a dataset if:
- user application and the theme_keyword is similar to overview quality description of the dataset or
- the theme_keyword is similar to overview quality description of the dataset even if user application is not
similar to overview quality description of the dataset.
Input: UA, T KW, DS
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: if UA∼ OQ then
3: if T KW∼ OQ then
4: DSS DSi
5: end if
6: else
7: if T KW∼ OQ then
8: DSS DSi
9: end if
10: end if
11: i i+1
12: end for
13: return DSS
The result of algorithm 5 is the set of datasets that the overview quality or description has matching
with user application or the corresponding theme_keywords. This datasets used in the process to quantify the
application and the theme_keywords matching found in the dataset as shown in algorithm 9:
Algorithm 6: Quantify application name and theme_keyword in DSS
Procedure: - for all datasets, compare user application with each overview quality description of the dataset.
When ever they are similar, set weight of the application as the sum of all the theme_keywords, otherwise set
the weight to 0 - for all datasets and for all theme_keyword, if a theme_keyword is similar to overview quality
description of the dataset, set the theme_keyword weight to 1, else 0 - return weight assigned for user
application and weight assigned for theme keyword

Input: DSS, UA, T KW
1: for DSi Sto DSNS do
2:
OiQ get_overview_quality(DSiS)
3:
if UA = OiQ then
4: ΩA /  > M ΩjT KW j=1
5: else
6: ΩA 0
7: end if
8: for T KWj to T KWM do
9: if T KWj = OiQ then
10: ΩjT KW 1
11: else
12: ΩjT KW 0
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: return ΩA, ΩT KW
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The output of algorithm 6 is conversion of subjective matching into quantitative values. As explained
before, the weight given for the user application matching should be greater than sum of all the
theme_keywords defined for that specific application. This enables to identify datasets that match user
application in prior than other datasets selected as candidate datasets based on theme_keywords. The
theme_keywords are assigned boolean values as weight to indicate match- ing is found or not in the dataset
where a weight equal to 1 means that matching has been found.
This values again summed up using algorithm 7 as shown below:
Algorithm 7: Compute sum of theme_keywords in dataset
Procedure:
- compute sum of theme_keywords in dataset DSiS theme_keyword
Input: DSS, ΩT KW
1: for DSi S to DSNS do
2: Si  M ΩjT KW j=1
3: end for
4: return S
When the process of selecting spatial dataset based on user application, searching datasets by
theme_keywords and assigning weight value completed, these values are used to rank spatial datasets that best
fit user application. We said that application similarity found in the spatial dataset overview quality have more
theme_keyword matching has second priority. Based on this assumption we devise a relevance indicator to
inform users how much percent a dataset fits their application. In order to elaborate our approach we assume
that there is an application with five theme_keywords and designed algorithm 8 as shown below:
Algorithm 8: Display relevance of DSS based on application and theme_keywords weight
Procedure:
- For each datasets DSS filtered by UA and T KW
- Extract the weight ΩA and S
- If exact matching for user application and the dataset overview quality, then indicates dataset is 100% relevant
- Otherwise calculate the difference between w and si to indicate the corresponding relevance
Input: DSS, w
1: for DSi S to DSNS do

2: ΩA get_weight_by_U A(DSS)
3: S get_weight_by_T KW (DSS)
4: if ΩiA = w then
5: relevance Ri%
6: else if w si = 1 then
7: relevance Ri%
8: else if w si = 2 then
9: relevance Ri%
10: else if w si = 3 then
11: relevance Ri%
12: else if w si = 4 then
13: relevance Ri%
14: else
15: relevance Ri%
16: end if
17: end for
Once the final result for application matching is returned from algorithm 8 the relevance indicator can
be used to order the datasets as shown in algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 9: Rank Selected Data Sets DS S based on application and theme_keywords
Procedure:
- sort the dataset according to application and sum of theme_keywords
Input: DSS
1: ΩA get_app_weight(DSS )
2: S get_sum_theme_keyword(DSS )
3: DSSS sort DSSS desc ΩA, desc S
4: return DSSS
FITNESS FOR USE EVALUATION USING QUALITY ELEMENT
To design the fitness for use evaluation of spatial datasets based on quality elements, the spatial
datasets need to be extracted based on user extent and application requirement and populated in the system
profile. Once the datasets quality description and necessary information are populated in the system, fitness for
use evaluation can be performed. In order to compute the fitness of a dataset by comparing the quantitative data
quality elements, the measurement unit of each quality element should be adjusted into the same measurement
unit.
In this section we address the process of computing the fitness for use evaluation using quantitative
data quality elements. to recommend a spatial datasets based on users quality requirements, we design
algorithm 13 to compute range for all user quality requirement values. This is because it is not always possible
to find spatial dataset that exactly match users requirement. We decided to subtract and add half of user quality
requirement value to a user quality requirement value itself for each element to set the minimum and
maximum of range.
Algorithm 10: sum of weighted X (dataset relevance to user quality requirement)
Procedure:
- for all datasets weighted boolean value, compute sum of weighted X
- return sum weighted X
Input: DS, Xw, QDS, Sj = 0
1: for DSj to DSM do
2:
Xw get_weighted_boolean(DS)
3: for X w JI to X w JN do
4: Sj += Xw ji
5: end for
6: end for
7: return S
Algorithm 11: Calculate distance of dataset quality from user quality
Procedure:
- for all datasets:
- fetch boolean values of the datasets quality elements
- for each user quality requirements
- for a single dataset, if each boolean value is true, then compute the distance from user quality subelement to
dataset quality subelement
Input: DS, QR, Qw
1: for DSj to DSM do
2:
X get_boolean(DS)
3: for QiR to QN do R
4: for Xji to XjN do
5: /*jth dataset and i to N quality subelements*/
6: Xji = fetch(X) /*X - boolean value*/
7:
if Xji = 1 then
8:
dji/ QiR Qji
DS
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9:
end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
13: return D
Finally using the computed relevance indicator from algorithm 10 and the distance value of each
quality element of the dataset from algorithm 11, it is be possible to identify the best dataset that fits user
quality requirements.
Algorithm 12: Rank datasets DS by relevance based on quality element evaluation
Procedure:
- sort the dataset according to their aggregated weighted boolean X
Input: DS
1: S get_sum_weight_boolean(DS)
2: DSS sort DS desc S
3: return DSS
Variable definition used in Algorithm 16:
• DSS - sorted datasets
• DSSS - sorted DSS by distance
• Qw - set of weight of quality elements provided by user
• Qmax - the maximum weight of quality elements provided by user w
• Qname - the name of the maximum weighted of quality elements w
• D - distance between dataset quality and user quality
• dji - is distance between dataset quality and user quality in ith column
Algorithm 13: Rank dataset by identifying relevance by distance
Procedure:
- Input datasets sorted by relevance value:
-for all user quality requirement weight
- identify the maximum user quality requirement weight assigned
- identify the name of quality element which have maximum weight
- find the dataset quality element which have the same name
- for each DSS identify the distance value of quality element
- sort the DSS based on the distance value
Input: D, Qw, DSS
for Qiw to QN do w
Qmax fetch_max(Qw) w
Qname get_name(Qmax)
if DSS ∼ Qw name then
for DSjSto DSMSdo
dji fetch(DSS)
end for
end if
DSSS sort(DSS) desc dji
end for
return DSSS
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II.

EXPERMINETAL RESULTS

The recommendation service result page allows users to access recommended datasets as a response
to their requirements. The recommendation process starts first by filtering spatial datasets based on user extent
requirement. The datasets that satisfy user spatial extent requirement returned as a candidate datasets. Then
application based filtering process starts specifically by comparing the user application to the overview data
quality information usage and purpose and continues matching the theme_keywords of the application to the
description of datasets

Finally the system recommend spatial datasets with corresponding values that indicates level of relevance
As computed by the fitness for use evaluation logic. The values returned with the recommended
datasets enables users to easily observe which dataset best fits which requirements. In order to help users on
picking the datasets based on extent, the computed spatial extent will also be visualized on the map.

CONCLUSION
The fundamental approach to determine fitness for use is comparison of users quality requirements and
quality of data resources. In order to use fitness for use as a searching criteria in GIS, comprehensive
comparison against user quality requirement and detailed quality description of spatial dataset is required. Thus
understanding users' view towards spatial data quality and quality description of spatial data resources, gave us
an idea on how to design a concptual model of recommendation system.GIS spatial data quality is a perception
or an assessment of data fitness to serve its purpose in a given context and subjective to various applications.
Widely accepted expression affirms that spatial data quality is recognized in terms of its specific use and the
quality definition given by ISO is accepted in common to describe spatial data quality.
Therefore, we followed the spatial data quality according to ISO standard to represent the spatial data
quality and users spatial data search quality requirements in our system. This simplification is required because
the standard gives common ground on spatial data quality to evaluate its fitness for use. We also consider OGC
catalogue service as a source to extract required datasets quality description. However, data quality description
to determine fitness for use should not be limited to the ISO standard. Other factors such as: currency, cost,
accessibility of the dataset, dataset granularity, popularity and users opinion about the dataset need to be
included.
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Second Derivative Free Modification with a Parameter
For Chebyshev’s Method
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ABSTRACT:
Chebyshev’s method has not got much attention in recent years compared to Newton’s
method. Some of the papers which appeared recently discuss modification of Chebyshev’s method
free from second order derivative. In this paper, we have modified Chebyshev’s method by suitably
approximating second order derivative using Taylor’s Series. The proposed method requires
evaluation of only three functions and still maintains cubic convergence. For a particular choice of a
parameter in the method, we get fourth order convergence. Examples are provided to show the
efficiency of the method with classical Chebyshev’s method and few other cubic convergent methods.

KEYWORDS: Chebyshev’s Method, Iterative Method, Non-linear equation, Second derivative free
method, Cubic convergence.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and challenging problem in applied mathematics and engineering is to find
an approximate solution of the nonlinear equation
(1)
where
for an open interval D is a scalar function. Newton’s method is one of the famous
iterative methods to solve (1). It is well known that it has quadratic convergence. The iterative formula of
Newton’s method is given by
(2)
By improving Newton’s method, Chebyshev [8] derived a cubic convergent iterative method which
requires computing of second derivative of the function (1). Without evaluating second derivative of f(x), cubic
convergence was first established by the Arithmetic mean Newton’s method [1, 16]. In [1, 4, 11, 14] third
order accuracy is proved by using midpoint Newton’s method. Modifications in the Newton’s method using
harmonic mean were suggested in [1, 7, 11, 14]. Nedzhibov [13] gave several classes of iterative methods
using different quadrature rules for solving nonlinear equations. Different variants based on Simpson formula
on Newton’s theorem were proposed in [1, 2, 5, 18]. Zhou [17] gave a class of Newton’s methods based on
power means on the trapezoid formula. Tibor et al [12] gave third order accurate Newton’s modification by
using geometric mean. Jisheng et al [10] proposed a uniparametric Chebyshev type method free from second
derivative. Herceg et al [6] presented a method for constructing new third order methods for solving (1) in
which Halley’s and Chebyshev’s methods are special cases. Esmaeili et al [3] gave a uniparametric
modification of Chebyshev’s method. Different variants of Chebyshev’s method with optimal order of
convergence were proved in [15]. Jayakumar et al [9] modified Newton’s method using the harmonic mean
instead of arithmetic mean on the Simpson’s formula. The methods presented in all the above papers require
only the first derivative of f(x) and establishes third order convergence.
In this paper, we propose a modification in the Chebyshev’s method [8] similar to the one given in [10]
which is free from second order derivative of f(x) by considering a suitable approximation of f (x) using
Taylor’s Series. The proposed new method has the advantage of evaluating only the first derivative of f(x), less
number of iterations and third order accuracy. With an additional condition on the parameter k, fourth order
accuracy is obtained. In Section 2, we present some definitions related to our study. In Section 3, some known
third order variants of Newton’s method are discussed. Section 4 presents the new method and its analysis of
convergence. Finally, Section 5 gives numerical results and discussion.
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II.

DEFINITIONS

Definition 2.1 [16]: Let
,
, n = 0,1,2,  Then the sequence {
is said to converge to if
If, in addition, there exist a constant
, an integer
and p
such that for all
,
then {
cubic.

is said to converge to

with order at least p. If p = 2 or 3, the convergence is said to be quadratic or

Definition 2.2 [8]: The efficiency index of an iterative method in the sense of Traub is defined by the
equation
where p is the order of the method and n is the total number of function and derivative
evaluations at each step of the iteration.
Definition 2.3 [16]: Let be a root of the function (1) and suppose that
,
and
successive iterations closer to the root . Then, the computational order of convergence (COC)
approximated using the formula

.

III.
Let
of

are three
can be

KNOWN THIRD ORDER METHODS

be a simple root of a sufficiently differentiable function
. From Newton’s theorem, we have
.

. Consider the numerical solution
(3)

Arithmetic Mean Newton’s method (AN): By using the trapezoidal rule in (3), we obtain
(4)
From equations (3) and (4), a new approximation

for

is obtained and for m = 1, we get the AN [1, 16]

.

(5)

Since equation (5) is implicit, we can overcome this implicit nature by the use of Newton’s iterative step (2).
Harmonic Mean Newton’s method (HN): If we use the harmonic mean instead of arithmetic mean in (5), we
obtain harmonic mean Newton’s method [1, 7, 11, 14]:
(6)
where

is calculated from (2).

Midpoint Newton’s method (MN): If the integral in (3) is approximated using the midpoint integration rule
instead of trapezoidal rule, we get the midpoint Newton’s method [1, 4, 11, 14]:
f ( xn )

x n 1  x n 
f '(

xn  yn

, n  0 , 1, 2 , ...,

(7)

)

2

where

IV.

is calculated from (2).

MODIFICATION OF CHEBYSHEV’S METHOD AND ITS ANALYSIS OF
CONVERGENCE

The classical Chebyshev‘s method (CCM) is given by
(8)
Use Taylor’s series to approximate
yn  xn  k
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, where

is given by
(9)

f '( x n )
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Thus equation (8) is converted into
(10)
We can modify equation (10) by using (9) as below

where the parameter k  0 . Finally, we simplify the above equation to obtain the new method

1  f '( y n )  f '( x n )   f ( x n )
x n 1  x n    1 
, n  0 ,1, 2 , ...

 

2
k
f
'(
x
)
f
'(
x
)
n
n





.

(11)

Theorem 4.1 Assume that the function
has a simple root
where D is an open interval. If
is sufficiently differentiable in the interval D, then the methods defined by (11) converge cubically to in
a neighbourhood of for all values of the parameter k  0 . Moreover, if f ''( x n )  0 and k = 2/3 then the
method has fourth order convergence.
Proof. Let be a simple zero of function
(That is,
and f '( )  0 ).
Let
and
where is defined by (9). By expanding
by Taylor’s series
about
we obtain
.
Taking into account

(12)

we have from (12)
.

Let us denote

C

j



f

( j)

( xn )

, j  2 , 3, ... .

(13)

Dividing equation (13) by

we get

n ! f '( xn )

.

(14)

From (9) and (14), we have
(15)
Using Taylor’s expansion for

about

, we get
.

(16)

From (15) and (16), we get

.
(17)
Dividing (17) by f '( x ) and the result is multiplied by

1

to get

2k
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(18)
From (14) and (18), we have
.
Again from (14) and the above equation, we get

(19)
Using the relation

in (11), we have
(20)

Finally, using (19) on (20), we obtain
.

(21)

From equation (21), we conclude that the methods defined by (11) are cubically convergent for all the values of
k  0. Also, taking f ''( x n )  0 (i.e.
) and k = 2/3 in equation (21), we get fourth order convergence.

V.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of numerical calculations to compare the efficiency of the present
method (MCM). We compare MCM with Newton’s method (NM), classical Chebyshev method (CCM) and
other cubic convergent Newton-type methods given in section III. Number of iterations and Computational
Order of Convergence (COC) for different functions is given in Table I. Numerical computations are worked
out in the MATLAB software with double precision accuracy and the results are presented below.
Stopping criterion for the iterations has been taken as
where
. The
following table gives functions that are taken as examples:

= x3 9x2+28x30

Root (α)
0
0

=
= x2 sin(x)  cos(x)

Root (α)
0
6.3083089552381

3

=

1.6878939988

Discussion: In this work, a single parameter family of Chebyshev-type method free from second order
derivatives for solving non-linear equation is presented. Third-order convergence is established for the
proposed method for all values of the parameter k  0. Also, we get fourth order convergence when k = 2/3 and
C2 = 0 which is displayed for the examples
and
. The efficiency index for MCM is E* =
*
1.4422 and for the value of k = 2/3 and C2 = 0, E = 1.5874 which are very good compared to Newton’s method
which has the efficiency E* = 1.4142. This shows that MCM is preferable to Newton’s method, especially when
the computational cost of the first derivative is not more than that of the function itself. These proposed
methods are also superior as there is no evaluation of second derivative compared to its classical predecessor,
Chebyshev’s method. From numerical examples, we have shown that these new methods have very good
practical utility.
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Table I
f(x)

x0

Number of iterations
NM
AN MN

f1(x)

1.3
1
0.5
1
1.3
1
0.5
1
2
2.5
3.5
1
1.3
1
0.5
1
4
1
0.5
−4
−3
−2
−1

8
6
5
6
5
5
4
6
6
7
8
9
6
6
6
8
6
5
7
6
8
6
9

f2(x)

f3(x)

f4(x)

f5(x)

f6(x)

6
5
4
5
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
4
4
4
7
4
4
5
4
6
4
7

5
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
6
7
5
4
4
6
4
4
5
5
6
4
6

CC
M
8
6
5
6
5
5
4
5
5
6
7
7
5
5
4
7
5
4
7
4
8
6
13

MCM
k=1
6
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
6
7
7
4
5
4
7
4
4
9
5
6
5
15

MCM
k=1/2
NC
6
4
6
5
4
4
5
5
6
7
7
5
4
4
7
5
4
8
5
6
5
13

MCM
k=2/3
NC
5
4
5
4
4
4
5
5
7
6
7
4
4
4
7
4
4
7
5
6
5
D

COC
NM

AN

MN

CCM

3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.0
2.4
3.0
2.9
2.9
3.0
2.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9
2.0

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.2
2.6
2.6
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
1.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
2.4
2.9
3.0
2.1
2.8
2.8
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.1
3
2.9
2.8
2.7
3.0
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.1
2.6
3.1
3.0
2.5
2.9
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.56
2.79
2.78
3.07
2.52
2.97
1.51
2.78
2.9
3.0
2.5
2.98
2.9
2.9
3.0
2.05
1.99
1.99
1.99

MCM
k =1
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.5
2.6
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.6
3.0
1.9
2.9
2.4
3.0
2.2
2.9
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

MCM
k =1/2
NC
3.3
3.5
3.3
2.8
3.0
2.7
2.8
3.0
2.8
1.5
2.9
2.9
3.5
2.7
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

MCM
k =2/3
NC
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.0
3.6
3.8
4.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.9
2.3
2.9
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.9
D

NC – Not Convergent, D – Divergence, x0– Initial point and COC – Computational Order of Convergence
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ABSTRACT:
Based on the network and data mining techniques, the protection of the confidentiality of
sensitive information in a database becomes a critical issue to be resolved. Association analysis is a
powerful and popular tool for discovering relationships hidden in large data sets. The relationships
can be represented in a form of frequent itemsets or association rules. One rule is categorized as
sensitive if its disclosure risk is above some given threshold. Privacy-preserving data mining is an
important issue which can be applied to various domains, such as Web commerce, crime
reconnoitering, health care, and customer's consumption analysis.
The main approach to hide sensitive frequent itemsets is to reduce the support of each given
sensitive itemsets. This is done by modifying transactions or items in the database. However, the
modifications will generate side effects, i.e., nonsensitive frequent itemsets falsely hidden (the loss
itemsets) and spurious frequent itemsets falsely generated (the new itemsets). There is a trade-off
between sensitive frequent itemsets hidden and side effects generated. Furthermore, it should always
take huge computing time to solve the problem.
In this study, we propose a novel algorithm, FHSFI, for fast hiding sensitive frequent
itemsets (SFI). The FHSFI has achieved the following goals: 1) all SFI can be completely hidden
while without generating all frequent itemsets; 2) limited side effects are generated; 3) any minimum
support thresholds are allowed, and 4) only one database scan is required.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The data mining technologies have been an important technology for discovering previously unknown
and potentially useful information from large data sets or databases. They canbe applied to various domains,
such as Web commerce, crime reconnoitering, health care, and customer's consumption analysis. Although these
are useful technologies, there is also a threat to data privacy. For example, the association rule analysis is a
powerful and popular tool for discovering relationships hidden in large data sets. Therefore, some private
information could be easily discovered by this kind of tools. The protection of the confidentiality of sensitive
information in a database becomes a critical issue to be resolved.
The relationships discovered from a database can be represented in a form of frequent itemsets or
association rules. One rule is categorized as sensitive if its disclosure risk is above some given threshold. With
an association analyzer, if an itemset with support above a given minimal support, we call the itemset as a
frequent itemset.
The problem for finding an optimal sanitization of a source database with association rule analysis has
been proven to be NP-Hard [1]. In [2,3,4,5] the authors presented different heuristic algorithms that modify
transactions via inserting or deleting items for hiding sensitive rules or itemsets.
Vassilios S. Verykios et al. [2] presented algorithms to hide sensitive association rules, but they
generate high side effects and require multiple database scans. Instead of hiding sensitive association rules,
Shyue-Liang Wang [3] proposed algorithms to hide sensitive items. The algorithm needs less number of
database scans but the side effects generated is higher. Ali Amiri [4] also presented heuristic algorithms to hide
sensitive items. Finally, Yi-Hung Wu et al. [5] proposed a heuristic method that could hide sensitive association
rules with limited side effects. However, it spent a lot of time on comparing and checking if the sensitive rules
are hidden and if side effects are produced. Besides, it could fail to hide some sensitive rules in some cases.
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In this study, we propose a novel algorithm, FHSFI for fast hiding sensitive frequent itemsets (SFI).
The FHSFI has achieved the following goals: 1) all SFI can be completely hidden while without generating all
frequent itemsets; 2) limited side effects are generated; 3) any minimum support thresholds are allowed, and 4)
only one database scan is required.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem formulation and
notations. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of the proposed algorithm for fast hiding sensitive frequent
itemsets and giving examples to illustrate the proposed algorithm. Section 4 is the experimental results which
present the performance and various side effects of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 is the conclusion and
further work.

II.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NOTATIONS

In Table 1, we summarize the notations used hereafter in this paper. Let I be a set of items in a transaction
database D.
And let I = {i1, i2, ..., im}; D = {t1, t2, …, tn}, where every transaction ti is a subset of I, i.e. ti⊆I. An
example database is shown in Table 2. Let X be a set of items in I. If X⊆ti, we say that the transaction ti
supports X. There are nine items, |I|=9,be minimized.
Table 1. Definitions of variables used in this paper
Variable
D
D‟
U
U‟
ti
|ti |
TID
SFI
SFI.tj
||．||
wi
PWT
MICi

Definition
the original database
the released database which is transformed from D
the sets of frequent item sets generated from D
the sets of frequent item sets generated from D‟
a transaction in Database D
the number of items in ti
a unique identifier of each transaction
the set of sensitive frequent itemsets to be hidden
a sensitive frequent itemset in the SFI
the support count of an itemset, i.e., the number of
transactions that support the itemset
prior weight of ti
a table for storing TID and wi for each transaction
in an order decreasing by wi
the maximal number of itemsets in SFI that contain
an item ik, where ik∈ ti, SFI.tj⊆ti
t

ransaction
SFI.t.i to be modified

transaction to be modified

and five transactions, |D|=5, in the database. The support of itemset X can be computed by equation (1). An
association rule is an implication of the form X→Y, where X⊂I, Y⊂I and X∩ Y= Ø. A rule X→Y will be
extracted from a database if
1) support(X∪ Y) ≥ min_support (a given minimum support threshold) and
2) confidence(X ∪ Y) ≥ min_confidence (a given minimum confidence threshold),

where support(X ∪ Y) and confidence(X ∪ Y)
equations (2) and (3), .
support(X) = ||X|| / |D|
support(X∪ Y) = ||X∪ Y|| / |D|
confidence(X∪ Y) = ||X∪ Y|| / | X |

are given by
(1)
(2)
(3)

Table 2.
Database D
TID Transaction
1
1,2,4,5,7
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2
3
4

1,4,5,7
1,4,6,7,8
1,2,5,9

5

6,7,8

Table 3.Frequent Itemsets
Itemset

Support

1
4
5
7
1,4
1,5
1,7
1,4,7
4,7

80%
60%
60%
80%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%

In equation (1), ||X|| denotes the number of transactions in the database that contains the itemset X, and
|D| denotes the number of the transactions in the database D. If support(X) ≥ min_support, we call X as a
frequent itemset. Table 3 shows the frequent itemsets for a given min_support = 60%.
For the example X = {1,4,7}, since X⊆t1, X⊆t2 and X⊆ t3, we obtain ||X||=3. Therefore,
support(1,4,7)=60%. Using the form X→Y (support, confidence) for association rules, the rules generated from
the above itemset {1,4,7} can be described as 1→4,7 (60%,75%), 4→1,7 (60%,100%), 7→1,4 (60%,75%),
1,4→7 (60%,100%), 1,7→4 (60%,100%) and 4,7→1 (60%,100%).
Figure 1 shows the relationships among the sets, U, U‟, and SFI. The study goal is to hide all SFI and
to minimize the loss itemsets. That is, U‟∩SFI = Ø and the set U–U‟–SFI should be minimized.

Figure 1. The relationships among the sets, U, U‟, and SFI

III.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We now demonstrate the algorithm, FHSFI. Given D, SFI, and min_support, the algorithm is to
generate a database to be released, D‟, in which the sensitive frequent itemsets are hidden and the side effects
generated are minimized.
The sketch of the FHSFI algorithm is shown in Figure 2, which can be depicted as the following stages.
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Stage 2 repeats to modify transitions one-by-one until all SFI have been hidden. The order of the
transaction modifications is according to the prior weight associated with a transition. The following tasks are
repeated until SFI is empty.
•
•
•
•
•

Select a transaction tk from PWT such that wk is maximal.
Select the item to be deleted, according to the heuristic shown in Figure 4, and delete it.
Recompute wk after modifying each item, and then insert it into the PWT in the maintained order.
Subtract 1 from ||SFI.tj|| if SFI.tj contains the deleted item and is supported by tk.
Remove SFI.tj from SFI, if the (||SFI.tj|| / |D|)< min_support.

Figure 3. The correlation between t1 and SFI
If ||SFI.tj|| / |D| < min_support
20 then
21
Remove SFI.tj from SFI;
22 End;
23 End;
Figure 2. The pseudo code of the FHSFI algorithm
In stage 1, FHSFI scans database once while collects all useful information about the correlation with SFI
for each
Table 4.
An example of sensitive frequent itemsets, SFI
Itemset
1
1,2,5
2
1,4,7
3
1,5,7
4
6,8
Table 5.
The support count for each itemset in SFI
||．||
Itemset
1 1,2,5
2
2 1,4,7
3
3 1,5,7
2
4
6,8
2
transaction, including ||SFI.tj|| and wi. The ||SFI.tj|| is used for checking if SFI.tj has been hidden. The wi is a
prior weight of a transaction ti, which provides a heuristic for estimating side
effects and can be computedbyequation(4).
wi = 1 / [2( | ti | - 1) / MICi].
Table 4 shows an example of sensitive frequent itemset. Let t 1 = {1,2,4,5,7}, which supports SFI.t 1,
SFI.t2 and SFI.t3. As shown in Figure 3 the correlation between t 1 and the SFI can be represented by a graph
G=<V,E>. Each node is for an item i k in t1; the weight associated with each edge in E denotes the number of the
itemsets in SFI that contain the both adjacent nodes connected by the edge. Each node can be represented as
({SFI.tj | SFI.tj ⊆ti, ik∈ SFI.tj}, item_countSFI.t). For example, the node < {1,2,3}, 3> for item „1‟ indicates that
three itemsets in SFI that contain the item „1‟, namely the SFI.t 1, SFI.t2, and SFI.t3. As shown in Figure 3, item
„1‟ has the maximum item_countSFI.t which is equal to 3. Hence, we obtain MIC1 = 3 and w1 = 3/16.
Figure 4 shows the heuristic procedure for determining which item to be modified and for computing MIC for
transaction ti.
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Heuristic ();
Input: TID, SFI;
Output: the item to be modified, MICi;
1 Begin
2 For each SFI.t in SFI do
3 Begin
4 If the transaction tTID fully supports SFI.tj then
5 Begin
6 For each item SFI.tj.i in SFI.tj Do
7 item_countSFI.t.i = item_countSFI.t.i + 1;
8 End;
9 End;
10 Select the SFI.t.i with maximum item_count as the item of t TID to be midified;
11 Return(SFI.tj.i, item_count);
12 End;
Fig:pseudo code of heuristic procedure
Table 6.
The MIC and prior weight for each transaction in D
TID Transaction |ti| MIC
w
1
1,2,4,5,7
5
3
3/16
2
1,4,5,7
4
2
2/8
3
1,4,6,7,8
5
1
1/16
4
1,2,5,9
4
1
1/8
5
6,7,8
3
1
1/4
Table 7.The example
PWT
1

TID
2

w
2/8

2

5

1/4

3

1

3/16

4

4

1/8

5

3

1/16

Table 8. Experiment results for |SFI|=5
|D|

CPU time(ms)

|U|

|U‟|

#loss itemsets

#modified entries

5000

326.6

439 428.6

5.4

143

10000

454.2

417 406.4

5.6

307.2

15000

701

426 415.6

5.4

513

20000

905

442

6

711.6

25000

1183.6

432 421.2

5.8

902.8

30000

1502

443 432.4

5.6

863.8

431

Now, we use the following example for illustrating the proposed algorithm FHSFI.
Example 1. Given D, SFI, as shown in Tables 2 and 4, and min_support = 40%. As shown in Table 5,
the support count for each SFI.t can be obtained from D and SFI. For example, SFI.t2, {1,4,7}, is supported by
t1, t2, and t3, so ||SFI.t2|| = 3. Table 6 lists the length, MIC, and the prior weight for each transaction in the
database. The PWT, as shown in Table 7, can be obtained by sorting Table 6 in the decreasing order by w. Then,
the first transaction, i.e., t2, in PWT is chosen to be modified. According the heuristic shown in Figure 3, the
item „1‟ in t2 are removed. Hence, ||SFI.t2|| and ||SFI.t3|| will be reduced by 1. SFI.t3 is removed from SFI
because the (||SFI.t3|| / |D|) < min_support. The process is repeated until the SFI is empty. Finally, the FHSFI
algorithm removes the item „1‟ in t2, the item „6‟ or „8‟ in t5 (select randomly), and the item „1‟ in t1. Now all
sensitive frequent itemsets in SFI have been hidden. ■
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IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have performed our experiments on a notebook with 1.5G MHz processor and 512 MB memory,
under Windows XP operating system. The IBM data generator [11] is used to synthesize the databases for the
experiments. Databases with sizes 5K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 25K, and 30K are generated for the series of
experiments. The average length of transactions of each database is 10 and 50 items in the generated database.
The minimum support threshold given is 30%. The experimental results are obtained by averaging from 5
independent trials with different SFIs.
The performance of the FHSFI algorithm has been measured according to three criteria: CPU time
requirements, side effects produced, and the number of entries modified. Tables 8 and 9 present the
experimental results for |SFI|=5 and |SFI|=10, respectively.
The CPU time requirements, side-effect evaluation, and the number of entries modified for varied |D|
and |SFI| are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
Table 9. Experiment results for |SFI|=10

Figure 6. CPU time requirements

Figure 7. The side-effect evaluation
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Figure 8. The number of entries modified
The experimental results for FHSFI can be summarized as follows:
• As shown in Figure 6, the CPU time is linear growth with the size of database and is scalable with the size
of SFI.
• The number of loss itemsets is independent of the size of database, but linear-related with the size of SFI
sets, which can be discovered in Figure 7.
• The number of the modified entries depends on the size of the database and the size of SFI. However, since
the heuristic procedures are used to determine the order of modifications, we can observe in Figure 8 that
only a small part of transactions in the database are modified. For |D|=10000, only 600 transactions are
modified for completely hiding the 10 item sets in SFI.

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we have presented the FHSFI algorithm in order to fast hide sensitive frequent itemsets
with limited side effects. The correlations between the sensitive itemsets and each transaction in the original
database are analyzed. A heuristic function to obtain a prior weight for each transaction is given. The order of
transactions to be modified can be efficiently decided by the weight for each transaction. This will reduce the
time to deal with the transactions whose modification is not helpful for hiding the given sensitive frequent
itemsets. In other words, the number of transactions in D that we have to deal with could also be reduced.
Our approach has achieved the following goals: 1) all SFI can be completely hidden while without
generating all frequent itemsets; 2) limited side effects are generated; 3) any minimum support thresholds are
allowed; and 4) only one database scan is required. In this research, one of our goals is hiding all SFI with
limited side effects, but our algorithm still causes some loss rule sets. We are currently considering extensions
on the algorithms to solve the problem. Another one is to apply the ideas introduced in this paper to fast hide
sensitive association rules. These issues could be studied in the future.
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ABSTRACT:
This paper describes the experimental results on heat transfer characteristics of array of jet
impingement cooling of a steel plate. The experiments were conducted on a stationary electrically heated
steel plate. A commercially available shower was used to generate array of jets. The Time dependent
temperature profiles were recorded by NI-cRIO DAS at the desired locations of the bottom surface of the
plate embedded with K-type thermocouples. The controlling parameters considered in the experiments
were water pressure, mass impingement density, mass flow rate, shower exit to surface distance
respectively. Effects of these parameters on cooling rate were analysed through plots in the MS-EXCEL
environments. The experimental results showed a dramatic improvement of heat transfer rate from the
surface and the results established good optimal cooling strategies.

KEYWORDS: Array of Jets, Heat transfer coefficient, Heat transfer enhancement, Jet Impingement
Cooling, Optimal cooling, Patternator, Statistics

Nomenclature:
∆T
∆T*
Tc
T
t*
l
α
CR
CR*
HTC
D
lt
min
m
s
Pw

Measured temperature difference
Non-dimensional temperature difference
Temperature of cooling water
Time
Non-dimensional time
Length of the steel plate
Thermal Diffusivity
Cooling rate
Non-dimensional cooling rate
Heat Transfer Coefficient
Shower exit to surface distance
Liter
Minute
Meter
Second
Water Pressure

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Heat transfer enhancement is one the major parameters required to improve the performance of the
thermal systems in many industries such as electronics, aerospace, automotive and steel manufacturing. Jet
impingement cooling and spray impingement cooling are two of the most effective ways to improve the rate of
heat transfer from the hot metal surface. Impingement cooling helps to achieve desired cooling rates from the
surface by appropriate parametric control during the cooling process. Hence this process finds its use in many
cooling application in particular to metal processing industry So far a great deal of experimental and
computational work has been done to study these effects using single jet water impingement [1 – 4]. Lytle and
Webb [5] have studied the effect of very low nozzle to plate spacing (z/d < 1) on local heat transfer distribution
on a flat plate impinged by a circular jet issued by a long pipe nozzle which allows for fully developed flow at
the nozzle exit. Gardon and Cobonpue [6] have reported the heat transfer distribution between circular jet and
flat plate for the nozzle plate spacing greater than the two times the diameter of the jet, both for single jet and
array of jets. Owen and Pulling [10] presented a model for the transient film boiling of water jets impinging on a
hot metal surface of stainless steel and nimonic alloy. In their study, wetting of the surface was assumed to
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occur when the temperature of the surface falls to the Leidenfrost temperature.. Kumagai et al. [11] conducted
an experimental investigation of cooling a hot thick copper plate by impinging a plane water jet to clarify the
transient behavior of boiling heat transfer performance along the surface and the temperature profile inside the
body as well as on the surface. This experimental result indicated a time delay of approximately 100 s before the
movement of the wetting front for a saturated jet with velocity 3.5 m/s and an initial solid temperature of 400
0
C. One of the cooling means of achieving higher rates of heat transfer is using water jet impingement. It has
been proven an effective means and widely applied in steel industries. Compared with the other cooling
methods, it definitely is a rapid steel cooling method and reveals an outstanding advantage in improving heat
transfer efficiency in cooling process of high temperature steel. According to Wolf, et al. [12], for single-phase
convection, the heat transfer coefficient for water impingement cooling system exceeds 10 KW/m 2.
Now a days researchers are concentrating more on jet array impingement cooling rather than on single
impinging jet, because array of jets maintains more consistent surface temperature and cools larger areas.
Enhancement of heat transfer on an impinged surface by impinging an array of jets by minimizing a cross flow
effect was studied by Nuntadusit et al. [13]. In his study conventional round orifices (of aspect ratio AR = 1)
was substituted with elongated orifice (AR = 4 and 8). An experimental investigation of single phase and flow
boiling heat transfer of submerged micro jet array was conducted with R134a by Eric A. Browne et al. [14].
Boiling experiments were performed with liquid subcooling of 10, 20 and 300C for jet velocities of 4, 7 and 10
m/s. It was found that boiling enhances heat transfer with a maximum heat flux of 590 W/cm 2. Shyy Woei
Chang et al. [15] presented heat transfer measurements by impingement of array of jets on surface roughened by
concave dimples. They experimentally revealed the isolative and interactive influences of surface topology on
local and spatially averaged heat transfers. S. Caliskan and S. Baskaya [16] presented heat transfer
measurements over surface having V – shaped ribs (V - SR) and convergent – divergent ribs (CD - SR) by
circular impinging jet array using thermal infrared camera. The effect of nozzle geometry in liquid jet
impingement cooling was detailed by Brian P. Whelan and Antony J. Robinson [17].In this paper effect of
various controlling parameters on impingement cooling of a hot steel plate by an array of jets has been
experimentally investigated. Commercially available water showers were used to generate array of jets and
impinged on electrically heated square steel plate of side 120mm and thickness 4mm. The local temperatures are
measured by using embedded K-type thermocouples. The temperature data were accessed by NI CRIO-DAS
and used to investigate the heat transfer characteristics of jet cooling and characterize the showers to achieve the
optimum cooling effect.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP:

In the current paper the experimental set up is concentrated on rapid cooling of hot flat steel plate as
shown in figure 1. The experimental set consists of heating arrangement, jet array impingement system and data
acquisition system. Electrical coil heater of 2.5 KW, bounded over asbestos plate was used to heat up the
selected test piece. To ensure uniform heating a proper gap was maintained between the lower surface of the test
plate and the upper heater surface. For generating jet arrays, a commercially available shower having 80 holes
on 50mm diameter periphery was used. The flow rate was regulated by changing the pressure at which the water
was being delivered to the shower. The test piece was a square plate of side 120mm and 4mm thickness. It was
embedded by four K – type thermocouples at suitable locations to record the temperature of the steel plate. The
bed was designed in such a manner that the distance between the test piece and the shower can be varied by
means of a hand wheel. A mechanical patternator was used to measure the impingement density. The patternator
consists of an array of small collecting tubes arranged parallel to the main jet axis. NI CRIO – DAS aided with
LABVIEW software was employed for acquiring the raw data, analyzing the data and presenting the results.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:

The steel plate was heated to a temperature slightly higher than the test temperature to compensate for
the heat loss during transfer of the steel plate from the heater to test bed (underneath the jet array system). When
the temperature of the steel plate reached the required temperature the jet array was impinged on the hot steel
surface and temperature - time data was generated with aid of NI - CRIO. The initial temperature of the steel
plate was varied between 7500C to 9500C and the jet to surface distance was taken as 70mm, 135mm and
255mm.The mass flow rate was taken for different values between 0.5 to 9.56 lt./min. The mass flux density for
different shower exit to surface gap was measured by means of a mechanical patternator. These were the same
locations where the heat transfer experiments were subsequently conducted.
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental set up

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The variations of temperature with respect to time were measured at various key locations on the steel
plate. From these data the rate of heat transfer from the plate were calculated. This paper mainly illustrates the
relationships between the rate of heat transfer and the primary parameters: water pressure, mass flow rate, mass
impingement density and shower exit to surface distance as well as cooling time.
4.1. Temperature – Time history:
Figure 2 shows the non-dimensional temperature difference against non-dimensional time for water
pressure range of 2 - 4 bar. The non-dimensional temperature difference is taken as the ratio of the measured
temperature difference to the cooling water temperature as shown in equation 1. The non-dimensional cooling
time is calculated by using equation 2.
(1)
t*

(2)

Figure 2. Non dimensional temperature difference vs non dimensional time for various thermocouple
location
The temperature difference profile for different thermocouple locations in figure 2 indicates fairly
uniform trend over the entire impinging surface.From the figure 3 shown below it is seen that as we increase the
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pressure, the fall in non-dimensional temperature difference becomes steep. But when the pressure is increased
from 3.5 bar to 4 bar, we observe the steepness reduces. This might be due to the fact that as we increase the
pressure, the atomization of water particles increases and blow off occurs there by not contributing significantly
to the cooling process.

Figure 3. Non-dimensional temperature difference vs. non-dimensional time for different water pressure
(pw)
4.2. Cooling rate:
The cooling rate is defined as the rate of change of temperature. The cooling rate is represented by
equation 3.
CR

(3)

Figure 4 represents the variation of water flow rate with water pressure. Here we find that water flow rate varies
directly with water pressure. Figure 5 plots the variation in non-dimensional cooling rate to that of water
pressure for different jet exit to surface distance. The non-dimensional cooling rate is given by equation 4.
CR*

(4)

Figure 5 clearly implies that as we increase the jet exit to surface distance the cooling rate reduces. This happens
because when we increase the distance between the jet exit and the cooling surface, the cone angle increases and
the amount of water impinging on the surface reduces.

Figure 4. Water flow rate vs. water pressure
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Figure 5. Non dimensional cooling rate vs. water pressure for d= 70mm, 135mm and 255mm
4.3. Mass Impingement Density:
A simple mechanical patternator was used to measure the mass impingement density. The behavior of
cooling rate with respect to mass impingement is shown in figure 6.

CR*

Figure 6. Non-dimensional cooling rate vs. mass impingement density for different shower exit to surface
distance
From figure 6 it is pretty obvious that for D = 70mm the mass impingement density is more and hence the
cooling rate increases.
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Figure 7. Variation of non-dimensional cooling rate with respect to water pressure, water flow rate, mean
impingement density and standard deviation impingement density
It is observed from Figure 7 that with increase in water pressure, the water flow rate, impingement density and
non-dimensional cooling rate increase monotonically.

HTC (W/m2K)

4.4. Heat Transfer Coefficient:
The average heat transfer coefficient “h” was calculated using the cooling water temperature and the
surface temperature of the hot steel plate. Figure 8 shows the variation of Heat transfer coefficient with nondimensional temperature difference. The high value of Heat transfer coefficient indicates that the heat transfer
taking place is predominantly convective heat transfer.

Non-Dimensional Temperature Difference

Figure 8. Heat transfer coefficient vs. non dimensional temperature difference for variations in water
pressure.

V.

CONCLUSION:

In the present study, the effects of various parameters such as water pressure, mass impingement
density, mass flow rate and shower exit to surface distance on the heat transfer rate from a hot metal surface by
impingement of an array of jets was experimentally studied. The major findings are as follows: The cooling rate is uniform over the entire surface of the steel plate.
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The maximum drop in temperature difference with respect to time was recorded for a water pressure of 3.5
bar.
 At a shower exit to surface distance of 70mm the maximum cooling rate was obtained.
 With increase in mass impingement the cooling rate increased gradually.
 High value of heat transfer coefficient indicates active convective heat transfer.
From the above results it is can be said that to optimize the cooling rate the jet exit to surface distance and the
water pressure are to be optimized.
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ABSTRACT:
Parallel prefix adder is the most flexible and widely used for binary addition. Parallel
Prefix adders are best suited for VLSI implementation. Numbers of parallel prefix adder
structures have been proposed over the past years intended to optimize area, fan-out, and logic
depth and inter connect count. This paper presents a new approach to redesign the basic
operators used in parallel prefix architectures. The number of multiplexers contained in each
Slice of an FPGA is considered here for the redesign of the basic operators used in parallel
prefix tree. The experimental results indicate that the new approach of basic operators make
some of the parallel prefix adder’s architectures faster and area efficient.
Keywords: Ripple Carry Adder, Parallel Prefix, Kogge Stone, ASIC, Sparse Adders

I.

INTRODUCTION

Addition is a timing critical operation in today's floating point units. In order to develop faster
processing, an end-around carry (EAC) was proposed as a part of fused-multiply-add unit which performs
multiplication followed by addition [5]. The proposed EAC adder was also investigated through other pre fix
adders in FPGA technology as a complete adder [6]. In this thesis, we propose a 128-bit standalone adder with
parallel prefix end around carry logic and conditional sum blocks to improve the critical path delay and provide
flexibility to design with different adder architectures. In previous works, CLA logic was used for EAC logic.
Using a modified structure of a parallel prefix 2n + 1 adder provides flexibility to the design and decreases the
length of the carry path. After the architecture is tested and verified, critical path is analyzed using
FreePDK45nm library. Full custom design techniques are applied carefully during critical path optimization.
Critical path analysis provides fast comparison of the total delay among different architectures without
designing the whole circuit and a simpler approach to size the transistors for lowest delay possible. As a final
step, datapath is designed as a recurring bitslice for fast layout entry. The results show that the proposed adder
shows 142ps delay, 2.42mW average power dissipation, and 3,132 sq. micron area assuming there is not much
routing area overhead in the estimated area.
Binary addition is the most fundamental and frequently used arithmetic operation. A lot of work on
adder design has been done so far and much architecture have been proposed. When high operation speed is
required, tree structures like parallel-prefix adders are used [1] - [10]. In [1], Sklansky proposed one of the
earliest tree-prefix is used to compute intermediate signals. In the Brent-Kung approach [2], designed the
computation graph for area-optimization. The KS architecture [3] is optimized for timing. The LF architecture
[4], is proposed, where the fan-out of gates increased with the depth of the prefix computation tree. The HC
adder architecture [5], is based on BK and KS is proposed. In [6], an algorithm for back-end design is proposed.
The area minimization is done by using bitwise timing constraints [7]. In [8], which is targeted to minimize the
total switching activities under bitwise timing constraints. The architecture [9], saves one logic level
implementation and reduces the fan-out requirements of the design. A fast characterization process for Knowles
adders is proposed using matrix representation [10].The Parallel Prefix addition is done in three steps.
which is shown in fig1. The fundamental generate and propagate signals are used to generate the carry
input for each adder. Two different operators black and gray are used here. The aim of this paper is to propose a
new approach for the basic operators and make use of these operators in various parallel prefix adders to
evaluate their performance with newly redesigned operators The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section II, some background information about Parallel Prefix architecture is given. New design approach of
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basic operators is discussed in section III. Experimental results are presented in section IV. Conclusions are
drawn in section V.
Several papers have attacked the problem of designing efficient diminished adders. The majority of
them rely on the use of an inverted end around carry (IEAC) n-bit adder, which is an adder that accepts two nbit operands and provides a sum increased by one compared to their integer sum if their integer addition does
not result in a carry output. Although an IEAC adder can be implemented by using an integer adder in which its
carry output is connected back to its carry input via an inverter, such a direct feedback is not a good solution.
Since the carry output depends on the carry input, a direct connection between them forms a combinational loop
that may lead to an unwanted race condition [21]. To this end, a number of custom solutions have been proposed
for the design of efficient IEAC adders. Considering the diminished-1 representation for modulo 2n þ 1
addition, [4], [5] used an IEAC adder which is based on an integer adder along with an extra carry lookahead
(CLA) unit. The CLA unit computes the carry output which is then inverted used as the carry input of the
integer adder. Solutions that rely on a single carry computation unit have also been proposed. Zimmermann
[22], [23] proposed IEAC adders that make use of a parallel-prefix carry computation unit along with an extra
prefix level that handles the inverted end-around carry.
Although these architectures are faster than the carry lookahead ones proposed in [24], for sufficiently
wide operands, they are slower than the corresponding parallel prefix integer adders because of the need for the
extra prefix level. In [24], it has been shown that the recirculation of the inverted end around carry can be
performed within the existing prefix levels, that is, in parallel with the carries’ computation. In this way, the
need of the extra prefix level is canceled and parallel-prefix IEAC adders are derived that can operate as fast as
their integer counterparts, that is, they offer a logic depth of log2 n prefix levels. Unfortunately, this level of
performance requires significantly more area than the solutions of [22], [23], since a double parallel-prefix
computation tree is required in several levels of the carry computation unit. For reducing the area complexity of
the parallel-prefix solutions, select-prefix [25] and circular carry select [26] IEAC adders have been proposed.
Unfortunately, both these proposals achieve a smaller operating speed than the parallel-prefix ones of [24].
Recently, very fast IEAC adders that use the Ling carry formulation of parallel-prefix addition [27] have
appeared in [28], that also suffer from the requirement of a double parallel-prefix computation tree. Although a
modulo 2n þ 1 adder that follows the ðn þ 1Þ-bit weighted representation can be designed following the
principles of generic modulo adder design [29], specialized architectures for it have appeared in [30], [31].
However, it has been recently shown [32] that a weighted adder can be designed efficiently by using an IEAC
one and a carry save adder (CSA) stage. As a result, improving the design for an IEAC adder would improve the
weighted adder design as well.

III.PARALLEL-PREFIX ADDITION BASICS
The binary adder is the critical element in most digital circuit designs including digital signal
processors (DSP) and microprocessor datapath units. As such, extensive research continues to be focused on
improving the power delay performance of the adder. In VLSI implementations, parallel-prefix adders are
known to have the best performance. Reconfigurable logic such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
has been gaining in popularity in recent years because it offers improved performance in terms of speed and
power over DSP-based and microprocessor-based solutions for many practical designs involving mobile DSP
and telecommunications applications and a significant reduction in development time and cost over Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs. The power advantage is especially important with the growing
popularity of mobile and portable electronics,which make extensive use of DSP functions. However, because of
the structure of the configurable logic and routing resources in FPGAs, parallel-prefix adders will have a
different performance than VLSI implementations.
In particular, most modern FPGAs employ a fast-carry chain which optimizes the carry path for the
simple Ripple Carry Adder (RCA).In this paper, the practical issues involved in designing and implementing
tree-based adders on FPGAs are. An efficient testing strategy for evaluating the performance of these adders is
discussed. Several tree-based adder structures are implemented and characterized on a FPGA and compared
with the Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) and the Carry Skip Adder (CSA). Finally, some conclusions and
suggestions for improving FPGA designs to enable better tree-based adder performance are given.

IV. CARRY-TREE ADDER DESIGNS
Parallel-prefix adders, also known as carry-tree adders, pre-compute the propagate and generate signals
[1]. These signals are variously combined using the fundamental carry operator (fco) [2].
(gL, pL) ο (gR, pR) = (gL + pL•gR, pL • pR) (1)
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Due to associative property of the fco, these operators can be combined in different ways to form various adder
structures. For, example the four-bit carry-lookahead generator is given by:
c4 = (g4, p4) ο [ (g3, p3) ο [(g2, p2) ο (g1, p1)] ] (2)
A simple rearrangement of the order of operations allows parallel operation, resulting in a more efficient tree
structure for this four bit example:
c4 = [(g4, p4) ο (g3, p3)] ο [(g2, p2 ) ο (g1, p1)] (3)
It is readily apparent that a key advantage of the tree structured adder is that the critical path due to the
carry delay is on the order of log2N for an N-bit wide adder. The arrangement of the prefix network gives rise to
various families of adders. For a discussion of the various carry-treestructures, see [1, 3]. For this study, the
focus is on the Kogge-Stone adder [4], known for having minimal logic depth and fanout (see Fig 1(a)). Here we
designate BC as the black cell which generates the ordered pair in equation (1); the gray cell (GC) generates the
left signal only, following [1]. The interconnect area is known to be high, but for an FPGA with large routing
overhead to begin with, this is not as important as in a VLSI implementation. The regularity of the Kogge-Stone
prefix network has built in redundancy which has implications for fault-tolerant designs [5]. The sparse KoggeStone adder, shown in Fig 1(b), is also studied. This hybrid design completes the summation process with a 4 bit
RCA allowing the carry prefix network to be simplified. Another carry-tree adder known as the spanning tree
carry-lookahead (CLA) adder is also examined [6]. Like the sparse Kogge-Stone adder, this design terminates
with a 4- bit RCA. As the FPGA uses a fast carry-chain for the RCA, it is interesting to compare the
performance of this adder with the sparse Kogge-Stone and regular Kogge-Stone adders. Also of interest for the
spanning-tree CLA is its testability features [7].

V. RELATED WORK
Xing and Yu noted that delay models and cost analysis for adder designs developed for VLSI
technology do not map directly to FPGA designs [8]. They compared the design of the ripple carry adder with
the carry-lookahead, carry-skip, and carry-select adders on the Xilinx 4000 series FPGAs. Only an optimized
form of the carry-skip adder performed better than the ripple carry adder when the adder operands were above
56 bits. A study of adders implemented on the Xilinx Virtex II yielded similar results [9]. In [10], the authors
considered several parallel prefix adders implemented on a Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA. It is found that the simple
RCA adder is superior to the parallel prefix designs because the RCA can take advantage of the fast carry chain
on the FPGA.Kogge-Stone The Kogge-Stone tree [22] Figure 1.5 achieves both log2N stages and fan-out of 2 at
each stage. This comes at the cost of long wires that must be routed between stages. The tree also contains more
PG cells; while this may not impact the area if the adder layout is on a regular grid, it will increase power
consumption. Despite these cost, Kogge-Stone adder is generally used for wide adders because it shows the
lowest delay among other structures.

Another carry-tree adder known as the spanning tree carry-lookahead (CLA) adder is also examined
[6]. Like the sparse Kogge-Stone adder, this design terminates with a 4-bit RCA. As the FPGA uses a fast carrychain for the RCA, it is interesting to compare the performance of this adder with the sparse Kogge-Stone and
regular Kogge-Stone adders. Also of interest for the spanning-tree CLA is its testability features [7].
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This study focuses on carry-tree adders implemented on a Xilinx Spartan 3E FPGA. The distinctive
contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we consider tree-based adders and a hybrid form which combines
a tree structure with a ripple-carry design. The Kogge-Stone adder is chosen as a representative of the former
type and the sparse Kogge Stone and spanning tree adder are representative of the latter category. Second, this
paper considers the practical issues involved in testing the adders and provides actual measurement data to
compare with simulation results

VI. RESULTS

Fig.6.1 synthesis of 128 bit ripple carry adder

Fig.6.2 synthesis of 128 bit kogge stone adder

Fig.6.2 synthesis of 128 bit sparse-kogge adder

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new approach for the basic operators of parallel prefix tree adders. In KS, Sparse
Kogge delay is reduced by this new approach, The same can be understood with reference to number of logic
levels of implementation, as the logic levels are more delay increases. The area requirement can be considered
from the utilization of LUTs, Slices and over all gate count. KS and Knowles adders occupies more area in new
approach.
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The KS adders are proven even faster than Skalansky adder but they occupy large area compared to
Skalansky adder. Finally it can be concluded that the new approach for the redesign of basic operators will
speed up the addition process of parallel prefix addition with some area overhead. The performance of these
adders can be estimated for high bit-widths. This can be further used in Cryptographic applications, where the
addition of more number of bits is necessary. The new approach for the parallel prefix adders can also be used to
speed up the addition process in FIR filter and arithmetic operations like multipliers, etc.
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ABSTRACT
The growth of the infrastructure sector in India has been relatively slow compared with the
industrial and manufacturing sectors. The energy shortage, an inadequate transportation network, and
an insufficient water supply system have caused a bottleneck in the country’s economic growth. The
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) scheme is now becoming one of the prevailing ways for infrastructure
development in India to meet the needs of India’s future economic growth and development. There are
tremendous opportunities for foreign investors. However, undertaking infrastructure business in India
involves many risks and problems that are due mainly to differences in legal systems, market conditions
and culture. It is crucial for foreign investors to identify and manage the critical risks associated with
investments in India’s BOT infrastructure projects.Based on the survey, the following critical risks are
identified: delay in approval, change in law, cost overrun, dispatch constraint, land acquisition and
compensation, enforceability of contracts, construction schedule, financial closing, tariff adjustment,
and environmental risk. The measures for mitigating each of these risks are also discussed. Finally a
risk management framework for India’s BOT infrastructure projects is developed. Main purpose of this
paper is to investigate critical risks associated with Build Operate Transfer projects in India.

KEYWORDS: Risk management, BOT, Infrastructure projects, Mitigating measures, equity risks

I.

SCOPE OF RISK ANALYSIS ON BOT PROJECTS

The long lasting implementation of project risk management in India can best be evidenced by the
construction project procedure that has been in use for over 4 decades in India. The feasibility study was
formally introduced into the procedure in 1992. A capital project (including infrastructure projects) must follow
the procedure.When an organization has identified its need for a new facility, it must submit a project proposal
defining the purpose, requirements and general aspects of the project, such as location, performance criteria,
scope, layout, equipment, services and other requirements. The definition and planning of the project shall be
carried out in coordination with agencies in charge such as provincial, municipal, autonomous region
governments, central ministries or commissions. The project proposals of a medium or large sized project must
be submitted to the agencies in charge for review and comments. The priority projects are subject to review and
approval by the State Council.
The review and approval procedure makes sure that the project complies with the national economic
and social development programs and there are sufficient resources available to the project. Once the proposal is
approved site selection and feasibility study shall follow. The feasibility study involves the process of risk
identification and analysis. Various matters should be considered when selecting the site for the proposed
project and feasibility study is made, such as climate, topographical and geological conditions, resources,
transportation, potential natural calamities, environment conservation, available services, and utilities and so on.
Usually, several alternative sites and proposals should be considered and compared with each other in terms of
the various factors influencing the project.

II.

OBJECTIVES OF RISK ASSESMENT

The experience of private investment in infrastructure in India over past years indicates that risks and
pitfalls go together with opportunities. Proper identification, therefore, of the risks associated with investment in
infrastructure in India and planning for effective responses thereto are essential for the private investors to be
successful. In general, in order to be successful all capital projects shall meet the criteria and have the
characteristics as listed below.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A credit risk rather than an equity risk is involved.
A satisfactory feasibility study and financial plan have been prepared.
The cost of product or raw material to be used by the project is assured.
A supply of energy at reasonable cost has been assured.
A market exists for the product, commodity or service to be produced.
The best way to appreciate the concerns of investors in infrastructure in India is to review and consider
some of the common causes for their failures as shown below :



Delay in completion, with consequential increase in the interest expense on construction financing and
delay in the contemplated revenue flow.
Capital cost overrun.
Technical failure.
Financial failure of the contractor.
Government interference, inactions.
Uninsured casualty losses.
Increased price or shortages of raw materials.
Technical obsolescence of the plant.
Loss of competitive position in the market place.
Expropriation.
Poor management
Financial insolvency of the host government.













In particular, for private investors to be successful in their infrastructure projects, these risks must be properly
considered, monitored and avoided throughout the life of the projects
III.

PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF RISK MANAGEMENT

IV.

TYPES OF RISKS IN BOT PROJECT

The followings are the main findings through the literature review:
a) The BOT scheme to financing infrastructure projects has many potential advantages and is a viable
alternative to the traditional approach using sovereign borrowings or budgetary resources.
b) BOT projects involve a number of elements, such as host government, the Project Company, lenders,
contractors, suppliers, purchasers and so on. All of which must come together for a successful project.
c) The application of the BOT scheme in Indian infrastructure development is being carried out stage by stage.
d) There are two broad categories of risk for BOT projects: country risks and specific project risks. The former
associated with the political, economic and legal environment and over which the project sponsors have
little or no control. The later to some extent could be controllable by the project sponsors.
e) A few researches of risk management associated with India’s BOT projects focused on a particular sector.
Different researchers appear to have different points of view on risk identification because they have
approached the topic from different angles.
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f)

A particular risk should be borne by the party most suited to deal with it, in terms of control or influence
and costs, but it has never been easy to obtain an optimal allocation of risks. Risk management is a critical
success factor of BOT projects.
Above points are as per KPMG report on India Infrastructure sector dated 22nd July 2010.

V.
TYPES OF RISKS IN BOT PROJECT
Progress of a project is corresponding with the occurrence of risks. Risks have been categorized into
three major captions; financing, political and technical risks. The successes of a project are measured by the
overall project cost, duration and quality of the final product or services delivered. Usually the risks are
corresponding with these three parameters
A. Financial Risk
1) Currency Risk
The investor or lenders is aware the existence of currency risk in any BOT projects and it does occur due to
funding from international banks or foreign companies; creates volatility of the exchange rates. Bing et al. have
stated that fluctuations in currency considered as an austere problem in international transactions.
2) Interest Rate Risk
In contrast, interest rate will affect the project in terms of borrowing and debt payments. Any
fluctuation in the interest rate will definitely affect the lenders. An appropriate interest rate should be agreed
upon the project. The lenders have to pay extra cost if the interest rate is far high or benefit them if the interest
rate is low. More foreign investors or private sector could be attracted by providing interest rate guarantee by the
host government in a BOT project. Thisapproach has been adopted in Indonesian BOT toll road whereby the
government has guaranteed on maximum interest rate, minimum revenue guarantee, debt guarantee, tariff
guarantee and minimum tariff guarantee.
3) Equity Risk
Performance of the concessionaire is crucial in seeking for fund to implement a BOT project. Usually,
equity risk is related with the performance of the company which is measured by the share price of the
company. The higher the share price goes, in definite, benefit the shareholder but the lesser it goes will affect
the prestige of the concessionaire. Capability of the company in raising capital for the BOT project is reflected
on the share price. It has been believed that, the equity investors and other long term investors will only agree to
provide the amount of funding for BOT project upon the promoter has proven their financial capability of the
project over its entire lifespan . It is very difficult to attract domestic capital of debt and equity especially in East
Asia when it is involving huge amount of investment in an infrastructure project. Nevertheless, the competence
in carrying out detailed and comprehensive feasibility study, economic and risk assessment study, ensure the
promoter to be in better position in obtaining domestic equity finance for funding the BOT project.
4) Foreign Exchange Risk
Fluctuations in foreign exchange are considered another major risk which might affect the BOT project
during the construction and operation. Foreign companies who are interested to invest in another country should
aware of the opportunities and threats associated with international currency transactions before they proceed.
The Malaysian government has managed to reduce the foreign exchange risk by providing guarantees. The said
guarantees was to absorb the shortfall when (1) the adverse exchange rate movements exceeds 15 percent on its
offshore debt (2) adverse interest rate movements exceeds 20 percent on its floating rate offshore debt [2,7].
This approach was adopted in North-South Highway project and it benefited the promoter.
5) Commercial Risk
Commercial risk is described as a risk that can jeopardize the financial performance to the project. In
spite of that, commercial risk in BOT project is characterized differently; Merna and Njiru have classified into
three categories, risks related to the completion, during operation and risks related to input or output of the
project [2]. Supply and off-take agreement between the supplier and the government is very crucial in mitigating
the risk. In the agreement, the related parties will agree upon the required amount of input for instance coal in
power plant project and the output generation is the electricity. This will allow the supplier to stock the materials
upfront at lower price and the promoter able to generate the required output within the stipulated cost, not
burdening the public by increasing the tariff. Apart from that, it will secure long term revenue for the promoter
by selling the output to the client.
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6) Liquidity Risk
Most of the BOT project, the revenues are generated from the operation. To ensure the success of the
BOT project, it should able to generate sufficient amount of revenue to settle the debt within the stipulated time
frame. An amount of profit that can be generated from the operating facility is determined by conducting
analysis on the projected revenue during operational phase. The failure to generate the required revenue will
cause to liquidity risk.
7) Counterparty Risk
Inadequate support in terms of financial from the lender at specific time is defined as counterparty risk.
It also can be interpreted as a credit risk. According to Lam and Chow, credit risk as the risk that the
counterparty (partner of the joint venture) to any financial transaction is not being able to fulfill its commitment
on the due date [16]. The debt capacity of the promoter will reduce when the credit risk arises. In a concession
contract, transactions between two or more parties contain a risk that one party will default on an obligation of
the commitment. Failure in financing the required cash flow for the BOT project is the most common issue that
arises.
8) Economic Risk
This risk mostly related to the facility’s operation which consist of materials supply, labour supply, equipment
availability, inflations, tariffs, fiscal policies and exchange rates [17]. Project cash flow is affected by any
financial aspects that relate to the economic parameters. Increment in
supplier to stock the materials upfront at lower price and the promoter able to generate the required output
within the stipulated cost, not burdening the public by increasing the tariff. Apart from that, it will secure long
term revenue for the promoter by selling the output to the client
B. Political Risk
1) Sovereign Risk
Sovereign risk is a risks related to the provision of loans to foreign government and commonly used in
banking world [3]. The risk is governed by the political environment of the country where the investment will
take place, specifically, the location of BOT project commence. Sovereign risk occurs when the political
environment is unstable and will affect the investor or promoter of the project. For instance in East Asia, some
of the BOT project faced difficulties due to political instability such as in Thailand due to frequent change in
political leaders. Apart from that, countries which are governed by different ideologies such as Libya and Saudi
Arabia are also facing sovereign risk. A BOT project might face serious risk when there are changes in
government’s policy and regulations due to changes in ruling government as can be learned from past
experience. The changes in bureaucracy level due to reshuffling might posses impact on the decision making
process in a concession contract. By providing some kind of guarantee by the host government, the risk shall be
prevented. In addition to that, the concession contract agreement should be based on the international order
systems to safeguard the promoter.
2) Country Risk
Country risk is totally different from the sovereign risk. It related to overall investment climate in a
specific country. The aspects that can contribute to country risk are socio-economic condition, internal or
external conflicts that inflicting the country corruptions, ethnic tensions, policy and legal aspects. Before any
BOT project implementation, the promoter should necessary conduct a thorough country risk profile and
budgetary practices by a reliable third party (reputable management consultant or a good political analyst or
both) to minimize the risk. Decision could be made based on the study and they should also seek assistance by
referring to World Bank or Asian Development Bank. Nowadays, in East Asia, consortiums are established to
undertake most of the BOT project. These consortiums consist of Engineering Procurement and Construction,
(EPC) Contractors, Operation and Maintenance, (O&M) contractors and will be responsible for the feasibility
study till implementation of the whole project and operation for a stipulated period of time. Every foreign
investment is subjected to country risk due to unstable government and its component, and inadequate foreign
reserves.
C. Technical Risk
Technical risk could be classified into construction risk and O&M risk. Essentially, technical risk is the
most common and well understood form of risk. Technical risk is the subject of close surveillance. To minimize
the technical risk, the concessionaire is responsible to evaluate the risk in detail to ensure the project will be
constructed accordance to the design specification and host government’s requirements and functioning well.
Thus, well reputed and established consultant together with an experience contractor should be hired to
implement the BOT project without any tolerance to the standard codes and practice.
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1) Construction Risk
Unknown ground conditions, delay in procuring of construction materials, and price escalation of raw
materials for construction such as an increase in the price of steel, copper or aluminum are the problems related
to construction risk which occur during construction phase. In addition to that, poor design report, prolong
construction schedule and changes in factor of production also contribute to construction risk. In the NorthSouth Highway project in Malaysia has caused the promoter to bear the increment in the project cost. The initial
estimated cost was US$1.2 billion but due to hassles encountered during construction phase such as land
acquisition problem and poor road design, the cost escalated to US$1.8 million [2,7,18]. The increment was
almost fifty percent higher that estimated cost, this scenario was not unusual in East Asia since the local
contractors are still learning and relying on the expertise of foreign based contractors which can be costly in
term of consulting fees. It is essential to made available the design report and to be vetted by the owner and
consultant before any BOT project commence. Preferably, to have a third independent party to audit and
comment the design and construction methodology which would help to minimize the construction risk.
2) Operational and Maintenance Risk
During this phase there are several associated risks. One of them is when the performance of facility is
not to the required level due to technical problems. Selection of inefficient machineries and equipments during
the implementation phase and poor workmanship during installation phase could cause the poor performance.
The spare parts for the selected machinery and equipments for the facility are to be ensured that they are easily
available at affordable cost. Throughout the concession period, the machinery and equipments will undergo
some routine service due to wear and tear process, to optimize the performance. New available technology
should be incorporated to ease the operation phase. Sometimes, initial cost is very high but in long run it will
benefit the consortium. The operation and maintenance team requires specialized technical skills and abilities in
operating the facility. Inefficient team would lead to unnecessarily high cost of operating and resulting lesser
revenue to the consortium. It is very important that a proper agreement should be established to ensure the
interest of the operator is secured. The efficiency of the facility’s operation could be increased by providing
maintenance manual and update it on a regular basis together with standard operating procedure.
1. RISK RESPONSE STRATEGIES
India’s government officials and project managers use the risk response strategies that are available to them.


Avoidance :
Risk avoidance is changing the project plan to eliminate the risk or condition or to protect the project
objectives from its impact. Some risk events that arise early in the project can be dealt with by clarifying
requirements, obtaining information, improving communication, or acquiring expertise. Reducing scope to
avoid high-risk activities, adding resources or time, adopting a familiar approach instead of an innovative one,
or avoiding an unfamiliar subcontractor may be examples of avoidance.


Transference :
Risk transfer is seeking to shift the consequence of a risk to a third party together with ownership of the
response. Transferring the risk simply gives another party responsibility for its management; it does not
eliminate it. Transferring liability for risk is most effective in dealing with financial risk exposure. Risk transfer
nearly always involves payment of a risk premium to the party taking on the risk. It includes the use of
insurance, performance bonds, warranties, and guarantees. Contracts may be used to transfer liability for
specified risks to another party. Use of a fixed-price contract may transfer risk to the seller if the project’s
design is stable. Although a cost-reimbursable contract leaves more of the risk with the customer or sponsor, it
may help reduce cost if there are mid-project changes.


Mitigation :
Mitigation seeks to reduce the probability and/or consequences of an adverse risk event to an
acceptable threshold. Taking early action to reduce the probability of a risk’s occurring or its impact on the
project is more effective than trying to repair the consequences after it has occurred. Mitigation costs should be
appropriate, given the likely probability of therisk and its consequences.. Risk mitigation may take the form of
implementing a new course of action that will reduce the problem—e.g., adopting less complex processes,
conducting more seismic or engineering tests, or choosing a more stable seller. It may involve changing
conditions so that the probability of the risk occurring is reduced—e.g., adding resources or time to the
schedule. It may require prototype development to reduce the risk of scaling up from a bench-scale model.
Where it is not possible to reduce probability, a mitigation response might address the risk impact by targeting
linkages that determine the severity. For example, designing redundancy into a subsystem may reduce the
impact that results from a failure of the original component.
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Acceptance :
This technique indicates that the project team has decided not to change the project plan to deal with a
risk or is unable to identify any other suitable response strategy. Active acceptance may include developing a
contingency plan to execute, should a risk occur. Passive acceptance requires no action, leaving the project team
to deal with the risks as they occur.A contingency plan is applied to identified risks that arise during the project.
Developing a contingency plan in advance can greatly reduce the cost of an action should the risk occur. Risk
triggers, such as missing intermediate milestones, should be defined and tracked. A fallback plan is developed if
the risk has a high impact, or if the selected strategy may not be fully effective. This might include allocation of
a contingency amount, development of alternative options, or changing project scope. The most usual risk
acceptance response is to establish a contingency allowance, or reserve, including amounts of time, money, or
resources to account for known risks. The allowance should be determined by the impacts, computed at an
acceptable level of risk exposure, for the risks that have been accepted.

VI.

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY

Procedure :
This research study employed a combination of methods for an integrated qualitative and quantitative
research methodology . The first stage was a comprehensive literature review together with lessons learned from
the practice of BOT projects in developing countries, especially in India, to develop a initial list of risks
associated with India’s BOT infrastructure projects.In the second stage of instrument development, only the
critical risks associated with India’s BOT Infrastructure projects were chosen for study.
RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR BOT INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
Based on the survey results and analysis as well as case studies, a risk management framework for
investing in India’s future BOT infrastructure projects can be proposed as follows.
Step 1: List all risks associated with the proposed BOT infrastructure project and then analyze these risks in
order of importance. The more critical the risk, the more attention should be paid to it.
Step 2: For each risk, list corresponding mitigation measures as more as possible, and then examine the
availability of mitigating measures in sequence based on their effectiveness. The more effective the measure, the
higher the priority for adoption. Sometimes, a combination of several mitigating measures is needed to be
adopted.
Step 3: For each risk and its mitigating measures, negotiate with Indian government and related entities to
incorporate the risk mitigation measures, and fine tune the concession agreement and other agreements as much
as possible to ensure that all of these risks are adequately covered.
Step 4: Allocate risks to related parties according to the principle that risk should be borne by the party most
capable of controlling it. An optimal allocation of risks depends on the relative bargaining power of the parties
and the potentiality of reward for taking the risks
Step 5: Adopt the risk allocation and security structure and enter into financing process for the project.

VII.

CONCLUSION

In this research, the critical risks associated with India’s BOT projects were investigated. The main
conclusions are as follows:



The identified critical risks in order of importance are: delay in approval, change in law, cost overrun,
dispatch constraint, land acquisition and compensation, enforceability of contracts, construction schedule,
financial closing, tariff adjustment, and environmental risk.
The measures for mitigating each of these risks have been evaluated by respondents. Most of the measures
were regarded as effective to some degree, however the most effective measures to mitigate each risk are:
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1) For delay in approval, maintaining a good relationship with government authorities, especially officers at
the state or provincial level;
2) For change in law, obtaining government’s guarantees via adjusting either the tariff or extending concession
period;
3) For cost overrun, entering into contracts with the project participants so that all sharethe responsibility and
the incentive;
4) For dispatch constraint, entering into take-or-pay contracts with other parties;
5) For land acquisition and compensation, obtain government’s guarantees to achieve timely acquisition of
land;
6) For enforceability of contracts, making a credit judgment on the financial ability and Integrity of the
contracting party to live up to its contractual obligation;
7) For construction schedule, choosing quality, trust-worthy Indian partners with knowledge of how to handle
everyday construction issues;
8) For financial closing, equity financing and cooperation with government partners;
9) For tariff adjustment, negotiating to separate and redefine the tariff burden so that while some portions of
the total tariff burden remained fixed other portions were either adjusted, re-scheduled or paid in foreign
currency; and
10) For environmental risk, creating appropriate lines of communication and contacts with government
authorities and agencies.
The risk management framework proposed by this research project will be easier to apply than others. It
incorporates the findings from this research and provides step-by-step guidelines for foreign companies who
intend to invest in India’s infrastructure projects in the future. It also has the potential to help national,
provincial, and city government to examine their approach to and services in support of BOT infrastructure
projects. It suggests that mechanisms be reviewed to improve the communication and coordination links
between different levels of government, that thought be given to developing mechanisms to coordinate actions
by different government agencies and that the lessons learned from individual BOT projects be shared among
government servants so that unintended barriers to BOT are dismantled.
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ABSTRACT:
In medical imaging, various modalities provide different features of the human body
because they use different physical principles of imaging. CT and MRI images with high spatial
resolution provide the anatomical details, while PET and SPECT show the biochemical and
physiological information but their spatial resolutions are not good enough. So it is very useful and
important to combine images from multi-modality scanning such that the resulting image can
provide both functional and anatomical information with high spatial resolution. In this paper we
present a wavelet-based image fusion algorithm. The images to be fused are firstly decomposed into
high frequency and low frequency bands. We select four groups of images to simulate, and compare
our simulation results with the pixel addition, weighted averaging method and wavelet method
based on min-max and subtraction based fusion rule. Then, the low and high frequency components
are combined by using different fusion rules. Finally, the fused image is constructed by inverse
wavelet transform. The various objective and subjective evaluation metrics and Quality are
calculated to compare the results. The wavelet based fusion methods using different fusion rules is
compared both subjectively as well as objectively. The experimental results show that the pixel
minimum method is giving the better results in respect of MSE, SNR and using edge based quality
metrics addition method observed to be better in preserving the edge information. One Image fusion
method can be perfect for one particular application but may not for another application. So it
depends on which information to extract, enhance, and reconstruct or retrieve to use the particular
fusion method.

KEYWORDS: Computed Tomography (CT), DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform), Image fusion,
MRI (Magnetic Resonance imaging), Quality.

I. INTRODUCTION
In health care domain there are many research projects. The medical system is under many pressuring
factors to offer the highest services, with efficiency, in the conditions of a growing population. To offer a real
support for diagnosis, images have to be processed with different algorithms, for a better accuracy. A fusion
based on transforms has some advantages over other simple methods, like: energy compaction, larger SNR,
reduced features, etc. The transform coefficients are representative for image pixels. Clinical investigations are
based more and more on medical imaging and physicians are faced very often with the difficulty of integrating
the great amount of data. The specialists have to visualize and compare images from different medical
modalities and to correlate the observed information with the clinical and auxiliary data. A fusion of multimodal
images can be very useful for clinical applications such as diagnosis, modeling of the human body or treatment
planning. Fusion of images taken at different resolutions, intensity and by different techniques helps physicians
to extract the features that may not be normally visible in a single image by different modalities. The usage of
fusion in radiotherapy and skull surgery. Here, the information provided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and X-ray computed tomography (CT) is complementary. CT provides best information about denser tissue and
MRI offers best information on soft tissue. Normal and pathological soft tissues are better visualized by MRI,
while the structure of tissue bone is better visualized by CT. The composite image, not only provides salient
information from both images simultaneously, but also reveals the relative position of soft tissue with respect to
the bone structure.
Fusion of images taken at different resolutions, intensity and by different techniques helps physicians
to extract the features that may not be normally visible in a single image by different modalities. This work aims
at the fusion of registered CT and MRI Images.
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This fused image can significantly benefit medical diagnosis and also the further image processing
such as, visualization (colorization), segmentation, classification and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD).
Especially in image fusion the edge preservation is important in obtaining the complementary details of the
input images. As an edge representation in Curvelet is better, Curvelet based image fusion is best suited for
medical images. The images used here are gray scale CT and MRI images. However, the images of other
modalities (like PET, SPECT, and X-ray etc.) with their true color nature may also be fused using the same
methods. [1] In a wavelet-based image fusion algorithm the images to be fused are firstly decomposed into high
frequency and low frequency bands. Then, the low frequency components are combined with the maximum
energy rule and high frequency components are combined with variance rule. Finally, the fused image is
constructed by inverse wavelet transform. They have selected four groups of images to simulate, and compare
their simulation results with the pixel averaging method and most common wavelet method based on mean-max
fusion rule. In the process of fusion they gave fusion rule based on energy and variance, which effectively
conserved the energy of source images and avoided the loss of useful information. Comparing with the most
common algorithm, the proposed fusion method gives improved visual effect of fused image and also improved
objective parameter such as, entropy, standard deviation and RMSE.
[3]Techniques for image fusion like, primitive fusion (Averaging Method, Select Maximum, and
Select Minimum), Discrete Wavelet transform based fusion, Principal component analysis (PCA) based fusion
etc. are proposed. Comparison of all the techniques concludes the better approach for its future research. The
Wavelet transforms is the very good technique for the image fusion provides a high quality spectral content. But
a good fused image has both qualities so the combination of DWT & spatial domain fusion method (like PCA)
fusion algorithm improves the performance as compared to use of individual DWT and PCA algorithm. Finally,
this review concludes that image fusion algorithm based on a combination of DWT and PCA with
morphological processing will improve the image fusion quality and may be the future trend of research
regarding image fusion. [4].
A novel wavelet based technique for image fusion which is developed by taking into account the
physical meaning of the wavelet coefficients. After the images to be fused are decomposed by the wavelet
transform, the coefficients of higher frequency bands and low frequency band are performed with new fusion
schemes: the former is selected by a variety based scheme and the latter is selected by an edge based scheme.
The performance of the proposed method is quantitatively compared with those of pixel averaging method and
wavelet based methods. Experimental results clearly demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed method. [5].
The basic fusion algorithms, the pyramid based algorithms and the basic DWT algorithms are
developed. The objective of the work was to assess the wide range of algorithms together, which is not found in
the literature. The fused images were assessed using Structural Similarity Image Metric (SSIM), Laplacian
Mean Squared Error along with seven other simple image quality metrics that helped us measure the various
image features; Pareto Optimization method is used to figure out the algorithm that consistently had the image
quality metrics produce the best readings Out of total eleven image fusion techniques were implemented, three
very basic fusion techniques were Averaging Method, Maximum Selection Method and Minimum Selection
Method, five pyramidal methods were FSD Pyramid, Laplacian Pyramid, Gradient Pyramid, Ratio Pyramid and
Morphological Pyramid Methods and two of basic wavelet methods were Haar Wavelet and DBSS(2,2) Wavelet
Methods. A set of nine image metrics were implemented to assess the fused image quality. The fused images of
each set were also assessed based on their visual quality by ten respondents selected in random. The quality
assessment based on the image metrics developed and visual perception was compared to assess the credibility
of the image metrics. The readings produced by the 9 image metrics developed - MSE, PSNR, SC, NCC, AD,
MD, NAE, LMSE and SSIM, were used to assess the best fusion algorithm (in terms of the quality of the fused
images) using Pareto optimality method. DWT with Haar based fusion method was assessed best. [6].
Wavelet-based schemes perform better than standard schemes, particularly in terms of minimizing
color distortion. Schemes that combine standard methods with wavelet transforms produce superior results than
either standard methods or simple wavelet-based methods alone. The results from wavelet-based methods can
also be improved by applying more sophisticated models for injecting detail information; however, these
schemes often have greater set-up requirements. The simplest wavelet-based fusion scheme tends to produce
better results than standard Fusion schemes such as IHS and PCA, further improvement is evident with more
sophisticated wavelet based fusion schemes. The drawback is that there is greater computational complexity and
often parameters must be set up before the fusion scheme can be applied.[7].
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Authors have done the analysis of results of image fusion methods. As per their analysis fused image
using pixel-based technique has good contrast and it works well for input images with similar levels of contrast.
When input images have drastically different contrasts, pixel base fusion tends to take most data from the
brighter image. Fused image has lower contrast in case of average based technique and it works well for input
images with different levels of contrast. The wavelet based technique has very good contrast. In real
applications, information from different sensors is not likely to be treated equally important. They have
proposed a pixel based system that simultaneously compute image pixel intensity value taken from set of images
and compared both and find the best value to be considered for the final fuse image. But problem of blurs is
with this method and recovers the original undistorted image, all in high resolution, without any prior
knowledge of the blurs and original image. Wavelet based method for image fusion gives better results which
removes the limitation of pixel based image fusion method[8].
Image fusion based on wavelet decomposition, i.e. a multiresolution image fusion approach can fuse
images with the same or different resolution level, i.e. range sensing, visual CCD, infrared, thermal or medical.
A comparative analysis is carried out against classical existing strategies, including those of multiresolution.
When the images are smooth, without abrupt intensity changes, the wavelets work appropriately, improving the
results of the mentioned classical methods. This has been verified with smooth images and also with the medical
images, where no significant changes are present. [9].

FIG.1 IMAGE FUSION

II. WAVELET BASED IMAGE FUSION
Wavelet theory is one of the most modern areas of mathematics.Wavelet transforms and other multiscale analysis functions have been used for compact signal and image representations in de-noising,
compression and feature detection processing problems for about twenty years. Numerous research works have
proven that space-frequency and space-scale expansions with this family of analysis functions provided a very
efficient framework for signal or image data. The wavelet transform itself offers great design flexibility. Basis
selection, spatial-frequency tilling, and various wavelet threshold strategies can be optimized for best adaptation
to a processing application, data characteristics and feature of interest. Wavelet transformation, originally a
mathematical tool for signal processing, is now popular in the field of image fusion. Recently, many image
fusion methods based on wavelet transformation have been published. The wavelets used in image fusion can be
categorized into three general classes: Orthogonal, Biorthogonal and Nonorthogonal. Although these wavelets
share some common properties, each wavelet leads to unique image decomposition and a reconstruction method
which leads to differences among wavelet fusion methods[10].
2.1. Wavelets for image fusion
1. It is a multiscale (multiresolution) approach well suited to manage the different image resolutions. Multiscale
information can be useful in a number of image processing applications including the image fusion.
2. The discrete wavelets transform (DWT) allows the image decomposition in different kinds of coefficients
preserving the image information.
3. Such coefficients coming from different images can be appropriately combined to obtain new coefficients, so
that the information in the original images is collected appropriately.
4. Once the coefficients are merged, then the fused image is achieved through the inverse discrete wavelets
transform (IDWT), where the information in the merged coeffi-cients is also preserved.The key step in image
fusion based on wavelets is that of coefficient combination, namely, the process of merge the coefficients in an
appropriate way in order to obtain the best quality in the fused image. This can be achieved by a set of
strategies. The most simple is to take the average of the coefficients to be merged, but there are other merging
strategies with better performances. [16]
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Fig.1 Fusion process using multi level image decomposition.
2.2. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
Fusion based on transforms has some advantages over other simple methods, like: energy compaction,
Larger SNR, Reduced features, etc. The transform coefficients are representative for image pixels. Wavelets are
used for time frequency localization, and perform multi-scale and multi resolution operations. Discrete wavelet
transform (DWT), transforms a discrete time signal to a discrete wavelet representation. It converts an input
series x0, x1...xm, into one high-pass wavelet coefficient series and one low-pass wavelet coefficient series of
length n/2 each given by
………. (1)
………... (2)
sm(z) and tm(z) are called wavelet filters, k is the length of the filter, and i=0, ..., [n/2]-1. In practice, such a
transformation will be applied recursively on the low-pass series until the desired number of iterations is
reached.
2.3. The advantages of haar wavelet transform as follows
Best performance in terms of computation time.
1. Computation speed is high.
2. Simplicity
3. HWT is efficient compression method
4. It is memory efficient, since it can be calculated in place without a temporary array

III. IMAGE FUSION RULE
Fusion rules determine how the source transforms will be combined:
 Fusion rules may be application dependent
 Fusion rules can be the same for all sub-bands or dependent on which sub-band is being fused
There are two basic steps to determine the rules:
 compute salience measures corresponding to the individual source Transforms
 decide how to combine the coefficients after comparing the salience measures (selection or averaging)
 The main issue in wavelet fusion technique is the selection of decomposition
Different modalities can be fused using the Fusion rule. Fusion selection rule includes choosing the salient
features of the image inputs. Higher absolute values of coefficients correspond to features such as edges or
singularities.
OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH WORK
1. Using haar wavelet filter to preserve the edges and details of the images
2. To efficiently reduce noise in medical images,
3. Comparison of various wavelet based pixel image fusion method to achieve minimum Mean Square Error
value and maximum Signal to Noise Ratio value
4. Results of various fusion techniques are extracted and then these results are again compared with other
Image Fusion methods and find the best suited method for medical applications.
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IV. PIXEL LEVEL FUSION
Pixel-by-pixel fusion techniques include the basic arithmetic operations, logic operations and
probabilistic operations as well as slightly more complicated mathematical operations. The image values include
pixel gray-levels, feature map values and decision map labels. Although more sophisticated techniques are
available, the simple pixel operations are still widely used in many image fusion applications. We consider
fusion techniques which rely on simple pixel operations on the input image values. We assume the input images
are spatially and temporally aligned, semantically equivalent and radiometrically calibrated. The image fusion of
K input images I1, I2, . . . , IK using a simple arithmetic addition operator.
4.1. LINEAR FUSION RULE: ADDITION
Addition which is probably the simplest fusion operation. It works by estimating the average intensity value
of the input images Ik,{k=1,2, . . . ,K}, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. If I(m,n) denotes the fused image at the
pixel (m,n), then
………..(1)
4.2. Nonlinear Fusion Rule: Nonlinear Methods
Another simple approach to image fusion is to build the fused image by the application of a simple
nonlinear operator such as max or min. If in all input images the bright objects are of interest, a good choice
is to compute the fused image by a pixel-by-pixel application of the maximum operator.
4.2.1.
4.2.2.

Maximum fusion rule:
I(m,n) = max(I1,I2,….Ik) ;
………..(2)
Minimum fusion rule:
I(m,n) = min(I1,I2,…..Ik);
……….(3)
Image fusion aims at the integration of various complementary image data into a single, new image
with the best possible quality. The term ―quality‖ depends on the demands of the specific application,
which is usually related to its usefulness for human visual perception, computer vision or further
processing.

V. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION USING STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Some of the statistical measures are Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
and Mean square error (MSE). These are commonly used measures in assessing image fusion techniques that
consider an image as a special type of signal. The quality of signal is often expressed quantitatively with the
signal-to-noise ratio defined as
............(4)
Where z(m,n) and o(m,n) denote the intensity of the pixel of the estimated and original image respectively at
location (m,n). The size of the image is S1XS2. High values of SNR show that the error of the estimation is small
and therefore, among various image fusion methods the ones that exhibits higher SNR’s can be considered of
better performance. The PSNR and MSE are measures similar to the SNR defined as
............(5)

..........................(6)
When assessing the performance of an image fusion technique using the above mentioned
measurements, we require knowledge of the original image (ground truth or full-referenced). For the reason
these measurements can be used only with synthetic (simulated) data.The above measurements exhibit the
drawback of providing a global idea regarding the quality of an image. In cases where the fused image exhibits
artifacts concentrated within a small area, these measurements can still provide an acceptable value even if the
image is visually unacceptable.
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VI. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION BASED ON IMPORTANT FEATURES
One goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary information from multiple sources so that
the new images are more suitable for the purpose of human visual perception and computer
processing. Therefore, a measure should estimate how much information is obtained from the input images.
Different quality measures
1. LABF: Fusion loss
2. NABF: fusion artifacts or fusion noise
3. QABFc common information in fused image.
4. QdABF: total fusion gain.
5. Qc common information component compute the
6. QABF :information contribution of
7. QAFo information contribution of A into F
8. QBFo information contribution of B into F
9. Qd = abs(QAF - QBF);
10. Qc = (QAF+QBF-Qd)/2 : common information component
11. QdAF = QAF - Qc; QdBF = QBF - Qc;

Figure 6: Graphical representation of the image information fusion process

Figure 7: Basic structure of the objective image fusion performance measure
5.

QUALITY METRICS IMPLEMENTED

a) Statistical measures: SNR, PSNR, MSE
b) Edge based quality measures: QAB/F, QcAB/F, QdAB/F, and LAB/F
c) UIQI based quality measure: Qo
For UIQI based quality measures the following specifications have been taken:
1) Window of all ones of size 8X8 is taken.
2) Contrast is taken as the saliency for the input images. Variance corresponds to the contrast. So variance
is calculated for every sliding window.
...........(7)
Wang and Bovik refer to Q0 as an image quality index and use it to quantify the structural distortion
between images x and y, one of them being the reference image and the other the distorted one. In fact, the value
Q0 = Q0(x, y) is a measure for the similarity of images x and y and takes values between -1 and 1. Note that the
first component in eqn.(7) is the correlation coefficient between x and y. The second component corresponds to
a kind of average luminance distortion and it has a dynamic range of [0, 1] (assuming nonnegative mean
values). The third factor in eqn.(7) measures a contrast distortion and its range is also [0, 1]. The maximum
value Q0 = 1 is achieved when x and y are identical.
Common information in F (fused image):
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Fusion loss

Figure 8: a) Fusion information loss LAB/F and b) Fusion artifacts, NAB/F
RESULTS BASED ON MEDICAL IMAGE FUSION
Table 9.1
FUSION RULE

Mean

SNR

MSE

Addition
weighted avg1 (0.6 *CT + 0.4*MRI
weighted avg2 (0.4 *CT + 0.6*MRI
Subtraction (max pix –min. pixel)
Pixel Min
Pixel Max

59.62
25.07
34.84
52.57
4.66
56.18

0.738
1.476
0.661
0.120
1.809
0.475

6142.88
954.975
2152.30
5808.20
139.48
5815.22

PSNR
(db)
10.281
18.364
14.835
10.524
26.719
10.519

RMSE

Std.Dev.

78.37
30.90
46.39
76.21
11.81
76.25

60.58
26.50
35.68
56.22
13.71
57.27

Table 9.2
FUSION RULE

QABF

QABFC

QdABF

NAB

Quality index Q0

LABF

Addition
weighted avg1
weighted avg2
Subtraction
Min
Max

0.7941
0.2567
0.5698
0.5850
0.1266
0.7461

0.0206
0.0448
0.0480
0.02662
0.0455
0.0488

0.773
0.211
0.521
0.558
0.081
0.697

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0696
0.1497
0.1182
0.1089
0.4401
0.0945

0.131
0.738
0.422
0.294
0.855
0.199

Table 9.3
FUSION
RULE
Add
wtd avg1
wtd avg2
Sub
Min
Max

Joint
histogram
_medA
8.031
6.905
7.464
8.056
3.891
8.029

Image1(CT)
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Similarity
_medA

RMSE_wrt
_medA

Correlation
_medA

0.089
0.181
0.106
0.032
0.799
0.082

14.80
11.66
12.77
14.07
2.88
14.32

0.363
0.506
0.277
0.006
0.835
0.204

Image2(MRI)

Fusion rule:
Addition

||August||2013||

Mutual
information
_medA
0.442
0.452
0.373
0.322
0.604
0.377

Similarity
_medB
0.899
0.550
0.800
0.827
0.064
0.909

Fusion Rule:
weighted average 1
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Fusion Rule:
weighted average 2

Fusion rule :
Subtraction

Fusion rule :
minimum

Fusion rule:
maximum

Figure 9: fused images of CT and MRI

Image1(CT))

Image2(MRI)

Fusion rule:Addition

Fusion Rule:
weighted average 1

Fusion Rule:
weighted average 2

Fusion rule :
Subtraction

Fusion rule : minimum

Fusion rule:
maximum

VII.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
The wavelet based fusion method using different fusion rules is proposed and it is applied on the CT
and MRI images of the human brain. We have used different sets of the registered multimodal brain images. It
is observed that minimum pixel replacement method is giving the better results as compared to other methods as
the noise is much reduced in minimum method. Contrast of the images is much improved in the coefficient
addition method. Also if we change the weights on the both modality we are getting different results. Contrast
improves if we are giving more weight to MRI image (i.e. soft tissue structure visible more clearly). Error
observed is less when more weight is given to CT. Any artifacts present in the fusion process may be considered
as information. As medical images are low contrast images the information in all the parts (intensity areas) is
equally important.We have also assess the fused images using edge based quality parameters also to observe
how much edge information is preserved in the fused image. Edge is more efficiently preserved in the
coefficient addition method of fusion with less information loss. The information retrieval is of much
importance in medical application. The information in the soft tissue and bony structure both are important in
diagnosis of any canceral development or any fracture. Contrast of the images.
VIII.

FUTURE SCOPE

In many important imaging applications, images exhibit edges and discontinuities across curves. In
biological imagery, this occurs whenever two organs or tissue structures meet. Especially in image fusion the
edge preservation is important in obtaining the complementary details of the input images. As edge
representation in Curvelet is better as it enhancing the curved edges more efficiently whereas in wavelet it can
enhance the linear edges better than curved edges, Curvelet based image fusion is best suited for medical
images. [10]
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ABSTRACT

The advancement in the field of medical imaging system has lead industries to conceptualize a
complete automated system for the medical procedures, diagnosis, treatment and prediction. The
success of such system largely depends upon the robustness, accuracy and speed of the retrieval
systems. Content based image retrieval (CBIR) system is valuable in medical systems as it provides
retrieval of the images from the large dataset based on similarities. There is acontinuous research
going on in the area of CBIR systems typically for medical images, which provides a successive
algorithm development for achieving generalized methodologies, which could be widely used. The aim
of this paper is to discuss the various techniques, the assumptions and its scope suggested by various
researchers and further setup a roadmap for research in the field of CBIR system for medical image
database.

INDEX TERMS: CBIR, Medical Imaging

I.

INTRODUCTION

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the application of computer vision techniques to the problem
of digital image search in large databases. CBIR enables to retrieve the images from the databases [1, 2].
Medical images are usually fused, subject to high inconsistency and composed of different minor structures. So
there is a necessity for feature extraction and classification of images for easy and efficient retrieval [3]. CBIR is
an automatic retrieval of images generally based on some particular properties such as color ,Composition,
shape and texture [4, 5]. Every day large volumes of different types of medical images such as dental,
endoscopy, skull, MRI, ultrasound, radiology are produced in various hospitals as well as in various medical
centres [6]. Medical image retrieval has many significant applications especially in medical diagnosis, education
and research fields. Medical image retrieval for diagnostic purposes is important because the historical images
of different patients in medical centres have valuable information for the upcoming diagnosis with a system
which retrieves similar cases,
Make more accurate diagnosis and decide on appropriate treatment. The term content based image
retrieval was introduced by Kato[7], while describing his experiment of image retrieval from a database on the
basis of color and shape features. There is a significant amount of growing image databases in medical field
images. It is a proven though that for supporting clinical decision making the integration of content based access
method into Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) will be a mandatory need [8]. In most
biomedical disciplines, digital image data is rapidly expanding in quantity and heterogeneity, and there is an
increasing trend towards the formation of archives adequate to support diagnostics and preventive medicine.
Exploration, exploitation, and consolidation of the immense image collections require tools to access
structurally different data for research, diagnostics and teaching. Currently, image data is linked to textual
descriptions, and data access is provided only via these textual additives. There are virtually no tools available to
access medical images directly by their content or to cope with their structural differences. Therefore, visual
based (i.e. content-based) indexing and retrieval based on information contained in the pixel data of biomedical
images is expected to have a great impact on biomedical image databases. However, existing systems for
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) are not applicable to the biomedical imagery special needs, and novel
methodologies are urgently needed.
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) has received significant attention in the literature as a promising
technique to facilitate improved image management in PACS system [9, 10]. The Image Retrieval for Medical
Applications (IRMA) project [10,11] aims to provide visually rich image management through CBIR techniques
applied to medical images using intensity distribution and texture measures taken globally over the entire image.
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This approach permits queries on a heterogeneous image collection and helps in identifying images that
are similar with respect to global features. Section 2 highlights about the significance of CBIR in medical
imaging followed by methods used for implementation CBIR in Section 3. The recent work done on CBIR is
mentioned in Section 4. The issues or research gap from prior work is illustrated in Section 5 followed
conclusion in Section 6.

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF CBIR IN MEDICAL IMAGING
There are several reasons why there is a need for additional, alternative image retrieval methods apart
from the steadily growing rate of image acquired every day.It is important to explain these needs and to discuss
possible technical and methodological improvements and the resulting clinical benefits. The goals of medical
information systems have often been defined to deliver the needed information at the right time, the right place
to the right persons in order to improve the quality and efficiency of care processes [12]. Such a goal will most
likely need more than a query by patient name, series ID or study ID for images. For the clinical decision
making process it can be beneficial or even important to find other images of the same modality, the same
anatomic region of the same disease. Although part of this information is normally contained in the Digital
Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) headers and many imaging devices are DICOM compliant
at this time, there are still some problems. DICOM headers have proven to contain a fairly high rate of errors,
for example for the field anatomical region, error rates of 16% have been reported [13]. This can hinder the
correct retrieval of all wanted images. Clinical decision support techniques such as case based reasoning [14] or
evidence based medicine [15,16] can even produce a stronger need to retrieve images that can be valuable for
supporting certain diagnoses. It could even be imagined to have Image Based Reasoning (IBR) as a new
discipline for diagnostic aid. Decision support systems in radiology [17] and computer aided diagnostics for
radiological practice as demonstrated at the RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) [18] are on the rise
and create a need for powerful data and metadata management and retrieval.
The general clinical benefit of imaging system has also already been demonstrated by B. Kaplan et.al
[19].An initiative is described by A. Horsch et.al to identify important tasks for medical imaging based on their
possible clinical benefits. It needs to be stated that the purely visual image queries as they are executed in the
computer vision domain will most likely not be able to ever replace text based methods as there will always be
queries for all images of a certain patient, but they have the potential to be a very good complement to text
based search based on their characteristics. Still, the problems and advantages of the technology have to be
stressed to obtain acceptance and use of visual and text based access methods up to their full potential. A
scenario for hybrid, textual and visual queries is put forward for the CBIR system by S. Antani et.al
[21].Besides diagnostics, teaching and research especially are expected to improve through the use of visual
access methods as visually interesting images can be chosen and can actually be found in the existing large
repositories. The inclusion of visual features into medical studies is another interesting point for several medical
research domains. Visual features do not only allow the retrieval of cases with patients having similar diagnoses
but also cases with visual similarity but different diagnoses. In teaching it can help lecturers as well as students
to browse educational image repositories and visually inspect the results found. This can be the case for
navigating in image atlases. It can also be used to cross correlate visual and textual features of the images.

III. METHODS USED FOR IMPLEMENTING CBIR
Content-based image retrieval hinges on the ability of the algorithms to extract pertinent image features
and organize them in a way that represents the image content. Additionally, the algorithms should be able to
quantify the similarity between the query visual and the database candidate for the image content as perceived
by the viewer. Thus, there is a systemic component to CBIR and a more challenging semantic
component.Shape Based Method: For shape based image retrieval, the image feature extracted is usually an
N dimensional feature vector which can be regarded as a point in a N dimensional space. Once images are
indexed into the database using the extracted feature vectors, the retrieval of images is essentially the
determination of similarity between the query image and the target images in database, which is essentially the
determination of distance between the feature vectors representing the images. The desirable distance measure
should reflect human perception. Various similarity measures have been exploited in image retrieval. In one of
the implementation by Muller .H they have used Euclidean distance for similarity measurement.[22]Texture
Based Method: Texture measures have an even larger variety than color measures. Some common measures for
capturing the texture of images are wavelets and Gabor filters. The texture measures try to capture the
characteristics of images or image parts with respect to changes in certain directions and scale of changes. This
is most useful for regions or images with homogeneous texture.
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Continuous Feature Selection Method: This method deals with the “dimensionality curse” and the
semantic gap problem. The method applies statistical association rule mining to relate low-level features with
high-level specialist’s knowledge about the image, in order to reduce the semantic gap existing between the
image representation and interpretation. These rules are employed to weigh the features according to their
relevance. The dimensionality reduction is performed by discarding the irrelevant features (the ones whose
weight are null). The obtained weights are used to calculate the similarity between the images during the
content-based searching. Experiments performed show that the proposed method improves the query precision
up to 38%. Moreover, the method is efficient, since the complexity of the query processing decreases along the
dimensionality reduction of the feature vector.With Automatically Extracted MeSH Terms: There is still a
semantic gap between the low-level visual features(textures,colors) automatically extracted and the high level
concepts that users normally search for (tumors, abnormal tissue)[22].
Some solutions stated by Juan C Caicedo et.al to bridge the semantic gap are the connection of visual
features to known textual labels of the images [23] or the training of a classifier based on known class labels and
the use of the classifier on unknown cases is also discussed by Jia Li et.al.[24].Combinations of textual and
visual features for medical image retrieval have as of yet rarely been applied, although medical images in the
electronic patient record or case databases basically always do have text attached to them. The complementary
nature of text and visual image features for retrieval promises to lead to good retrieval results.Using LowLevel Visual Features and The image retrieval process consists of two main phases: pre-processing phase and
retrieval phase. Both phases are described as follows. The pre-processing phase is composed of two main
components: a feature extraction model and a classification model. The input of the pre-processing phase is the
original image database, i.e. images from the ImageCLEFmed collection, with more than 66,000 medical
images. The output of the pre-processing phase is an index relating each image to its modality and a feature
database.The Feature Extraction Model: The feature extraction model operates on the image database to
produce two kinds of features: histogram features and Meta features. Histogram features are used to build the
feature database, which is used in the retrieval phase to rank similar images. Met features are a set of histogram
descriptors, which are used as the input to the classification model to be described later. Histogram features used
in this system are:
o Gray scale and color histogram (Gray and RGB)
o Local Binary Partition histogram (LBP)
o Tamura texture histogram (Tamura)
o Sobel histogram (Sobel)
o Invariant feature histogram (Invariant) Meta features are calculated from histogram features in order to reduce
the dimensionality. These meta features are the four moments of the moment generating function (mean,
deviation, skewness and
kurtosis) and the entropy of the histogram. Each histogram has five associated meta features, meaning a total of
30 meta features with information of color, texture, edges and invariants.

IV. RECENT WORK IN CBIR
Support vector machines (SVM) are extensively used to learn from relevance feedback due to their
capability of effectively tackling the above difficulties. However, the performances of SVM depend on the
tuning of a number of parameters. It is a different approach based on the nearest neighbour paradigm. Each
image is ranked according to a relevance score depending on nearest neighbour distances. This approach allows
recalling a higher percentage of images with respect to SVM-based techniques [25] there after quotient space
granularity computing theory into image retrieval field, clarify the granularity thinking in image retrieval, and a
novel image retrieval method is imported. Firstly, aiming at the Different behaviours under different
granularities, obtain color features under different granularities, achieve different quotient spaces; secondly, do
the attribute combination to the obtained quotient spaces according to the quotient space granularity
combination principle; and then realize image retrieval using the combined attribute function.[26] Then a
combination of three feature extraction methods namely color, texture, and edge histogram descriptor is
reviewed. There is a provision to add new features in future for better retrieval efficiency. Any combination of
these methods, which is more appropriate for the application, can be used for retrieval. This is provided through
User Interface (UI) in the form of relevance feedback. The image properties analyzed in this work are by using
computer vision and image processing algorithms.
1.

Evaluating an emotional response to color images. It is mainly used for the case – base reasoning
methodology, emotional evolution of color images values , and also find out fuzzy similarity relational &
inter and intra similarities and used for MPEG -7 visual descriptors. [27]
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2.
3.

3D Object: The 3D objects make their efficient retrieval technology highly desired. Intelligent query
methodology, multiple view and representative query view. [28]
Relevance Feedback: Another methodology is classify the query in text or images to relevance /
irrelevance set of images to select the positive images. Reference to retrieve the relevance images from
databases. [29]

Figure: Block diagram of CBIR system

V. RESEARCH GAP
There are various areas to work with for the improvement of the content based image retrieval system.
It is already been discussed that the existing techniques may be used to improve the quality of image retrieval
and the understanding of user intentions. An approach that combines two different approaches to image
retrieval, together with active use of context information and interaction has been proposed. The problem of
bridging the semantic gap between high level query which is normally in terms of an example image and low
level features of an image such as color, texture, shape and object forced to apply techniques to reduce the
semantic gap. One approach to making a fair assessment of the state of the field is by comparing CBIR
applications presented in the literature.
Survey on recent researches on implementation of CBIR in Medical imaging to the nature and content
of the data, highlights that it is necessary to develop comparison methods that analyze more than the selection of
particular techniques and the experimental results presented in the literature. Rather, it may be better to formally
describe an idealized CBIR system and identify the shortcomings in the candidate system. These shortcomings
have been labelled as “gaps” and extensively discussed by L.R.Long et.al in [30]. The concept of the gap is a
generalization of the well-known “semantic gap” that refers to the difficulty of capturing high-level imaged
content semantics from extracted low-level image features. These gaps have been broadly categorized into four
types and defined below:
1.

2.

The Content Gap addresses a system’s ability to foster human understanding of concepts from
extracted features. In medical applications, it also refers to the extent to which the system adapts to
varying modalities, context, and diagnostic protocols.
The Feature Gap addresses the extent to which the image features are extracted. This is measured along
several dimensions: degree of automation, degree of detail captured along the content axis (object
structure), use of multi-scalar techniques, the use of space and (if available) time dimension in image
data, and use of all channels on each dimension.
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3.

4.

The Performance Gap : It addresses practicalities of system implementation and acceptance. It
evaluates system availability, extent of integration into the medical infrastructure, use of feature
indexing techniques, and the extent to which the system was evaluated.
The Usability Gap: It measures the richness of available query features and the extent to which they
can be combined, available support for comprehending the results returned by the system, and available
support for query refinement.

Addressing these aspects makes a CBIR system more usable, and may increase its acceptance into the
medical(clinical,research,or education)workflow.

VI.

CONCLUSION

This survey is highlighting the significant contributions of content based image & information’s
Retrieval field. The difficulty faced by CBIR methods in making in- roads into medical applications can be
attributed to a combination of several factors. Some of the leading causes can be categorized according to the
“gaps” model presented above.An idealized system can be designed to overcome all the above gaps, but still fall
short of being accepted into the medical community for lack of (i) useful and clear querying capability; (ii)
meaningful and easily understandable responses; and (iii)provision to adapt to user feedback. The opposite is
also true to some extent. A technically mediocre, but promising, system may obtain valuable end user feedback,
and by technical improvement may increase user acceptance with the application of usability design principles.
Other than item (iii), which still needs significant research effort, the usability gap can only be bridged by
keeping the end user in mind from early system development, as well as by conducting well designed usability
studies with targeted users. In general, a high involvement of the user community in system design and
development can significantly improve adoption and acceptance.The preceding subsections already showed the
large variability in techniques that are used for the retrieval of images. Still, several very successful techniques
from the image retrieval domain have not been used for medical images as of yet. The entire discussion on
relevance feedback that first improved the performance of text retrieval systems and then, 30 years later, of
image retrieval systems has not at all been discussed for the medical domain.
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ABSTRACT
In the wake of globalization, concurrent engineering (CE) is a promising connote for design,
modification and development of new products for the challenging Indian auto industry. Success of CE
demands that key areas of new product design and development of an organization need to be under
constant focus. Most of the companies adopt CE procedures to reduce the time for introducing new
product in to the market. This paper analyzes the impact of concurrent engineering practices followed
by some selected Indian two wheeler automobile industries in the area of new product design and
development as they seek to improve their competitive position in global markets.The research survey
presents its evaluation based on analysis by application of statistical tools on the primary data which
was collected through a well structured and pre-tested questionnaire. The results disclose that the
selected two wheeler manufacturing companies in India are realizing maximum advantages with the
implementation of the concurrent engineering in design and development of their new products.

KEYWORDS: Concurrent Engineering, New Product Development, Product and Process
development, Statistical Tools.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the present global business scenario market is ever changing and volatile, resulting in shorter
product life span. The firms must be able to take decisions on the spot instantly and responsively so as to reduce
their product introduction time to market parallely adapt to changing markets. Therefore, concurrent engineering
(CE) has emerged as a way for rapid solutions in design and development process. The process of concurrent
engineering is no doubt the mark of future in new product design and development for all companies regardless
of their size, sophistication and to yield the gains, it requires a great deal of refinement in implementation of
concurrent engineering process as it must be assessed and controlled continuously both in engineering and
business processes.According to Clark and Fujimoto (1999)1, “New product design and development is
information and knowledge intensive work”. Developing successful new products is possible through
integration of abilities of both design and manufacturing expertise along with deriving firm‟s capabilities like
ability to create, utilise and distribute knowledge throughout the process. Also knowledge sharing is unique and
valuable resource for competitive advantage. Parsaei and Williams (2001)2 state that CE is a product
development methodology, which enhances productivity and lead to better overall designs relies strongly on the
quality of information, interpretation, execution and implementation. CE is a “product or project approach
where all activities of new product design and development operate simultaneously” and are closely coordinated
to achieve optimal matching of requirements for effective cost, quality, and delivery. The automotive industry is
the front-runner in many of the disciplines in their race to cut cost whilst remaining competitive.Smith (1998) 3
discusses that the automotive firm‟s are seeking to take on major design responsibilities which need to
significantly improve their ability to effectively conduct concurrent engineering early and often throughout the
production process. Figure 1 shows a diagram representing the Concurrent Engineering (CE) Model.
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Figure 1: CE and Stage Gate Models

II.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

King N. and Majchrzak A. (1996)4 in his paper “The effect of project and process characteristics on
product development cycle time” discussed about design integration as a “management process that integrates all
activities from product concept through to production using multidisciplinary teams, to simultaneously optimize
the product and its manufacturing processes to meet cost and performance objectives”. Griffin A. (2000)5 feels
that design integration uses design tools such as modeling and simulation, teams and processes to develop
products and their related processes concurrently. Design integration evolved in industry as an extension of
work, such as Concurrent Engineering to improve customer satisfaction and competitiveness in a global
economy.Verganti R. (1999)6 illustrates the importance of anticipating the capabilities of design integration
during early development of the product. Early anticipation also referred to as forward planning means that
information is anticipated as early as possible in the product development process so that solutions generated in
the early phases already account for manufacturing constraints and opportunities. The challenge for global new
product design and development with design integration is to achieve the prescribed activity whilst operating
under the problems faced by teams are differences in communication and time, barriers between design,
intermediate departments and customer lack of supplier involvement, management and teams working towards
different goals and targets.

III.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

The objective of the research study is to explore and establish the benefits gained by using
concurrent engineering in product design and development on selected Indian two wheeler automobile
industries.

IV.

METHODOLOGY

The evaluation of the study is based on analysis of the primary data using Cumulative Weighted
Average statistical analysis technique. The primary data was collected through a well-structure questionnaire
from a sample size of 234 respondents of design, production and marketing groups of selected two wheeler
manufacturing companies in India.
The questionnaire was sent to all respondents of 3 automobile companies and the usable response rate was 61%
(see the Table 1)

Table 1: Response Rating of the Survey
Number of Organizations

Response Ratio
(in percentage)

Type of organization
Two Wheeler Industry
Automobile manufacturers
No. of Respondents
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03
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Data Analysis and Interpretation:
The data appropriate to the outcomes of concurrent engineering in new product design and
development in two wheeler manufacturing companies are presented in the Table 2 and the same is depicted in
the Figure 2.
Table 2: Impact of Concurrent Engineering
Variables
Use of concurrent engineering techniques
Encouraging external participation (suppliers and customers) in
developing and designing the new products
Coordination of internal groups – design, Manufacturing
IT support and the knowledge management
Cross functional co-operation of multifunctional teams &
Smoothening of organizational barriers
Ensuring Competitive Edge
Implementation of collaboration /partnership of managements
Management Reluctance
Average
Source: Field Survey (Primary Data)

Cumulative Weighted Average
4.28
3.76
4.12
3.82
3.96
4.06
3.46
3.42
3.8225

CWA: Cumulative Weighted Average

Figure 2: Impact of CE in Automobile industry

V.

ELUCIDATION

The data presented in the Table 2, clearly establishes that the influence of concurrent engineering in
new product design and development of two wheeler companies is considerably high in India. In specific, the
variables with CWA score of greater than 3.75 on a 5-point scale: Use of concurrent engineering techniques,
Encouraging external participation (suppliers and customers) in developing and designing the new products,
Coordination of internal groups – design, manufacturing, IT support and the knowledge management, Cross
functional co-operation of multifunctional teams & Smoothening of organizational barriers, Ensuring
Competitive Edge, are identified as some of the key areas that realized most of the benefits.

VI.

OUTCOMES AND DISCUSSION

Concurrent engineering has shown a very positive impact on design, development and introduction of
new product in two wheeler automobile companies. Though companies are implementing concurrent
engineering and realizing maximum benefits, they need to focus their attention in identifying the appropriate
revolutionary technologies for proto-typing and thus increase cost savings and reduce time to market ultimately
satisfying the customer needs.
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VII.

SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

The survey clearly reveals the facts that the CE has a great influence globally in new product design
and development and stimulating the Indian auto sector currently. The survey made involved number of people
related to the NPD, but ignored the expertise of the skilled people who are working in the concerned area but not
qualified and the demographic factors such as gender and age were not taken into consideration which might
influence the process to a greater extent. Further studies can be made by considering the above factors will
reveal much more interesting facts. In addition the evaluation techniques such as ranking correlations can be
applied to rank the different variables that are influencing the GNPD.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study leader election in the presence of selfish nodes for intrusion detection
in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). To balance the resource consumption among all nodes and
prolong the lifetime of a MANET, nodes with the most remaining resources should be elected as the
leaders. However, there are two main obstacles in achieving this goal. First, without incentives for
serving others, a node might behave selfishly by lying about its remaining resources and avoiding
being elected. Second, electing an optimal collection of leaders to minimize the overall resource
consumption may incur a prohibitive performance overhead, if such an election requires flooding the
network. To address the issue of selfish nodes, we present a solution based on mechanism design
theory. More specifically, the solution provides nodes with incentives in the form of reputations to
encourage nodes in honestly participating in the election process. The amount of incentives is based
on the Vickrey, Clarke, and Groves (VCG) model to ensure truth-telling to be the dominant strategy
for any node. To address the optimal election issue, we propose a election algorithm that can lead to
globally optimal election results with a low cost. We address these issues by assuming cluster of
nodes. Finally, we justify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme through extensive experiments.

KEYWORDS : Leader election, intrusion detection systems, mechanism design and MANET
security.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) have no fixed chokepoints/bottlenecks where Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDSs) can be deployed [3], [7]. Hence, a node may need to run its own IDS [14], [1] and
cooperate with others to ensure security [15], [26]. This is very inefficient in terms of resource consumption
since mobile nodes are energy-limited. To overcome this problem, a common approach is to divide the MANET
into a set of one-hop clusters where each node belongs to at least one cluster. The nodes in each cluster elect a
leader node (cluster head) to serve as the IDS for the entire cluster. The leader-IDS election process can be
either random [16] or based on the connectivity [19]. Both approaches aim to reduce the overall resource
consumption of IDSs in the network. However, we notice that nodes usually have different remaining resources
at any given time, which should be taken into account by an election scheme. Unfortunately, with the random
model, each node is equally likely to be elected regardless of its remaining resources. The connectivity indexbased approach elects a node with a high degree of connectivity even though the node may have little resources
left. With both election schemes, some nodes will die faster than others, leading to a loss in connectivity and
potentially the partition of network. Although it is clearly desirable to balance the resource consumption of IDSs
among nodes, this objective is difficult to achieve since the resource level is the private information of a node.
Unless sufficient incentives are provided, nodes might misbehave by acting selfishly and lying about their
resources level to not consume their resources for serving others while receiving others services. Moreover,
even when all nodes can truthfully reveal their resource levels, it remains a challenging issue to elect an optimal
collection of leaders to balance the overall resource consumption without flooding the network.
A Motivating Example
Figure 1.illustrates a MANET composed of ten nodes labeled from N1 to N10. These nodes are located
in 5 one-hop clusters where nodes N5 and N9 belong to more than one cluster and have limited resources level.
We assume that each node has different energy level, which is considered as private information. At this point,
electing nodes N5 and N9 as leaders is clearly not desirable since losing them will cause a partition in the
network and nodes will not be able to communicate with each other. However, with the random election model
[16], nodes N5 and N9 will have equal probability, compared to others, in being elected as leaders. The nodes
N5 and N9 will definitely be elected under the connectivity index-based approach due to their connectivity
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indices [19]. Moreover, a naive approach for electing nodes with the most remaining resources will also fail
since nodes’ energy level is considered as private information and nodes might reveal fake information if that
increases their own benefits. Finally, if the nodes N2, N5 and N9 are selfish and elected as leaders using the
above models, they will refuse to run their IDS for serving others. The consequences of such a refusal will lead
normal nodes to launch their IDS and thus die faster.

Figure 1: Example MANET
B Proposed system
In this paper, we propose a solution for balancing the resource consumption of IDSs among all nodes
while preventing nodes from behaving selfishly. To address the selfish behavior, we design incentives in the
form of reputation to encourage nodes to honestly participate in the election scheme by revealing their cost of
analysis. The cost of analysis is designed to protect nodes’ sensitive information (resources level) and ensure the
contribution of every node on the election process (fairness). To motivate nodes in behaving normally in every
election round, we relate the amount of detection service that each node is entitled to the nodes’ reputation
value. Besides, this reputation value can also be used to give routing priority and to build a trust environment.
The design of incentives is based on a classical mechanism design model, namely, Vickrey, Clarke, and
Groves (VCG). The model guarantees that truth-telling is always the dominant strategy for every node during
each election phase. On the other hand, to find the globally optimal cost-efficient leaders, a leader election
algorithm is devised to handle the election process, taking into consideration the possibility of cheating and
security flaws, such as replay attack. The algorithm decreases the percentage of leaders, single node clusters,
maximum cluster size and increases average cluster size. The leaders are elected according to the received votes
from the neighbor nodes, after the network is formulated into multiple clusters. Hence the leaders are elected in
an optimal way in the sense that the resource consumption for serving as IDSs will be balanced among all nodes
overtime. Finally, we justify the correctness of proposed methods through analysis and simulation. Empirical
results indicate that our scheme can effectively improve the overall lifetime of a MANET.
The main contribution of this paper is a unified model that is able to:
1. Balance the IDS resource consumptions among all nodes by electing the most cost-efficient leaders.
2. Motivate selfish nodes to reveal their truthful resources level.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a MANET where each node has an IDS and a unique identity. To achieve the goal of
electing the most cost efficient nodes as leaders in the presence of selfish and malicious nodes, the following
challenges arise: First, the resource level that reflects the cost of analysis is considered as private information.
As a result, the nodes can reveal fake information about their resources if that could increase their own benefits.
Second, the nodes might behave normally during the election but then deviate from normal behavior by not
offering the IDS service to their voted nodes.
In our model, we consider MANET as an undirected graph G = (N,L) where N is the set of nodes and L
is the set of bidirectional links. We denote the cost of analysis vector as C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} where n is the
number of nodes in N. We denote the election process as a function vtk(C, i) where vtk(C, i) = 1 if a node i
votes for a node k; vtk(C, i) = 0, otherwise. We assume that each elected leader allocates the same budget B (in
the number of packets) for each node that has voted for it. Knowing that, the total budget will be distributed
among all the voting nodes according to their reputation. This will motivate the nodes to cooperate in every
election round that will be held on every time TELECT.
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Thus, the model will be repeatable. The objective of minimizing the global cost of analysis while
serving all the nodes can be expressed by the following Social Choice Function (SCF):

Clearly, in order to minimize this SCF, the following must be achieved. First, we need to design incentives for
encouraging each node in revealing its true cost of analysis value c, which will be addressed in Section III.
Second, we need to design an election algorithm that can provably minimize the above SCF while not incurring
too much of performance overhead. This will be addressed in Section V.

III. LEADER ELECTION MECHANISM
A The Mechanism Model
We treat the IDS resource consumption problem as a game where the N mobile nodes are the
agents/players. Each node plays by revealing its own private information (cost of analysis) which is based on the
node’s type θi. The type θi is drawn from each player’s available type set Θi={Normal, Selfish}. Each player
selects his own strategy/type according to how much the node values the outcome. If the player’s strategy is
normal then the node reveals the true cost of analysis. We assume that each player i has a utility function [21]:
u i (θ i ) = p i − vi (θ i , o(θi , θ − i ))…………. (1)
where,
• θ−i is the type of all the other nodes except i.
• vi is the valuation of player i of the output oєO, knowing that O is the set of possible outcomes. In our case, if
the node is elected then vi is the cost of analysis ci. Otherwise vi is 0 since the node will not be the leader and
hence there will be no cost to run the IDS.
• pi є R is the payment given by the mechanism to the elected node. Payment is given in the form of reputation.
Nodes that are not elected receive no payment.
B Cost of Analysis Function
During the design of the cost of analysis function, the following two problems arise: First, the energy
level is considered as private and sensitive information and should not be disclosed publicly. Such a disclosure
of information can be used maliciously for attacking the node with the least resources level. Second, if the cost
of analysis function is designed only in terms of nodes’ energy level, then the nodes with the low energy level
will not be able to contribute and increase their reputation values.
To solve the above problems, we design the cost of analysis function with the following two properties:
Fairness and Privacy. The former is to allow nodes with initially less resources to contribute and serve as
leaders in order to increase their reputation. On the other hand, the latter is needed to avoid the malicious use of
the resources level, which is considered as the most sensitive information. To avoid such attacks and to provide
fairness, the cost of analysis is designed based on the reputation value, the expected number of time slots that a
node wants to stay alive in a cluster and energy level. Note that the expected number of slots and energy level
are considered as the nodes’ private information.
To achieve our goal, we assume that the nodes are divided into l energy classes with different energy
levels. The lifetime of a node can be divided into time-slots. Each node i is associated with an energy level,
denoted by Ei, and the number of expected alive slots is denoted by nTi. Based on these requirements, each node i
has a power factor PF i = E i / n T i . We introduce the set of l − 1 thresholds P = {ρ1, . . . , ρl−1} to categorize the
classes as in Equation 2.

………(2)
The reputation of node i is denoted by Ri. Every node has a sampling budget based on its reputation.
The ci notation represents the cost of analysis for a single packet and E ids is used to express the energy needed to
run the IDS for one time slot. The cost of analysis of each node can be calculated based on energy level.
However, we considered energy level, expected lifetime and the present PS of node to calculate the cost of
analysis. We can extend the cost of analysis function to more realistic settings by considering the computational
level and cost of collecting and analyzing traffic. Our cost of-analysis function is formulated as follows:
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Where PS is percentage of sampling defined as follows,

According to the above formulation, the nodes have an infinite cost of analysis if its remaining energy
is less than the energy required to run the IDS for one time slot. This means that its remaining energy is too low
to run the IDS for an entire time-slot. Otherwise, the cost of analysis is calculated through dividing the
percentage of sampling by the power factor. The cost of analysis c is proportional to the percentage of sampling
and is inversely proportional to the power factor. The rationale behind the definition of the function is the
following. If the nodes have enough PS, they are not willing to loose their energy for running the IDS. On the
other hand, if PF is larger, then the cost-of-analysis becomes smaller since the nodes have higher energy levels.
In the rest of the paper, we will use cost and cost-of-analysis interchangeably. As the time goes by, the nodes
belonging to lower energy class gains more budget while the budget of higher classes decreases. This justifies
that our cost function is able to balance the energy of the nodes and gives a fair budget to all nodes.
C Reputation System Model
Before we design the payment, we need to show how the payment in the form of reputation can be used
to: (1) Motivate nodes to behave normally and (2) punish the misbehaving nodes. Moreover, it can be used to
determine whom to trust. To motivate the nodes in behaving normally in every election round, we relate the
cluster’s services to nodes’ reputation. This will create a competition environment that motivates the nodes to
behave normally by saying the truth. To enforce our mechanism, a punishment system is needed to prevent
nodes from behaving selfishly after the election. Misbehaving nodes are punished by decreasing their reputation
and consequently are excluded from the cluster services if the reputation is less than a predefined threshold. As
an extension to our model, we can extend our reputation system to include different sources of information such
as routing and key distribution with different assigned weights.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A Leader Election
To design the leader election algorithm, the following requirements are needed: (1) To protect all the
nodes in a network, every node should be monitored by a leader. (2) To balance the resource consumption of
IDS service, the overall cost of analysis for protecting the whole network is minimized. In other words, every
node has to be affiliated with the most cost efficient leader among its neighbors. Our algorithm is executed in
each node taking into consideration the following assumptions about the nodes and the network architecture:
•
•
•

Every node knows its (2-hop) neighbors, which is reasonable since nodes usually maintain a table
about their neighbors for routing purposes.
Loosely synchronized clocks are available between nodes.
Each node has a key (public, private) pair for establishing a secure communication between nodes.

To start a new election, the election algorithm uses four types of messages. Hello, used by every node
to initiate the election process; Begin-Election, used to announce the cost of a node; Vote, sent by every node to
elect a leader; Acknowledge, sent by the leader to broadcast its payment, and also as a confirmation of its
leadership. For describing the algorithm, we use the following notation:
• service-table(k): The list of all ordinary nodes, those voted for the leader node k.
• reputation-table(k): The reputation table of node k. Each node keeps the record of reputation of all other
nodes.
• neighbors(k): The set of node k’s neighbors.
• leadernode(k): The ID of node k’s leader. If node k is running its own IDS then the variable contains k.
• leader(k): A boolean variable that sets to TRUE if node k is a leader and FALSE otherwise.
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Initially, each node k starts the election procedure by broadcasting a Hello message to all the nodes that
are one hop from node k and starts a timer T1. This message contains the hash value of the node’s cost of
analysis and its unique identifier (ID)
Algorithm 1 (Executed by every node)
/* On receiving Hello, all nodes reply with their cost */
1. if (received Hello from all neighbors) then
2. Send Begin-Election (IDk, costk);
3. else if(neighbors(k)=Ø) then
4. Launch IDS.
5. end if
On expiration of T1, each node k checks whether it has received all the hash values from its neighbors. Nodes
from whom the Hello message has not received are excluded from the election. On receiving the Hello from all
neighbors, each node sends Begin-Election as in Algorithm 1, which contains the cost of analysis of the node
and then starts timer T2. If node k is the only node in the network or it does not have any neighbors then it
launches its own IDS.
Algorithm 2 (Executed by every node)
/* Each node votes for one node among the neighbors */
1. if (∀ n _ neighbor(k), ∃ i _ n : ci ≤ cn) then
2. send Vote(IDk, IDi , costj_=i);
3. leadernode(k):= i;
4. end if
On expiration of T2, the node k compares the hash value of Hello to the value received by the BeginElection to verify the cost of analysis for all the nodes. Then node k calculates the least-cost value among its
neighbors and sends Vote for node i as in Algorithm 2. The Vote message contains the IDk of the source node,
the IDi of the proposed leader and second least cost among the neighbors of the source node costj_=i. Then node
k sets node i as its leader in order to update later on its reputation. Note that the second least cost of analysis is
needed by the leader node to calculate the payment. If nodek has the least cost among all its neighbors then it
votes for itself and starts timer T3.
Algorithm 3 (Executed by Elected leader node)
/* Send Acknowledge message to the neighbor nodes */
1. Leader(i) := TRUE;
2. Compute Payment, Pi;
3. updateservice−table(i);
4. updatereputation−table(i);
5. Acknowledge = Pi + all the votes;
6. Send Acknowledge(i);
7. Launch IDS.
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On expiration of T3, the elected node i calculates its payment and sends an Acknowledge message to all the
serving nodes as in Algorithm 3. The Acknowledge message contains the payment and all the votes the leader
received. The leader then launches its IDS.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A Simulation Environment
We simulate the scheme using Network Simulator 2(NS2). The main objective of our simulation result
is to study the effect of node selection for IDS on the life of all nodes. To implement the model, we randomly
assign 60 to 100 joules of energy to each node. We assume that the energy required for running the IDS for one
time slot as 10 joules. We ignore the energy required to live and transmit packets to capture the silent aspect of
the problem. We set the transmission radius of each node to 200 meters. Two nodes are considered as neighbors
if their Euclidean distance is less than or equal to 200 meters. Besides, we deploy 20 nodes in an area of 500 ×
500 square meters. It helps us to measure the performance of the nodes.
B Experimental Results
Nodes can behave selfishly before and after the election. A node shows selfishness before election by
refusing to be a leader. On the other hand, selfishness after election is considered when nodes misbehave by not
carrying out the detection service after being a leader. Both kinds of selfishness have serious impact on life of
the normal nodes. As selfish nodes do not exhaust energy to run the IDS service, it will live longer than the
normal nodes. In order to avoid this, election is based upon the reputation. Selfish nodes are punished with
negative reputations. On other hand, node with highest reputation is elected as leader. Hence normal nodes will
not launch IDS and will live longer. The nodes repetitively elect a set of leaders with maximum resources. Thus,
we consider some nodes to be selfish and study their impact on our model. The experiment indicates that our
model results in a higher percentage of alive nodes as shown in fig 2.

Figure 2. Node Life-Time
Our paper ensures that data can be transmitted in an easier, faster and secure way without intrusion. Leader
election helps in identifying the intruders and hence data transmission rate is increased, thereby improving the
throughput as shown in fig 3.
In our model, the node that has least cost of analysis becomes the leader. All nodes can keep a balance of their
energy level with time. A leader has more energy hence capable of delivering large number of packets, thereby
decreasing packet drop ratio and increasing packet delivery ratio as shown in fig 4 and 5 respectively.

Fig 3 Throughput
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Figure 4 Packet drop ratio

Figure 5 Packet Delivery ratio

VI. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS
A Performance
In this section, we analyze the performance overhead of our proposed leader algorithm. In summary,
our algorithm has four steps. In the first 3 steps, all the nodes broadcast Hello, Begin-Election and Vote
messages consecutively. In the last step, only the leader node sends an Acknowledge message to others.1)
Computation Overhead: Each node i signs its messages sent in the first 3 steps. Also, each node verifies the
messages it received in these steps. In the 4th step, the leader node signs the Acknowledge message and others
verify. Hence each normal node signs 3 messages and verifies 3|Ngi| + 1 messages where Ngi is the number of
neighboring nodes. On the other hand, the leader node signs 4 messages and verifies 3|Ngi| messages. Note that
each node must find the least cost node which requires O(log(Ngi)). Therefore, each node approximately
performs O(Ngi) verifications, O(1) signatures and O(log(Ngi)) to calculate the least cost node. Thus the
computation overhead for each node is O(Ngi) + O(1) + O(log(Ngi)) ≈ O(Ngi). Since our algorithm involves
more verification than signing, nodes can use the public key cryptosystem of [13] to verify a signature in 0.43s.
Since leader election will take place after a certain interval, this computational overhead is tolerable.
2) Communication Overhead: Each node i broadcasts one message in the first 3 steps and only the leader node
broadcasts a final Acknowledge message in the 4th step. Hence, the total communication overhead of our
election algorithm is 3|Ngi|+ 1 ≈ O(Ngi), where |Ngi| is the number of neighboring nodes.
3) Storage Overhead: According to the algorithm, each node maintains a reputation-table, neighbors list and
two variables: Leadernode and leader. The leader node keeps an extra service-table. Hence, each normal node
needs |Ni| + |Ngi| + 2 storage and the leader node needs |Ni| + |Ngi| + |Vi| + 2. Knowing that |Ni| is the number
of nodes in the network, |Vi| is the number of votes the leader node received where |Ni| > |Ngi| > |Vi|. Therefore,
the total storage for each node is in the order of O(Ni).
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B Security
The main objective of our mechanism is to motivate selfish nodes and enforce them to behave normally
during and after the election process. Here, we analyze the election mechanism in the presence of selfish and
malicious nodes.
1. Presence of Selfish Nodes
A selfish node i will deviate from our mechanism if doing so increases its utility, u i. Here we consider
two type of untruthful revelation, namely, node i might either under-declare or over-declare the true value ci of
its cost of analysis. Node i may under-declare its valuation function with a fake value ˆci(ˆci < ci). By underdeclaring, node i pretends that it has a cheaper valuation function than reality. Since payments are designed
based on VCG, playing by under-declaration will not help the node for two reasons. First, suppose the node i
indeed has the lowest cost of analysis ci, so it will win the election even by declaring its true value. In this case,
reporting a lower value ˆci will not benefit the node because the payment is calculated based on the second best
price and does not depend on the value declared by node i. Therefore, the utility of node i remains the same
because it will be the difference between the payment and the real value ci. Second, suppose that the node it
does not have the cheapest valuation function but tries to win the election by revealing a lower value ˆ ci. This
will help the node i to win the election but it will also lead to a negative utility function u i for node i, because the
payment it receives will be less than the real cost of analysis. That is, the node i will have to work more than
what it has paid for. On the other hand, the node i might over-declare its valuation by revealing a fake ˆ ci (ˆci >
ci). Following such a strategy would never make a player happier in two cases. First, if the node i indeed has the
cheapest valuation function, then following this strategy may prevent the node from being elected, and therefore
it will lose the payment. On the other hand, if node i still wins, then its utility remains the same since the
payment does not depend on the value it reports. Second, suppose the real valuation function ci of node i is not
the lowest, then reporting a higher value will never help the node to win. Last but not least, the checkers are able
to catch and punish the misbehaving leaders by mirroring a portion of its computation from time to time. A
caught misbehaving leader will be punished by receiving a negative payment. Thus it discourages any elected
node from not carrying out its responsibility. We can thus conclude that our mechanism is truthful and it
guarantees a fair election of the most cost efficient leader.
2. Presence of Malicious Nodes
A malicious node can disrupt our election algorithm by claiming a fake low cost in order to be elected
as a leader. Once elected, the node does not provide IDS services, which eases the job of intruders. Due to the
presence of checkers, a malicious node has no incentive to become a leader. Since it will be caught and punished
by the checkers. After a leader is caught misbehaving, it will be punished by receiving a negative reputation and
is consequently excluded from future services of the cluster. Thus, our mechanism is still valid even in the
presence of a malicious node.
VII. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages
Ensures easier, secure and faster data transmission.
Balanced resource consumption in the presence of selfish and malicious nodes.
Decreases the percentage of leaders, single node clusters, maximum cluster size and increase average
cluster size.
 Life time of nodes is increased as nodes with maximum resources are elected as leaders.
 Leaders are elected randomly based upon the reputation.
A.




B. DISADVANTAGES
 If any new node is added or removed from the network, it is not possible to dynamically configure the
network, which may lead to partitioning in the network.
 It is not possible to make a specified node as leader who would launch IDS, as leaders are elected
randomly.

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
In future work, we plan expanding our model to dynamically configure the network when any new
node is created or when any existing nodes is removed from the network. We’ll also plan to make a specified
node as leader by manipulating the leader election mechanism.
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IX. CONCLUSION
The unbalanced resource consumption of IDSs in MANET and the presence of selfish nodes have
motivated us to propose an integrated solution for prolonging the lifetime of mobile nodes and for preventing
the emergence of selfish nodes. The solution motivated nodes to truthfully elect the most cost efficient nodes
that handle the detection duty on behalf of others. Moreover, the sum of the elected leaders is globally optimal.
To achieve this goal, incentives are given in the form of reputations to motivate nodes in revealing truthfully
their costs of analysis. Reputations are computed using the well known VCG mechanism by which truth-telling
is the dominant strategy. We also analyzed the performance of the mechanisms in the presence of selfish and
malicious nodes. To implement our mechanism, we devised an election algorithm with reasonable performance
overheads. Simulation results showed that our model is able to prolong the lifetime and balance the overall
resource consumptions among all the nodes in the network. Moreover, we are able to decrease the percentage of
leaders, single node clusters, maximum cluster size and increase average cluster size. These properties allow us
to improve the detection service through distributing the sampling budget over less number of nodes and reduce
single nodes to launch their IDS.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presented analysis of Bending stress and Contact stress of Involute spur gear teeth
in meshing. There are several kinds of stresses present in loaded and rotating gear teeth. Bending stress
and contact stress (Hertz stress) calculation is the basic of stress analysis. It is difficult to get correct
answer on gear tooth stress by implying fundamental stress equation, such as Lewis formula for
bending stress and Hertz equation for contact stress. Various research methods such as Theoretical,
Numerical and Experimental have been done throughout the years. This paper shows the theoratical
and numeriacal approach to calculate bending and contact stress. The results where further compared
with ANSYS result to validate.

KEYWORDS: Spur Gear, Bending Stress, Contact Stress, ANSYS.

I. INTRODUCTION
When one investigates actual gears in service, the conditions of the surface and bending failure are
two of the most important features to be considered. The finite element method is very often used to
analyze the stress states of elastic bodies with complicated geometries, such as gears. There are published
papers, which have calculated the elastic stress distributions in gears.In these works, various calculation
methods for the analysis of elastic contact problems have been presented. The finite element method for twodimensional analysis is used very often. It is essential to use a three-dimensional analysis if gear pairs are
under partial and non uniform contact. However, in the three dimensional calculation, a problem is
created due to the large computer memory space that is necessary. In this chapter to get the gear
contact stress a 2-D model was used. Because it is a nonlinear problem it is better to keep the number of
nodes and elements as low as possible. In the bending stress analysis -D models are used for simulation.

II. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
From the results obtained in chapter 3 the present method is an effective and accurate method,
which is proposed to estimate the tooth contact stresses of a gear pair.. Using the present method, the tooth
contact stresses and the tooth deflections of a pair of spur gears analyzed by ANSYS 7.1 Since the present
method is a general one, it is applicable to many types of gears. In early works, the following
conditions were assumed in advance:
• There is no sliding in the contact zone between the two bodies
• The contact surface is continuous and smooth
Using the present method ANSYS can solve the contact problem and not be limited by the above two
conditions. A two-dimensional and an asymmetric contact model were built. First, parameter definitions
were given and then many points of the involute profile of the pinion and gear were calculated to plot an
involute profile using a cylindrical system. The equations of an involute curve below were taken from
Buckingham.

where r = radius to the involute form, b r = radius of the base circle
β =φ +ξ
θ = vectorial angle at the pitch circle
ξ = vectorial angle at the top of the tooth
φ = pressure angle at the pitch circle
1 φ = pressure angle at radius r
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One spur tooth profile was created using equation , shown in Figure 1, as are the outside diameter
circle, the dedendum circle, and base circle of the gear. Secondly, in ANSYS from the tool bars using
“CREATE”, “COPY”, “MOVE”, and “MESH” and so on, any number of teeth can be created and then kept as
the pair of gear teeth in contact along the line of the action. The contact conditions of gear teeth are sensitive to
the geometry of the contacting surfaces, which means that the element near the contact zone needs to be
refined. It is not recommended to have a fine mesh everywhere in the model, in order to reduce the
computational requirements. There are two ways to build the fine mesh near the contact surfaces. One is
the same method as presented in chapter 3, a fine mesh of rectangular shapes were constructed only in
the contact areas. The other one, “SMART SIZE” in ANSYS, was chosen and the fine mesh near the contact
area was automatically created.

Figure 1 - Involutometry of a spur gear

III. ROTATION COMPATIBILITY OF THE GEAR BODY
In order to know how much load is applied on the contact stress model and the bending stress model,
evaluating load sharing between meshing gears is necessary. It is also an important concept for transmission
error. It is a complex process when more than one-tooth pair is simultaneously in contact taking into
account the composite tooth deflections due to bending, shearing and contact deformation. This section
presents a general approach as to how the load is shared between the meshing teeth in spur gear pairs.
When the gears are put into mesh, the line tangent to both base circles is defined as the line of action for
involute gears. In one complete tooth mesh circle, the contact starts at points A shown in Figure 2
where the outside diameter circle, the addendum circle of the gear intersects the line of action. The mesh
cycle ends at point E, as shown in Figure 3 where the outside diameter of the pinion intersects the line
of action.

Figure 2 Illustration of one complete tooth meshing cycle
Consider two identical spur gears in mesh. When the first tooth pair is in contact at point A it is between the
tooth tip of the output gear and the tooth root of the input gear (pinion). At the same time a second tooth pair is
already in contact at point D in Figure 4.3. As the gear rotates, the point of contact will move along the
line of action APE. When the first tooth pair reaches point B shown in Figure 4.4, the second tooth
pair disengage at point E leaving only the first tooth pair in the single contact zone. After this time there is one
pair of gear in contact until the third tooth pair achives in contact at point A again. When this tooth
pair rotates to point D, the another tooth pair begins engagement at point A which starts another mesh
cycle. After this time there are two pairs of gear in contact until the first tooth pair disengage at point
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E. Finally, one complete tooth meshing cycle is completed when this tooth pair rotates to point E. To
simplify the complexity of the problem, the load sharing compatibility condition is based on the assumption
that the sum of the torque contributions of each meshing tooth pair must equal the total applied torque.

Figure 3 Different positions for one complete tooth meshing cycle
Analytical equations can also be developed for the rotation of the gear and pinion hubs, including the
effects of tooth bending deflection and shearing displacement and contact deformation . In the pinion
reference frame, it is assumed that the pinion hub remains stationary, while the gear rotates due to an applied
torque. Considering the single pair contact zone at point B, the condition of angular rotation of the gear
body will then be given by
For the pinion
For the gear
where
and
are the tooth displacement vectors caused by bending and shearing for pairs B of the
pinion and gear respectively,
and
are the contact deformation vectors of tooth pair B of the pinion and gear respectively.
denotes the transverse plane angular rotation of the pinion body caused by bending deflection,
shearing displacement and contact deformation of the tooth pair B while the gear is stationary.
Conversely, for the gear rotation while the pinion is stationary,
gives the transverse plane angular rotations
of the gear body.

IV. CALCULATION PART OF CONTACT STRESS, BENDING
STRESS AND DEFORMATION.
Different Terms used in Calculation of Deformation and Bending Stress.
Velocity Factor between Gear and Pinion (KV) = 1
Face width (F)= 40mm.
Module (m) = 01 (Between gear and pinion).
No. of teeth (x) , Gear=40 and Pinion=20
Pitch radius Pinion (r p1) = 50mm
Pitch radius Gear (rp2) = 95mm
Pressure Angle (ø) = 200
Constant (K1) = 01
Constant (K2) = 01
Total Load (W)= 1000N.
Poisson’s Ratio (μ) = 0.3
y= 20mm.
Y=10mm.
Addendum of Gear (h1) and Pinion (h2)=10mm.
Young Modulus of Elasticity = 2 x 105
Tooth Thickness = 14.95mm.
Gear Ratio=2.
Bending Stress Calculation.
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Where,

mm

Contact Stress ( Hertz Stress)
Width of the band of contact (B).

Where R1, R2= Radius of Curvature of an involutes curves at the contact points.
R1= rp1Sinø= 50 sin20 = 17.10
R2= rp2Sinø= 95 sin20 = 32.49

Maximum Contact Stress (

To Determine Deformation (δ)
Coefficient of Compliance (C) .

C= CB+ CF + CH
Where:

CB= Bending Compliance.
CH= Hertz Compliance.
CF= Root Compliance.
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Where
are the addendum of gear and pinion = 10mm.

Contact Stress, bending stress and deformation where further validate by FEM Analysis. Reference
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FEM Deformation and Stress Analysis

Fig-4 Deformation at 1 KN
Deformation Analysis: It has been found that deformation is maximum at the top land of face width.
This indicates that top land area of spur gear is under high temperature and pressure due to which deformation is
maximum at its top land. Here the deformation is 0.00054mm and calculated deformation is 0.00084mm. by
compairing this two results, we can say that calculated deformation and Analytical deformation is validate.
Bending Sress Analysis:
It has been found that Stress is maximum at the contact surface of mating gear as shown in fig-5. The calculated
bending is 0.93 MPa and contact stress is 0.32 MPa. So the calculated equivalent stress can be consider 1.25
MPa. But the Analytical Equivalent stress is found to be 4.416 MPa. So here the further modification is required
to validate the results.

Fig 5 Stress at 1KN
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ABSTRACT
This article presents the application of a state feedback, Pole-Placement temperature-tracking
control formulation leading to a comprehensive Single-input, multiple-output (SIMO) structure for
cooling of a steel plate by an impinging air jet. . Following a semi-discrete control volume formulation
of the 1-D transient heat conduction; the state space model of nodal variation of metal temperature
with time has been arrived. Stable temperature track with respect to the reference temperature track
was obtained by using the state feedback control algorithm. To solve this prescribed state feedback
problem, an efficient pole placement technique was implemented in two ways i.e., initially, the fixed
poles and then variable poles in the complex plane. The control models were simulated in the MATLAB
and SIMULINK environments. The state feedback pole placement technique was found efficient in
controlling the parameters in the given application. It was observed that the response of the non-linear
system is sensitive to linearization time interval. Better control is implemented by increasing the
frequency of adjustment of the closed-loop poles.

KEYWORDS: Feedback Control, Jet Impingement Cooling, Pole Placement Technique, State Space
Method, Single Input Multiple Output Problem, Fixed Poles, Variable Poles, Temperature Control

Nomenclature:
K: The feedback gain matrix
t: Time (s)
A: The coefficient matrix in the state space equation

A:
Ai: The coefficient matrix in the state space representation for ith model
The mean coefficient matrix
B: The coefficient matrix of control
input
T1: Temperature at the top surface of the steel plate (K)
Bi: The coefficient matrix of control input or i th model
X:
X: The matrix of state variables
X : The matrix of state rates
matrix of mean state variables
ae: The perturbation in strain rates
X  : The error matrix X  X 

 :The eigen values
T1 : The demand (K/s)
ith number of transformable models
(s

1

The

Pi (S): The
a: The control input (Strain rate)

a : The mean strain rate (mean control output)
A-BK: The feedback matrix
transformation matrix
I : The identity matrix
Z: The assumed state variable matrix
number of operating conditions
)

T:

The

r:

The

I. INTRODUCTION
Heat treatment involves the method of controlled heating, soaking and cooling temperature cycles that
are applied to a material or substrate, to impart superior metallurgical properties to it. Heat treatment has wide
application and is most abundantly used in the field of glass, ceramic, iron and steel production industries.
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The dynamics of heat transfer systems are highly nonlinear. Irrespective of nonlinearity in of heat
transfer systems, air jet impingement cooling systems also have model uncertainties which includes large
changes in the air flow rate and variation of parameters, the external disturbances, leakages, and friction. To
overcome this problem in order to gain profits, process designers are creating designs and modelling in complex
non-linearity regions where process controllers can face stiff the challenges. In model predictive control, the
controller action is the solution to a constrained optimization problem that is solved numerically on-line [1, 2,
3]. In contrast, differential geometric control is a direct synthesis approach in which the controller is derived by
requesting a desired closed loop response in the absence of input constraints [4, 5]. In Lyapunov-based control,
closed loop stability plays a central basic role in a controller design. [6, 7, 8]. Kravaris and Daoutidis [9]
presented a non-linear state feedback controller for second order non-linear systems. Niemiec and Kravaris [10]
proposed a systematic procedure for the construction of statically equivalent outputs with prescribed
transmission zeros. Kanter et al. [11] developed nonlinear control laws for input constrained, multiple-input,
multiple-output, stable processes. They addressed the nonlinear control of the processes by exploiting the
connections between model- predictive control and input-output linearization. Kravaris et al. [12] presented a
systematic method arbitrarily assigning the zero dynamics of a nonlinear system by constructing the requisite
synthetic output maps. The method requires solving a system of first-order, nonlinear, singular PDEs. Mickle et
al. [13] developed a tracking controller for unstable, nonlinear processes by using trajectory linearization.
Tomlin and Sastry [14] derived tracking control laws for non-linear systems with both fast and slow, possibly
unstable, zero dynamics. Vander Scaft [15] developed a nonlinear state feedback H  optimal controller.
Devasia et al. [16] and Devasia [17] introduced an inversion procedure for nonlinear systems that constructs a
bounded input trajectory in the pre-image of a desired output trajectory. Hunt and Meyer [18] showed that under
appropriate assumptions the bounded solution of the partial differential equation of Isidori and Byrnes [19] for
each trajectory of an ecosystem must be given by an integral representation formula of Devasia et al. [17] Chen
and Paden [20] studied the stable inversion of nonlinear systems.
The present work uses the same continuous-time, model predictive control framework. Conceptually as
the amount of nonlinearity is very less so the model does not require any linearization of the process equations.
Here the nonlinear terms are considered as the strain rate in the convective heat transfer correlation. The
controller introduced here is obtained by requesting desired responses for the state variables. The nonlinear state
feedback is derived by minimizing a function norm of the deviations of the controlled outputs from linear
reference trajectories with orders equal to the (output) relative orders. In the part of the work described in this
chapter, we come up through a systematic evaluation with a process model that provides the starting point of
evolving a model-based control. At the same time, we analyze the performance of a model-based nonlinear
control with the applications of an efficient pole-placement technique. The focal point of the present analysis is
a detailed modeling of the heat transfer and applications of efficient techniques (pole-placement) to control the
state variables influencing the process. Moreover this chapter presents a nonlinear control method that is
applicable to stable and unstable processes. The closed loop stability is ensured by forcing all the process state
variables to follow their corresponding reference trajectories. The proposed control system includes a nonlinear
state feedback and pole placement technique in both the forms of fixed poles and variable poles.
1.1. Pole placement techniques
“Pole placement” is a conventional design methodology for linear time-invariant control systems. The
method is based on the fact that several performance specifications can be met by using dynamic output
feedback to adequately placed closed loop poles in the complex plane. . An extension of the classical pole
placement problem is the regional pole-placement problem, in which the objective is to place closed-loop poles
in a suitable region of the complex plane. In many real cases, the model uncertainty reflects on the parameters
of the plant, which has motivated extensive research efforts in parametric robust theory [21, 22, 23]. Pole
placement methods can be divided mainly into two categories such as output feedback and state feedback
methods. Usually dominant pole design techniques are employed as it is not always possible to assign all the
poles of a system and thus one has to relax the design requirements and consider a partial pole placement that
will give satisfactory overall performance. The pole placement problem is much easier to handle when the
design is done in the state space domain and many techniques exist for this particular case. In this work, the
plant is represented by proper state-space equation. Robust pole placement problem is formulated as the
problem of robustly assigned poles in a region in two different ways i.e., by assuming some appropriate fixed
poles and variable poles in terms of the Eigen values of the ( A  BK ) matrix. Where „K‟ is the gain. Similar
conditions hold in [24] and [25].
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The main focus of this work was to present a more efficient way of approaching Ackerman‟s formula
to find the gain matrix so as to achieve the Eigen poles. Apart from this, the technique presented here was
utilized towards significant progress for the case of nonlinear Single-input and multiple-output (SIMO) systems.
. As only the temperatures of the plate are controlled, typically the plate may remain insignificantly cool or the
desired cooling temperature trajectory is followed backwards. That is why we focus on state tracking instead of
output tracking. To facilitate the design of controller, we first investigate the pole placement problem for SIMO
systems using dynamic gains, when all the state variables are available for feedback. Both the local and global
pole placement control has been accomplished in the MATLAB and SIMULINK environments. In both the
cases the results are shown in the comparative mode between the demand and controlled states.

II.

THE DESIGN PROBLEM

In this work, we consider the modeling to evolve a dynamic model-based control of the air jet
impingement cooling of steel plate. Here we propose the design procedure based on state space pole placement
techniques for the state feedback control design of jet impingement cooling system. The design of State-Space
models is not different from that of transfer functions in that the differential equations describing the system
dynamics are written first. For state-Space models, models, instead, the equations are arranged into a set of first
order differential equations in terms of selected state variables, and the outputs are expressed these same state
variables, Because the elimination of variables between equations is not an inherent part of this process, state
models can be easier to obtain. The State models are directly derived from the original system equations. The
standard form of the State-Space model equation is:

ˆ Xt   B
 t   A
ˆ a t  (State Equation)
X

Here „x‟ is the State Vector, the vector of state variables, a is the control variable and „A’ is the system
coefficient matrix. The matrices Â and B̂ are controllable. A fixed dynamic controller is designed i.e.,

ˆXX
ˆ 1 [A
]
a B
The pole placement design of „B‟ in the form of full state feedback becomes equivalent to design „K‟
where,

a e =  KX e (Controller or Control Law)
(1)
For stability all the Eigen values of „A’ must be such that the real part is negative. Let us assume,
Z  TX

(2)
The equation becomes,

  TAX  TBa
TX
  TAT 1 Z  TBa
 X  T 1 Z
Z
  AZ  Ba ;
Z
1
Where A  TAT and B  TB




(3)

Let us consider the Eigen values of equation (3) be

,
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A  λI  0    
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+
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Figure 1: State Feedback Configuration
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Since,    , the transformation „T‟ does not alter the system stability. The above diagram represents the
corresponding control structure that evolves in the form of a feedback structure. In contrast to traditional
feedback structure, K varies with time. Then feeding this input a t back into the system, we obtained,



 t   A  BK Xt 
X

(4)

III.

FULL STATE FEEDBACK DESIGN

There are several motivations for formulating the design procedure in state space. One motivation is a
clear exposition of the controller structure. Another is that the controller structure points possibilities of
reducing the order of the compensators using state space technique [26]. A third motivation is that the state
space formulation may accommodate design procedures for systems in which the number of inputs or outputs is
less than the number of operating conditions.
Let us consider the system P has r > 1 operating conditions with models P1 (S), P2 (S),……Pr (S). The state
space representations of the models Pi (S), i = 1, 2 … r, are:

  A XB a
X
i
i

(5)

X  R n and the input a  R m . The pairs A i , B i  , i = 1,2…r are controllable. Let us design
a fixed static controller a  KX such that the poles of the closed loop system are λ A i  B i K  = i , i =
1…r, where  i are the desired Eigen values for the ith operating conditions. For full state to have a solution, it
is necessary that the pairs  Ai , Bi  , i= 1…r, be controllable. Closely related to full state problem is the design
Where the state

of a fixed gain matrix K to stabilize all the operating conditions. The solution to problem exists a K such that:

detsI  A i  B i K   p i s, i  1,..., r.

(6)
The nonlinear pole-placement equation (6) can be considered as Bass-Gura pole-placement formula [27],
extended to multiple operating conditions.

IV.

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SINGLE POLE PLACEMENT PROBLEM

There are several methods for the pole placement problem some of the well known theoretical
formulae, such as the Ackermann‟s formula, Bass-Gura formula etc.. The primary reason is that, these methods
are based on transformation of the controllable pair A i , B i  to the controller companion form.
The computationally viable methods for pole placement are based on transformation of the pair

A i , B i  to

the controller Heisenberg form or the matrix A to the real Schur form (RSF), which can be achieved using
orthogonal transformations. The pole placement design in the present study is accomplished in two ways, that is
i)
Assigning the fixed poles arbitrarily in the complex plane.
ii)
Assigning the variable poles in the complex plane.

Figure 2: Block Diagram Showing Pole-Placement Control Model for Jet Impingement
Cooling of Steel Plate (Temperature tracking Control).
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V.

STATE FEEDBACK CONTROL BY FIXED AND VARIABLE POLE
PLACEMENT DESIGN

As a first attempt, a non-linear model-referenced state-feedback tracking control by fixed (local) pole
placement for a jet impingement heat transfer system was implemented. The closed-loop poles were adjusted
arbitrarily at each of the time intervals based on the open-loop poles of the system. The arbitrary pole
assignment was performed in the SIMULINK environment. The poles were selected on the basis of trial and
error method, for different simulation times. For each time segment the controlled output response and the
reference output track were identified and compared. The results obtained in the SIMULINK environment for
different time segments and time steps adopting the fixed pole placement control of the temperature track are
discussed in detail in the later sections. After picking the feedback gain matrix K to get the dynamics to have
some nice properties (i.e., Stabilize A) λ i A  λ i A  BK , the selected poles were placed in the complex
plane. Recalling that the characteristic polynomial for this closed-loop system is the determinant
of sI  A  BK . Since the matrices A and B*K are both 3 by 3 matrices, there were 3 poles for the
system. By using full state feedback we placed the poles at different places arbitrarily. The control matrix K,
which gave the desired poles, was found by using the MATLAB function PLACE. For SIMO systems, PLACE
use the extra degrees of freedom to find a robust solution for K i.e., minimizes sensitivity of closed loop poles
to perturbations in A and B.
Then, the pole placement design procedures have been executed for the state feedback design of systems with
single operating condition. To facilitate the design, poles varying with time were introduced. The same
controller using strictly the state space technique was used for simulation i.e., a  KX . This approach
provided a clear exposition of the controller structures. The closed-loop poles were adjusted at each of the time
intervals based on the open-loop poles of the system. The feedback gain was developed based on the plant
models and the corresponding set of closed-loop poles. The response of the non-linear plant to this controller
was presented for the full state feedback. In order to target a steady state of the system the Eigen values of (ABK) should be such that their real parts are negative. They were chosen in the vicinity of the open-loop poles of
the system. If any of the open-loop poles have positive real part, the real part of the corresponding closed-loop
poles were chosen to be zero. The time variant Eigen values of the matrix (A-BK) were computed then
computed.

 











VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The main focus of this work was to evolve a model based closed loop control analysis with the
application of an efficient pole placement technique. On the way to establish the necessary control model, we
captured an important jet impingement cooling of a steel plate. The simulations were carried out in the
MATLAB and SIMULINK environment. Different sets of results were generated for different set of poles. The
results discussed below are both for fixed closed loop pole placement and variable pole placement problems. In
the closed loop control phenomena, the important task was evaluation of elements of the feedback gain matrix
(K).
6.1 Closed- loop control results for fixed pole placement technique
is observed that with the application of fixed poles such as two complex conjugate poles and one real
pole, where all the real poles are negative i.e., poles are considered more in the left half of the complex plane,
the cooling rate controls upto -1 K /s and the nature of controlled temperature track is almost coincides over the
reference temperature track as shown in the figures 3 and 4. The poles selected initially are  0.2  1i
(Complex Conjugate) and -100 (Real). Several trials were carried out by changing the pole locations and plots
were generated for the temperature track on the top surface of the steel plate to realize the controlled cooling
rate.
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Figure 3: Effect of linearization time interval on tracking control of Plate temperature by assigning a
fixed set of
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Figure 4: Effect of linearization time interval on tracking control of Plate temperature by
assigning a fixed set of poles at Time Steps of 100 and Time segment of 1 second.
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6.2 Closed- Loop control results for variable pole placement technique
This technique applies the Eigen values of the matrix (A) where, the matrix A is a 3 by 3 matrix, so
there will be 3 poles for the system. Using the MATLAB function eig, the Eigen values of the (A) matrix are
evaluated to evolve the feedback gain matrix (K). The problem was solved as a closed loop feedback control
model using time dependent poles. For the positive values of the poles, the stability of the system was found
marginal. Thus, at each linearized time segment the appropriate poles were assigned and the corresponding gain
matrix was computed. The total computation has been performed by the help of SIMULINK tools. The effects
of linearization time segment on tracking control of Plate temperature by assigning variable poles at different
time locations are presented in the figures 5, 6, and 7 respectively. The only peculiarity found in this case was
that, the response was oscillatory in nature. These results clearly predict that, one of the dominant poles tend to
more negative side, while other two become less effective.

Figure 5: Effect of Linearization Time Interval on Tracking Control of Plate Temperature by Assigning a
Set of Variable Poles at Different Time Locations at Time Steps of 100 and Time Segment of 0.1 second.
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Figure 6: Effect of Linearization Time Interval on Tracking Control of Plate Temperature by Assigning a
Set of Variable Poles at Different Time Locations at Time Steps of 1000 and Time Segment of 1 second.
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Figure 7: Effect of Linearization Time Interval on Tracking Control of Plate Temperature by Assigning a
Set of Variable Poles at Different Time Locations at Time Steps of 100 and Time Segment of 1 second.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

A model based simulation and control of the temperature track in jet impingement cooling process of a
steel plate has been developed that incorporates the implementation of an efficient pole placement technique in
two ways i.e., one by the local poles and other by the global poles. The nonlinear control model developed here
can be used to evaluate the performance in terms of physical properties and metallurgical aspects. The
conclusions being obtained from the work are:
1. Pole placement design procedures have been proposed for the state feedback design of systems with single
input condition. To facilitate the design, the concepts o coefficient matrices (A and B) and local poles are
introduced.
2. It is seen that the response of the non-linear system is sensitive to linearization time interval. Better control
is implemented by increasing the frequency of adjustment of the closed-loop poles.
3. In the present algorithm, the mean solution is utilized at discrete intervals (Piece-wise linearized time
intervals) of time for evaluation of the coefficients.
It is observed from both the fixed pole placement and variable pole placement that, in case of fixed
pole placement, the simulation time is limited upto1.4 seconds. Within this simulation time, the demand
temperature track and the response are coinciding to each other with very negligible error. While, in case of
variable pole placement, the simulation time is large for the same linearized time intervals and percentage of
error is significant compared to the first case.
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ABSTRACT:
This paper proposes a control system which enables controlling remotely through mobile
phone and DTMF decoder. The system will control a cutter machine in foam processing factory. The
proposed system will take remote control process over mobile network. In this system a mobile phone
sends controlling signal from remote location. 3.75G internet modem is used to receive the signal from
the mobile and transmits the signal to DTMF decoder through computer headphone, DTMF 8870
decoder is used to decode the tone generated by the buttons of the mobile keypad. PC computer hosts
software for controlling cutter machine, latching IC in the system is for signal buffering and
Darlington IC for signal amplifying. The proposed system provides solution for industrial sector to
access and control devices and machines remotely.

KEYWORDS: Controlling signal, Cutter Machine, DTMF Decoder, Internet Modem, Latching IC,
Mobile Phone, PC computer, and Signal tone.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Remote Control System is a control system that allows accessing and managing an electrical or
electronic device remotely [2]. Remote control systems are used in different fields like home management,
factory automation, space exploration, robot operating, and other critical fields [1,5]. There are many advantages
of using remote control systems; remote control systems are great time and effort savers, also they provide
flexibility, security, independence of location or geographical distance.
This paper proposes a method to control remote machine using mobile and DTMF decoder. The
proposed system will take remote control process over mobile network to control a cutter machine, without
regarding the phone model and mobile phone carrier. Using mobile networks in remote control system has
following characteristics: Reliable and resilient, immune to interference from other radio sources, data and
internet oriented, broadband capability, and wider coverage [7]. This system uses a mobile phone and internet
modem. PC computer is a central unit for the system which hosts software program to manage controlling
process. Many proposed systems for remote controlling uses two mobiles to send and receive controlling signal
from the user to the side where controlled device is allocated. In this system a mobile phone and 3.75G internet
modem are used, the modem can receive call from the mobile, since the modem is used primarily for internet
usage using controlling purpose can be useful. The proposed system will control cutting machine in form
processing factory. The machine cuts foam blocks by rotating the blocks into different predesigned sizes. The
system can carry following commands to control cutting machine; Turn-on/turn-off machine, change foam size
to predesigned shapes (designs one, design two, etc.), Increase machine speed, decrease machine speed.

II.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

DTMF Decoder
DTMF is short for Dual Tone Multi Frequency. It is a generic communication term for touch tone (a
Registered Trademark of AT&T). The tones produced when dialing on the keypad on the phone could be used
to represent the digits, and a separate tone is used for each digit. Pressing any key generate unique tone which
consists of two different frequencies one each of higher and lower frequency range. The resultant tone is
convolution of two frequencies [1,5,6]. Figure 1 shows mobile keypad frequencies and table1 also shows tone
frequency associated with a particular key.
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Figure 1 Phone keypad for DTMF generation [10]
Table1 Tone frequency associated with a particular key resulting
Button
Low
High
Key
Frequency Frequency
Frequency
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
*
#

697
697
697
770
770
770
852
852
852
941
941
941

1209
1337
1477
1209
1337
1477
1209
1337
1477
1209
1337
1477

1906
2034
2174
1979
2107
2247
2061
2189
2329
2150
2278
2418

Each of these tones is composed of two pure sine waves of the low and high frequencies superimposed on each
other. These two frequencies explicitly represent one of the digits on the telephone keypad. Thus generated
signal can be expressed mathematically as follows:
f ( t ) = AH sin( 2π fH t ) + AL sin( 2π fL t )

(1)

Where AH, AL are the amplitudes & fH, fL are the frequencies of high & low frequency range. Properties of
DTMF tone frequencies are:




No frequency is an integer multiple of another
The difference between any two frequencies does not equal any of the frequencies
The sum of any two frequencies does not equal any of the frequencies

1. Sudani One 3.75G Internet modem:
Sudani One 3.75G Is a USB modem for wireless internet connections, based on 3.75G (HSDPA/HSUPA)
technology with speeds up to 7.2 Mb/s to provide convenient and flexible Internet access, whether the user
machine is PC computer , laptop, Mobile or any other device[8].

Figure 2 Sudani One Modem[8]
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2. PC Computer:
PC computer hosts developed software using C++ programming language to control cutting machine.
The PC computer is connected with 8870 DTMF decoder via parallel port inputs. The software dictates the
processor to handle controlling process. A corresponding signal is then sent via the output pins of the parallel
port to the HD74LS373 latch IC.

3. HD74LS373 Latching IC:
The HD74LS373 is eight bit is register IO mapped used as a buffer which stores signals for future use.
Different types of latches are available HD74LS373 octal D-type transparent latch will be used in this system.
This type of latch is suitable for driving high capacitive and impedance loads[12].

4. ULN 2001A Darlington IC:
The ULN2803A is a high-voltage, high-current Darlington transistor array. The device consists of eight
NPN Darlington pairs that feature high-voltage outputs with common-cathode clamp diodes for switching
inductive loads. The collector-current rating of each Darlington pair is 500 mA. The Darlington pairs may be
connected in parallel for higher current capability[11].

5. Cutting Machine:
Cutting machine is an electrical machine used to cut raw blocks of expanded foam into predesigned shapes.
The machine uses a type of tool known as a hot-wire foam cutter. The predesigned shapes are both manual and
fully automatic designs. The applied cutting machine cuts foam blocks by rotating the block.

Figure 3 cutter Machine

III.

METHODOLOGY

The main goal of the proposed system is to send controlling signal remotely from mobile phone to
controlled machine using mobile network. The whole system can be divided into following stages:

a. Mobile Phone Stage:
A mobile phone is used to send controlling signal. The mobile user dials SIM card number in the
Sudani One modem. After initiating the call, pressing particular button of mobile keyboard produces specific
DTMF tone.

b. Internet Modem Stage:
Sudani One modem is used in this system but any other internet modem contains SIM card can be
used. Sudani One modem is connected with PC computer through USB port. The modem is auto-receiving
mode. The mobile and the modem are connected via mobile network by receiving call from the mobile. After
receiving the control signal the modem transmits the signal to the PC through.

c. 8870 DTMF Decoder Stage:
The signal is fed to 8870 DTMF decoder chip through headphone connected with the PC computer. The
DTMF decoder will give corresponding BCD value of tone as shown in table2. Each key press at transmitter
end reflects as a BCD value of Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The outputs of the DTMF decoder are sent to the PC
through parallel port [5].
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Button

Table2 8870 DTMF output truth table
Low
High
TO Q4
Q3
Frequency
Frequency
E

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
*
#

697
697
697
770
770
770
852
852
852
841
841
841

1209
1
0
0
1336
1
0
0
1477
1
0
0
1209
1
0
1
1336
1
0
1
1477
1
0
1
1209
1
0
1
1336
1
1
0
1477
1
1
0
1209
1
1
0
1336
1
1
0
1477
1
1
1
0= LOGIC LOW, 1= LOGIC HIGH

Q2

Q1

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

d. PC Computer Stage:
The output signal from the 8870 DTMF decoder is fed to the computer via parallel port inputs. The
software dictates the processor to make a sequential pulling for the parallel port control to check if any
signal is available from input pins. The detected signal is handled by the Micro-processes according to the
instructions in the software. A corresponding signal is then sent via the output pins of the parallel port to the
HD74LS373 latch IC.

e. Latching Block Stage:
The HD74LS373 is eight bit is register IO mapped and has unique address that work with parallel
port. The signal received from the parallel port of the PC computer must be latched to be available to the
interface to be controlled till a further change in the signal occurs.

f. Darlington Pairs Block:
The outputs of the latch pins are fed to the input pins of the ULN 2001A Darlington pair chip, this
chip is the ideal solution for the interface between the low level logic circuitry and multiple peripheral
power loads.

IV.
Remote
Mobile
Phone

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Mobile
Network

Internet
Modem

USB PC
PortComputer

Headphone
Cutting
machine

DTMF Decoder
ULN 2001
Darlington

Controlling
Software

HD74LS
373 3

Interface

Serial
Port
Figure 4 Block diagram

SYSTEM ALGORITHM AND FLOWCHART
Following Algorithm and flowchart are designed to control mixing machine remotely.
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a) System Algorithm
1.
Make Parallel port address (0x378) as outputport and Parallel port address (0x379) as inputport
2.
Put outputport off (outputport=0x00)
3.
Read input from inputport
4.
Check if the input at inputport is 0001 then
Turn on cutter machine (outport=0x01)
Go to step 4
Else go to step 6
5.
Check if the input at inputport is 0010 then
Design One (outport=0x02)
Go to step 4
Else go to step 7
6.
Check if the input at inputport is 0011 then
Design two (outport=0x04))
Go to step 4
Else go to step 8
7.
Check if the input at inputport is 0100 then
Design three (outport=0x06)
Go to step 4
Else go to step 9
8.
Check if the input at inputport is 0101 then
Increase the speed (outport=0x08)
Go to step 4
9.
Else go to step 10
Check if the input at inputport is 0110 then
Decrease the speed (outport= (0x010)
Go to step 4
Else go to step 11
Check if the input at inputport is 0111 then
Turn of the machine (outport=0x00)
Go to step 4
Else go to step 12
If the user wants to continue
Go to step 4
Else Finish
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b) System Flowchart
Start

Outport= 0x378
Inport= 0x379

Outport = 0x00

Read input from

Inport
If the input is
0001

Outport = 0x01

NO

Yes
If the input is
0010

Outport = 0x02

No
Yes
If Yes
the input is
0011

Outport = 0x04

No
Yes
Outport = 0x06

If the input is
0100

NO
Yes
If the input is
0101

Outport = 0x08

NO

Yes
Yes
If the input is
0110

Outport = 0x10

No
Yes
If the input is
0111

Outport = 0x00

No
Yes
Continue

End

Figure 5 System flowchart
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V.

RESULTS

The controlling process for cutting machine was implemented successfully. The system was connected
with the machine and executed all commands with unlimited number of times, following tables describes results
of system implementation.
Table3 Implemented system Commands
Pressed key

Command

Result

1

Turn on

The machine is started

2

Design one

Changed to design one

3

Design two

Changed to design two

4

Design three

Changed to design three

5

Increase rotation speed

Increased

6

Decrease rotation speed

Decreased

7

Turn off

The machine is stopped

Table4 PC computer input and output results
Key
Pressed

DTMF 8870
OUTPUT
(BCD)

Input from Parallel Port
Pin 13

Pin
12

Pin
11

Pin 10

Output to Latching
IC
Pins
(
2.3,4,5,6,8,9)

1

0001

0

0

0

1

0x01

2

0010

0

0

1

0

0x02

3

0011

0

0

1

1

0x04

4

0100

0

1

0

0

0x06

5

0101

0

1

0

1

0x08

6

0110

0

1

1

0

0x010

7

0111

0

1

1

1

0x00

VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a method to control cutting machine using mobile phone and DTMF decoder.
DTMF tone is generated by pressing the keypad buttons of the mobile which is connected to internet modem
through mobile network. The popularity and availability of the mobile and mobile network makes this kind of
control very useful and powerful. The main advantages of the proposed system are its reliability, low cost, and
wide area coverage. Future works for this system can be following
-

Adding SMS message to carry controlling commands as alternate way for DTMF tone.
Upgrading the system to control more than one machine at same time.
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ABSTRACT
A passive tuned mass friction damper (P-TMFD) has a pre-determined and fixed slip force
at which it controls the response of the structure effectively and at any other values it loses its
efficiency. To overcome this disadvantage, semi-active multiple tuned mass friction dampers (SAMTMFDs) are proposed. The predictive control law is used for the semi-active system, so that it can
produce continuous and smooth slip forces and eliminates the high frequency response of the
structure which usually occurs in case of passive multiple tuned mass friction dampers (P-MTMFDs).
Also, the effectiveness of SA-MTMFDs over P-MTMFDs is investigated. The governing differential
equations of motion are solved numerically using the state-space method. The response of a five story
shear type structure is investigated for four considered earthquake ground motions. The number of
tuned mass friction damper (TMFD) units of SA-MTMFDs and P-MTMFDs are varied and the
responses of the five story structure with SA-MTMFDs are compared with the responses of the same
structure with the P-MTMFDs. For a fare comparison the displacement and acceleration response
time histories of the structure with SA-MTMFDs and P-MTMFDs are compared with respect to their
optimum controlling parameters. The result of numerical studies indicated that the SA-MTMFDs are
more effective and has better performance level than the P-MTMFDs for same input seismic
excitations.

KEYWORDS: P-MTMFDs, SA-MTMFDs, predictive control, numerical analysis, seismic
excitation, optimum parameters and response reduction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The tuned mass damper (TMD) is a most popular and extensively used device to control vibrations in
civil and mechanical engineering applications ranging from small rotating machinery to tall civil engineering
structures. Similar to TMD, friction dampers (FD) were found to be very efficient, not only for rehabilitation
and strengthening of existing structures but also for the design of structures to resist excessive vibrations
(Colajanni and Papia, 1995; Qu et al., 2001; Mulla and Belev, 2002; Pasquin et al., 2004). In the past, some
researchers had proposed the use of FD along with TMD. Ricciardelli and Vickery (1999) considered a SDOF
system to which a TMD with linear stiffness and dry friction damping was attached. The system was analyzed
for harmonic excitation and design criteria for friction TMD system were proposed. Lee et al. (2005) performed
a feasibility study of tunable friction damper. Gewei and Basu (2010) used harmonic and static linearization
solutions to analyze dynamic characteristics of SDOF system with friction tuned mass damper. P-TMFD is
having advantage that it can behave either as a FD when it is in slip-state and as an added mass when it is in
stick state. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of a single P-TMFD is its sensitivity of the effectiveness to
the error in the natural frequency of the structure. If the design parameters of the TMD are chosen wrongly, it
may accelerate the vibration of the system instead of attenuating it. To overcome this difficulty, many
researchers proposed the use of more than one TMD with different dynamic characteristics, (Xu and Igusa,
1992; Joshi and Jangid, 1997). They proved that MTMDs are more effective than single TMD. The another
disadvantage of P-TMFDs is that it has a pre-determined and a fixed value of slip force at which it reduces the
response of the system to which it is attached, when it is in slip mode. At too small and too high value of slip
force, the damper will not slip for the most of the harmonic and earthquake excitation duration and thus the
capacity of P-TMFDs to reduce structural response may not be fully utilized. Also during an earthquake PTMFD vibrate in two different modes (i.e. stick state and slip state), many times which results in high-frequency
structural responses which are undesirable.
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In order to improve the performance of such passive devices, the concept of semi-active control was
emerged. The advantage of semi-active control system is that it is able to adjust its slip force by controlling its
clamping force in real time with respect to the response of the structure during an excitation. Dowdell and
Cherry (1994) and Kannan et al. (1995) were among the first researchers to study the response of structures with
semi-active friction dampers. They adopted on-off and bang-bang control methods for their study. Inaudi (1997)
proposed modulated homogeneous friction control algorithm which produces a slip force proportional to the
prior local peak of the damper deformation. Akbay and Aktan (1995) proposed a control algorithm that
determines the clamping force in next time step by one pre-specified increment of the current force at a fixed
time step. Also, the literature review shows that the control performance of semi-active dampers fully depends
on the applied control algorithm. There have been many studies on the development of the control law. From the
review of the literature of these studies, it is clear that most of the developed algorithm either produces the
discontinuous control forces or partially continuous slip forces. In both the cases the damper capacity may not
be fully used. Recently, Lin et al. (2010) proposed SAF-TMD and investigated the effectiveness of SAF-TMD
in protecting structures subjected to seismic forces using non-sticking law.
It is also observed that the semi-active control algorithms are developed specifically for TMD and for
FD, but limited algorithms are developed for MTMFDs. In this study, the performance of SA-MTMFDs
attached to a damped five story shear type structure is investigated for seismic ground excitations. The control
algorithm developed by Lu (2004), known as predictive control is applied to SA-MTMFDs to get a continuous
smooth slip force, so that it remains in its slip state during entire earthquake duration. The specific objectives of
the study are summarized as (i) to formulate the equations of motion and obtained the response of Multi-story
structure with SA-MTMFDs, under seismic excitations, (ii) to identify a appropriate parameter which controls
the desired responses of the multi-story structure with SA-MTMFDs, (iii) to investigate the effect and optimum
value of gain multiplier for the response reduction of the controlled multi-story structure and (iv) to investigate
the effectiveness of SA-MTMFDs in response reduction under the earthquake excitations.

II.

MODELING OF MDOF SYSTEM WITH SA-MTMFDS

The system configuration considered for the study consists of a primary system of five story shear
structure attached with SA-MTMFDs with different dynamic characteristics as shown in Figure 1. The i th floor
of primary structure is characterized by mass m i , stiffness k i and fundamental frequency  s . The mass,
th
stiffness and natural frequency of j SA-TMFD unit is shown as mTd j , k Td j and  Td j , respectively. The

primary structure and each SA-TMFD unit are modeled as single degree of freedom system (SDOF) so that the
total degrees of freedom of the system configuration considered for the study is r  n where, r denotes the
number of TMFD units and n denotes the number of degrees of primary structure. For the present study, the
following assumptions are made:
[1]
The structural configuration of the primary system i.e. mass and stiffness of each floor are same. Also,
the damping ratio for each mode of vibration is assumed to be constant.
[2]
Stiffness of each SA-TMFD unit is same.
[3]
The mass of each SA-TMFD unit is varying. By keeping the stiffness of each SA-TMFD constant and
varying the mass, we vary the natural frequency of each SA-TMFD unit.
[4]
The natural frequencies of the SA-TMFDs are uniformly distributed around their average natural
frequency. It is to be noted that SA-MTMFDs with indistinguishable dynamic characteristics are
equivalent to a single SA-TMFD in which the natural frequency of the individual SA-MTMFD unit is
same as that of the equivalent single SA-TMFD.
[5]
The SA-TMFD units apply variable friction force on the primary system, which can be controlled by
varying the clamping force.
However, the mass and friction force is the sum of all the SA-MTMFDs masses and friction forces.
Further, the system parameters used for the present study are described in detail below.
Let

 T is the average frequency of all SA-MTMFDs, given as
r

j

j 1

r

T  
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th
where, r is the total number of SA-MTMFDs. The natural frequency  j of the j SA-TMFD is expressed as






 j   T 1   j 


where,

r  1  

2  r  1

(2)

 is the non-dimensional frequency spacing of the SA-MTMDs, given as
  1
 r
T

(3)

th
th
If K Td j is the constant stiffness of each j SA-TMFD, then the mass of the j SA-TMFD is expressed as

mTd j 

K Td j

(4)

 2j

The ratio of the total SA-MTMFDs mass to the total mass of the main system is defined as the mass
ratio and is expressed as
r

m

Td j



(5)

j 1

ms

where, m s denotes the total mass of the main system.
The ratio of average frequency of the SA-MTMFDs to the fundamental frequency of main system is
defined as tuning ratio, expressed as

f 
III.

T
s

(6)

EQUATIONS OF MOTION UNDER EARTHQUAKE EXCITATION

The governing equations of motion of multi-degree of freedom system (MDOF) with SA-MTMFDs
when subjected to earthquake excitations are expressed as


MX
xg (t )  BFd (t )
( t )  CX ( t )  KX ( t )  E 

where, the

M, C

and

K

(7)

denotes the mass, damping and stiffness of the configured system, considered for

 and X (t ) are the relative acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors of the configured
the study. X (t ) , X
(t )
system relative to the ground. xg (t ) represents vector of the ground acceleration and Fd (t ) represents the vector
of the controllable friction forces provided by the SA-TMFDs. These matrices can be shown as:0 
M
M  p
M Td 
 0

K p




K 
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r

K

Td j

 K Td 1

 K Td 2

 K Td 3

..........

K Td 1
0
0
.
.
.
0

0

0
0

..........
..........
..........
.
.
.
0

j 1

 K Td 1
 K Td 2
 K Td 3
.
.
.
 K Td j

K Td 2
0
.
.
.
0

K Td 3
.
.
.
0
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 K Td j 

0 

0 
0 


0 


K Td j 

(8)

(9)
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C
C p
 0

0
0

(10)

where, M p , K p and C p represents the square matrices of dimensions (n  n) , denotes the mass, damping and
stiffness of primary five storey structure and n denotes the degrees of freedom of the primary structure. M Td
denote the square matrix of dimension (r  r ) , where r is the number of SA-TMFD units.
It is also to be noted that as the damping matrix of the primary structure is not known explicitly, it can
be constructed using the Rayleigh’s damping considering it proportional to mass and stiffness of the primary
structure as,
(11)
C P  a0 M P  a1 K P
where a 0 and a 1 are the coefficients which depends on the damping ratio of two vibration mode. For the
considered primary structure, damping ratio is taken as 2% for all the modes of vibration and,
 r

Fd   Fd j
 Fd 1
 Fd 2
..........
 Fd r 
(12)
 j 1


 x p (t ) 
X (t )  

 xtd ( t ) 
Here,

x p (t )

and


 X (t ) 

Z (t )  



 X (t ) 


represents the displacement of i th floor of primary structure and

(13)

xtd (t ) represents the

displacement of j th SA-TMFD unit of SA-MTMFDs respectively, relative to the ground. Also, the matrix
and

B

E

are placement matrices for the excitation force and friction force, respectively.

IV.

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Equation (7) can be formulated in dynamic state space as
Z (t 1)  AZ (t 1)  Exg (t 1)  BFd (t 1)

(14)

where, vector Z (t ) denotes the state of the system as shown in equation (13), Fd (t) denotes the vector of
controllable friction forces provided by the SA-TMFDs, xg (t ) is the ground acceleration,

A

represents the

system matrix that is composed of structural mass, stiffness and damping matrices. When the equation (15) is
further discretized in the time domain assuming excitation force to be constant within any time interval,
equation (15) can be converted into a discrete time form as mentioned by Meirovitch (1990).

Z ( s 1)  Ad Z ( s )  Ed xg ( s )  Bd Fd ( s )

(15)

where, subscripts (s) and ( s  1) denotes that the variables are evaluated at the ( s) th and ( s  1) th time step.
(16a)
B  A 1 ( A  I ) B
d

d

1

E d  A ( Ad  I ) E

(16b)

Also, Ad  e At denotes the discrete-time system matrix with t as the time interval.
Let

y

be a vector showing dampers displacements which are, y  xtd ( j )  x5 , where x td ( j ) denotes

the displacement of j th SA-TMFD of SA-MTMFDs and x5 denotes the displacement of the top i.e. fifth story.
At any instant of time the relation between dampers displacements y and state of the structure Z may be
written as
(17)
y  DZ
(s)
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where, D is a constant matrix of dimension (r  2 NR) ; where, NR  n  r , and n is the number of
degrees of freedoms (DOFs) of the structure, and r is the total number of SA-TMFDs. Furthermore, each
damper displacement consists of two components.
(18)
y y y
(s)

r (s)

b( s)

where, y r ( s ) represents the slip displacement on the friction interfaces of the damper, while y b ( s ) represents
the elastic deformation of the damper, which are proportional to the axial force of the damper. The axial force of
the FD are equivalent to the friction force, therefore, by the elastic constitutive law for axial member, we have
(19)
Fd ( s )  K Td . y b ( s )
where, K Td is a (r x r ) diagonal matrix consists of stiffness of the SA-TMFDs.

Fd ( s )  K Td [ D Z ( s )  y r ( s ) ]

(20)

As it is clear from equation (20), the friction force vector Fd ( s ) is a function of the current structural
state Z (s ) as well as the slip displacement on the friction interfaces of the two systems y r ( s ) . At any given time
instant each SA-TMFD unit of SA-MTMFDs can remain only in one state i.e. either in stick state or in slip state.
During the time interval from ( s  1) th to ( s) th time step, if each damper is in stick state then it should satisfy
the following condition.
(21)
y
y
r (s)

r ( s 1)

By applying the results of equations (20) and (21), the subtraction of Fd ( s 1 ) and Fd ( s ) leads to

Fd (s)  K Td D [ Z ( s )  Z ( s 1) ]  Fd (s 1)

(22)

Now, introducing equation (15) into equation (22) and replacing subscript (s) by ( s  1) leads to

~
Fd (s)  G z Z ( s 1)  G xg xg ( s 1)  G fd Fd (s1)

(23)

where,

G z  K Td D( Ad  I )
G xg  K Td D E d

(24)

G fd  K Td D Bd  I
~
Note that in equation (23), Fd ( s ) shows the damper forces computed by assuming that each damper is
~
in stick state which may not be equal to actual friction force Fd ( s ) . As vector Fd ( s ) plays a very important
role in deciding the state (either stick or slip) and actual friction force in the damper. It shows the minimum
friction force required by the damper at the t th time step to remain in stick state and thus it is referred as
~
‘critical friction force’. Equation (23) shows that vector Fd ( s ) can be computed easily, once Z ( s 1) , Fd ( s 1) and

xg ( s 1) have been determined at the previous time step. Further, it is assumed that damper obeys Coulomb’s
~
friction law. In this case the actual friction force vector Fd ( s ) and critical friction force vector Fd ( s ) shall be
~
reduce to scalars Fd (s ) and Fd ( s ) . The state of the damper can be decided to be
a)

Stick state, if

~
Fd ( s )  Fd max(s )  Fc N ( s )

(25a)

~
Fd ( s )  Fd max(s )  Fc N ( s )

(25b)

b) Slip state, if

where, Fc is the friction coefficient and N (s ) is the time varying clamping force of the damper. Using these
equations, once the state of the damper is determined, its frictional force can be calculated by
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Fd ( s )

~
Fd ( s )  f d ( s ) (for stick state)
~
 sgn[ f d ( s ) ] Fc N ( s ) (for slip state)

(26)
where, sgn denotes the signum function which takes the sign of variable and is used to denote the direction of
the resisting slip force. Once Fd (s ) is obtained from equation (26) and substituted into equation (15), the
structural response Z ( s 1) can be determined and then the response of the system in next time step can be
simulated.
Equation (25b) shows that if the clamping force N (s ) is applied in such a way that resulting slip force
~
is always slightly less than the value Fd ( s ) predicted by equation (23) then the damper will remain in the slip
state for the complete duration of the harmonic or earthquake excitation. Based on this concept, the control rule
for determining the clamping force of a semi-active friction damper is proposed by Lu (2004) as

N (s)  

~
Fd ( s )
Fc

, 0  1

(27)

~
where,  is a selectable constant parameter known as gain multiplier and Fd ( s ) is obtained from equation (23),
substituting N ( s ) from equation (27) into equation (25b), keeps the equation (25b) always true for each damper
and keep each damper in its slip state. Therefore the damper friction forces can be computed by substituting
equation (27) into equation (25) and re-writing it in a vector form as

~
Fd(s)   Fd(s)

(28)

Equation (28) shows that if the value of  is such as 0   1 , damper friction force vector
~
Fd ( s ) will be always less than Fd ( s ) . By using equation (23) in equation (28), one can obtains an explicit
formula to calculate the control forces vector as



Fd(s)   Gz .Z ( s1)  G fd .Fd(s1)  Gxg .xg ( s1)



(29)

From equation (29), it is noted that the parameter  plays an important role in the proposed predictive control
law.

V. NUMERICAL STUDY
For the numerical study the five story shear type structure of fundamental time period of 0.5 sec is
considered. The earthquake time histories along with their peak ground acceleration (PGA) and components
which are used for this study are represented in Table 1. The displacement and acceleration response spectra of
the above mentioned earthquakes are shown in Figure 2 for 2% critical damping. The maximum value of PGA
are 1.225 g, 3.616 g, 3.296 g, 3.614 g, occurring at the period of 0.46 s, 0.64 s, 0.08 s and 0.36 s for Imperial
Valley, Loma Prieta, Landers and Kobe earthquakes, respectively. The spectra of these ground motion indicate
that these ground motions are recorded on a rocky site or on a firm soil. For the numerical study, the SAMTMFDs are assumed to be attached to the top story of the structure as shown in Figure 1. The damping ratio
of the primary system / structure is taken as 2%, constant for all modes of vibration. The weight of each floor is
taken as 10000 kg. The natural frequencies of the structure are calculated as 2, 5.838, 9.203, 11.822, 13.484 Hz.
The mass ratio,  , is taken as 5% of the total weight of the primary system. For the present study, the results
are obtained with the interval, t = 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005, respectively. The number of iteration in each time
step is taken as 50 to 200 to determine the incremental frictional force of the SA-TMFDs.
The controlling parameter  on which the efficiency of SA-TMFDs depends and the controlling
parameter R f on which the efficiency of P-MTMFDs depends, are discussed here for a fare comparison
between the two. For the study purpose all the considered system parameters of the configured system attached
with P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs are kept same. The response quantities of the interest considered for the
study are peak values of displacement, acceleration of the top story of the structure and average damper
displacement of all the SA-MTMFDs.
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5.1

Effect of Controlling Parameters on the Performance of P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs
To investigate the performance of P-TMFDs and SA-MTMFDs in response reduction of five story
shear structure, the optimum number of P-TMFD units and SA-TMFD units in P-TMFDs and SA-TMFDs are
found out respectively. For this purpose the number of P-TMFD unit and SA-TMFD unit is varied as 1, 5 and
11. Also, for a fare comparison of performance of P-TMFDs and SA-TMFDs, optimum values of their
respective controlling parameters are found out.
To determine the optimum value of controlling parameter R f and study its influence on the
performance of P-MTMFDs, the value of R f (i.e. maximum friction force of the damper normalized by the
weight of the P-TMFD) is varied from 1 to 50%. The variation of peak displacement, peak acceleration of the
top story and the average stroke of P-MTMFDs is plotted against R f in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively. It is
observed from Figure 3 and 4 that as the value of R f increases the peak displacement and peak acceleration
response of the top story decreases up to a certain point and further increases gradually with the increase in the
value of R f . It is also, observed from Figure 5 that as the value of R f increases the average stroke of PMTMFDs decreases. Further, the study of peak response reduction with respect to variation in average peak
stroke with respect to same value of R f , shows that the peak responses of structure decreases with the decrease
in the value of average peak stroke up to a certain point and again gradually increases with further reduction in
the average peak stroke. Thus, giving emphasis on the maximum reduction of peak responses of the structure
and reasonable value of average stroke, the optimum value of R f is chosen. The optimum value of R f at
which the response of the system attains its minimum value is taken as 2%, 4%, 0.1% and 7%, for Imperial
Valley, Loma Prieta, Landers and Kobe earthquakes, respectively. The variation of the optimum value of
R f for different earthquake is due to their different dynamic characteristic. It is also, observed from the figures
that there exist an optimum number of TMFD units in P-MTMFDs at which P-TMFDs perform effectively and
reduces the responses of system. Further, it is to be noted that increasing the number of TMFD units is not
desirable from the economical point of view, once the optimum number of TMFD units are obtained. The
optimum number of P-TMFD unit in P-MTMFDs are taken as 5 TMFD units for Imperial valley, Landers, Kobe
earthquakes and 11 TMFD units for Loma Prieta earthquake.
Similarly, to find out the optimum value of controlling parameter  and study its influence on the
performance of SA-MTMFDs, the value of  is varied from 0.1 to 0.999. The peak displacement, peak
acceleration of the top story and the average stroke and average friction force (i.e. average of maximum friction
forces of the dampers normalized by the weight of the SA-TMFDs) developed in the SA-TMFDs are plotted
against  in Figure 6, 7, 8 and 9. It is observed from the Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 that as the value of  increases
the top story displacement, top story acceleration and the average peak stroke decreases and average frictional
force of the SA-MTMFDs increases. Also, at a value of  which is extremely close to one, the peak
displacement and peak acceleration of top story increases. Also, it is possible that at value of  which is
extremely close to one, the SA-MTMFDs may enter in stick state for certain time instants, which may affect the
energy dissipation capacity of the SA-MTMFDs. Hence by selecting an appropriate value of  , one can keep
SA-TMFD continuously in slip mode and utilize its energy dissipation capacity effectively. Thus, for a given
earthquake excitation an optimum value of  exist at which the response of the system attains its minimum
value. The optimum value of  is chosen as 0.92, 0.9, 0.999 and 0.8, for Imperial Valley, Loma Prieta,
Landers and Kobe earthquakes, respectively. It is also observed that an optimum value of number of SA-TMFD
unit exists in SA-MTMFDs at which the SA-MTMFDs perform effectively. The optimum number of SA-TMFD
unit in SA-MTMFDs is taken as 5 TMFD units for Imperial Valley, Landers, Kobe earthquakes and 11 TMFD
units for Loma Prieta earthquake. Thus, from the above study, it is summarized as by selecting an appropriate
value of  one can keep SA-MTMFDs continuously in slip mode and utilize it's energy dissipation capacity
effectively. For a given earthquake excitation an optimum value of  exists at which the response of the system
attains its minimum value. The variation of the optimum value of  for different earthquake is due to their
different dynamic characteristic. Further, an optimum value of number of SA-TMFD unit exists in SAMTMFDs at which the SA-MTMFDs perform effectively.
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5.2

Effects of PGA
In order to study the effect of PGA on the responses of interest, the PGA of earthquake time histories
are scaled from 0.05 g to 1g. The peak displacement and peak acceleration of the top story along with the
average of peak damper displacement i.e. average peak stroke of a MDOF system with P-MTMFDs, SAMTMFDs and uncontrolled system are plotted against the different PGA level for various earthquakes in
Figures 10, 11 and 12. For a fair comparison, the responses of P-MTMFDs are plotted with the optimum number
of P-TMFD units and optimum value of R f for each earthquake as obtained in earlier section. Also, the
responses of SA-MTMFDs are plotted with optimum number of SA-TMFD units and optimum values of  . It
is observed that both P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs reduce the response of interest effectively. Even for some
earthquakes optimally selected P-MTMFDs and SA-TMFDs performs at par. However for most of the
earthquakes the response reduction ability of SA-TMFDs is higher than that of P-MTMFDs. It is also observed
from the figure that sometimes at very low PGA levels like 0.05 g and 0.1 g the value of average peak stroke of
P-MTMFDs is close to zero, which shows that at very low intensity earthquakes the P-MTMFDs hardly
activates or underperforms. It is also observed that the SA-MTMFDs can be activated at all PGA levels and is
also effective in reducing the response of the MDOF system at all PGA levels, due to this SA-MTMFDs
overcomes all the limitations of P-MTMFDs.
In a similar manner, Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 depict the displacement and acceleration time history of
top story of the primary system attached with P-MTMFDs, SA-MTMFDs and uncontrolled system for optimum
value of R f and  with optimum number of their respective TMFD units. For this purpose, the PGA of all the
considered earthquakes is scaled to 0.4 g and 0.9 g, which shows the low and high intensity level earthquakes,
respectively. The time history responses of the system confirms that the SA-MTMFDs are more effective than
P-MTMFD in response reduction of the MDOF system as it is activated at such a lower and higher PGA levels.

5.3

Effect of Variation of Mass Ratio, Tuning Ratio and Frequency Spacing
Figures 17, 18 and 19 depict the effectiveness of control algorithm, when assuming the changes in the
parameters or properties of the P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs. For this purpose, the responses of P-MTMFDs
and SA-MTMFDs is plotted against the varying mass ratio, tuning ratio and frequency spacing in Figures 17, 18
and 19, respectively. It is observed that the response of the system is relatively less sensitive to the change in
mass ratio of the system. While, in case of change in the tuning property and frequency spacing of the system, it
is more sensitive. It is also observed that the responses of interest are more sensitive for the SA-MTMFDs in
compare to responses of P-MTMFDs having values of responses at lower side in compare to P-MTMFDs. So,
even if the actual friction force applied at SA-MTMFDs is different (due to change in properties/ parameters like
mass ratio, tuning ratio and frequency spacing of SA-MTMFDs) than that of the friction force calculated from
Predictive control law, SA-MTMFDs slightly alters the responses of the system at lower side in compare to its
passive counterpart, which ensures its better performance level in compare to P-MTMFDs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The response of five story shear type structure attached with P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs is
investigated under four different seismic excitations. The predictive control law proposed by Lu (2004) is used
for this study as it produces continuous and smooth slip force throughout the duration of an excitation. The
governing differential equations of motion of the system are solved numerically, using state space method, to
find out the response of the system. To investigate the effectiveness of SA-MTMFDs with predictive control,
the responses of the system with P-MTMFDs are compared with the responses of the system with SAMTMFDs. On the basis of trends of results obtained, the following conclusions are drawn:
1.
By selecting an appropriate value of  one can keep SA-MTMFDs continuously in slip mode and utilize
it's energy dissipation capacity effectively.
2.
For a given earthquake excitation an optimum value of  exists at which the response of the system
attains minimum value. The variation of the optimum value of  for different earthquake is due to their
different dynamic characteristic.
3.
An optimum value of number of SA-TMFD unit exists in SA-MTMFDs at which the SA-MTMFDs
perform effectively.
4.
SA-MTMFDs can be activated at all PGA levels and is also effective in reducing the response of the
MDOF system at all PGA levels, due to this SA-MTMFDs overcomes all the limitations of P-MTMFDs.
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5.

If the actual friction force applied at SA-MTMFDs is different (due to change in parameters like mass
ratio, tuning ratio and frequency spacing of SA-MTMFDs) than that of the friction force calculated from
predictive control law, SA-MTMFDs slightly alters the responses of the system at lower side in compare
to its passive counterpart, which ensures its better performance level in compare to P-MTMFDs.
Earthquake
Imperial Valley
(19th May 1940)
Loma Prieta
(18th October 1989)
Landers
28th June 1992
Kobe
16th January 1995

Recording Station
El Centro
Array # 9
UCSC 16 LOS
Gatos Presentation Centre (LGPC)

Component

Duration (Sec)

PGA (g)

I – ELC 180

40

0.313

LGP 000

25

0.96

Lucerene Valley

LCN 275

48.125

0.721

Japan Meterological Agency
(JMA) 99999 KJMA

KJM 000

48

0.82

Table 1: Details of Earthquakes considered for Numerical study.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a multi-story structure with semi-active multiple tuned mass friction dampers.
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Figure 2: Displacement and acceleration spectra of the selected earthquakes.
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Figure 3: Influence of R f on peak displacement on response of P-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 4: Influence of R f on peak acceleration response of P-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 5: Influence of R f on average peak stroke response of P-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
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Figure 6: Influence of  on peak displacement response of SA-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 7: Influence of  on peak acceleration response of SA-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 8: Influence of  on average peak stroke response of SA-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe,1995.
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Figure 9: Influence of  on average friction force of SA-MTMFDs. (a) Imperial Valley, 1940;
(b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 10: Peak displacement responses of P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs under different Earthquakes.
(a) Imperial Valley, 1940; (b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 11: Peak acceleration responses of P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs under different Earthquakes.
(a) Imperial Valley, 1940; (b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe,
1995.
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Figure 12: Peak average stroke responses of P-MTMFDs and SA-MTMFDs under different Earthquakes.
(a) Imperial Valley, 1940; (b) Loma Prieta, 1989; (c) Landers, 1992; (d) Kobe, 1995.
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Figure 13: Comparison of Displacement & Acceleration responses of Uncontrolled, P-MTMFDs and SAMTMFDs for Imperial Valley Earthquake (1940) for PGA as 0.4 g and 0.9 g.
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Figure 14: Comparison of Acceleration & Displacement responses of Uncontrolled, P-MTMFDs and SAMTMFDs for Loma Prieta Earthquake (1989) for PGA as 0.4 g and 0.9 g.
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Figure 15: Comparison of Acceleration & Displacement responses of Uncontrolled, P-MTMFDs and
SA-MTMFDs for Landers Earthquake (1992) for PGA as 0.4 g and 0.9 g.
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Figure 16: Comparison of Acceleration & Displacement responses of Uncontrolled, P-MTMFDs and
SA-MTMFDs for Kobe Earthquake (1994) for PGA as 0.4 g and 0.9 g.
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Figure 17: Effect of percentage variation in the mass ratio of P-MTMFDs and (b) SA-MTMFDs.
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Figure 18: Effect of percentage variation in the frequency ratio of (a) P-MTMFDs and (b) SAMTMFDs.
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ABSTRACT
Data mining as one of many constituents of health care has been used intensively and
extensively in many organizations around the globe as an efficient technique of finding correlations or
patterns among dozens of fields in large relational databases to results into more useful health
information. In healthcare, data mining is becoming increasingly popular and essential. Data mining
applications can greatly benefits all parties involved in health care industry. The huge amounts of data
generated by healthcare transactions are too complex and voluminous to be processed and analyzed by
traditional methods. Data mining provides the methodology and technology to transform huge amount
of data into useful information for decision making. This paper explores data mining applications in
healthcare in Arusha region of Tanzania more particularly; it discusses data mining and its
applications in major areas such as evaluation of treatment effectiveness, management of healthcare
itself and lowering medical costs.

KEYWORDS: Data mining, Healthcare application, Knowledge discovery, Data warehousing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining can be defined as the process of finding previously unknown patterns and trends in
databases and using that information to build predictive models. Alternatively, it can be defined as the process
of data selection and exploration and building models using massive data stores to uncover previously unknown
patterns. Data mining is an analytic process designed to explore large amounts of data in search of consistent
patterns and/or systematic relationships between variables, and then to validate the findings by applying the
detected patterns to new subsets of data. Data mining is not new idea, it has been used intensively and
extensively by financial institutions for activities such as credit scoring and fraud detection[1, 2]; marketers for
direct marketing and cross-selling; retailers for market segmentation and store layout; manufacturers for quality
control and maintenance scheduling and it has been used in hospital care as well[2].Data mining has been
becoming increasingly popular, it has been noted that several factors have motivated the use of data mining
applications. The existence of medical insurance fraud and abuse, for example has led many healthcare insurers
to attempt to reduce their losses by using data mining tools, the application has helped to help them find and
track offenders. However fraud detection using data mining applications is prevailing in the commercial world
for detection of fraudulent credit card transactions and fraudulent banking activities [3]. Huge amounts of data
generated by healthcare transactions are too complex and voluminous to be processed and analyzed by
traditional methods hence calls for technological interventions so as to simplify management of those data. Data
mining can improve decision making by discovering patterns and trends in large amounts of complex data. Such
analysis has become increasingly essential as financial pressures have amplified the need for healthcare
organizations to make decisions based on the analysis of clinical and financial data. Insights gained from data
mining can influence cost, revenue and operating efficiency while maintaining a high level of care.Healthcare
organizations that perform data mining are better positioned to meet their long term needs; data can be a great
asset to healthcare organizations, but they have to be first transformed into informationYet another factor
motivating the use of data mining applications in healthcare is the realization that data mining can generate
information that is very useful to all parties involved in the healthcare industry. For example, data mining
applications can help healthcare insurers detect fraud and abuse, and healthcare providers can gain assistance in
making decisions.. Data mining applications also can benefit healthcare providers such as hospitals, clinics,
physicians, and patients by identifying effective treatments and best practices [4].
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Data mining can be defined as the process of finding previously unknown patterns and trends in
databases and using that information to build predictive models. Alternatively, it can be defined as the process
of data selection and exploration and building models using massive data stores to uncover previously unknown
patterns. Data mining is an analytic process designed to explore large amounts of data in search of consistent
patterns and/or systematic relationships between variables, and then to validate the findings by applying the
detected patterns to new subsets of data.Data mining is an automated approach for discovering or inferring
hidden patterns or knowledge buried in data. ‘Hidden’ means patterns that are not made apparent through casual
observation[5].Data Mining is an interdisciplinary field that combines artificial intelligence, computer science,
machine learning, database management, data visualization, mathematic algorithms, and statistics. Data Mining
is a technology for knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). This technology provides different methodologies
for decision making, problem solving, analysis, planning, diagnosis, detection, integration, prevention, learning
and innovation[6].Data mining is a variety of techniques such as neural networks, decision trees or standard
statistical techniques to identify nuggets of information or decision making knowledge in bodies of data, and
extracting these in such a way that they can be put to use in areas such as decision support, prediction,
forecasting, and estimation.
Data mining has been becoming increasingly popular, it has been noted that several factors have
motivated the use of data mining applications. The existence of medical insurance fraud and abuse, for example
has led many healthcare insurers to attempt to reduce their losses by using data mining tools, the application has
helped to help them find and track offenders. However fraud detection using data mining applications is
prevailing in the commercial world for detection of fraudulent credit card transactions and fraudulent banking
activities [7]. Huge amounts of data generated by healthcare transactions are too complex and voluminous to be
processed and analyzed by traditional methods hence calls for technological interventions so as to simplify
management of those data. Data mining can improve decision-making by discovering patterns and trends in
large amounts of complex data. Such analysis has become increasingly essential as financial pressures have
amplified the need for healthcare organizations to make decisions based on the analysis of clinical and financial
data. Insights gained from data mining can influence cost, revenue and operating efficiency while maintaining a
high level of care.Yet another factor motivating the use of data mining applications in healthcare is the
realization that data mining can generate information that is very useful to all parties involved in the healthcare
industry. For example, data mining applications can help healthcare insurers detect fraud and abuse, and
healthcare providers can gain assistance in making decision.
Data mining applications can benefit healthcare providers in Arusha regions
such as hospitals, clinics,
physicians, and patients by adopting new technologies, which will help in early detection of life threatening
diseases and lowering the medical costs. The aims of quality healthcare services are:









providing safe healthcare treatments
using scientific medical knowledge to provide healthcare services to everyone
providing various healthcare treatments based on the patient’s needs, symptoms and preferences
minimizing the time to wait for the medical treatment
minimizing the delay time in providing medical treatment.
Health determinants
Inputs to the health system and related processes (e.g., health infrastructure, human and financial resources,
equipment, policy, and organization)
Health outcomes (e.g., mortality, morbidity, disability, well-being, and health status)

II.

DATA MINING

Nowadays there is huge amount of data stored in real-world databases and this amount continues to
grow fast as it creates both an opportunity and a need for semi-automatic methods that discover the hidden
knowledge in such database. If such knowledge discovery activity is successful, discovered knowledge can be
used to improve the decision making process of an organization. For instance data about a hospital’s patient
might contain interesting knowledge about which kind of patient is more likely to develop a given disease. This
knowledge can lead to better diagnosis and treatment for future patients[8].Data mining and knowledge
discovery is the name often used to refer to a very interdisciplinary field, which consists of using methods of
several research areas to extract knowledge from real world data sets.There is a distinction between the terms
data mining and knowledge discovery; the term data mining refers to the core steps of a broader process called
knowledge discovery in database. In addition to the data mining step which actually extracts knowledge from
data, the knowledge discovery process includes several preprocessing and post processing steps. The goal of
data preparation methods is to transform the data to facilitate the application of a given data mining algorithms,
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where the goal of knowledge refinement methods is to validate and refine discovered knowledge.The knowledge
discovery is both iterative and interactive. It is iterative because the output of each step is often feedback to
previous steps and typically many iterations of this process are necessary to extract high quality knowledge from
data. It is interactive because the user or more precisely an expert in the application domain should be involved
in this loop to help in data preparation, discovered-knowledge validation and refinement.

Fig 1: Data Mining Architecture

III.

HEALTHCARE DATA MINING APPLICATIONS

There is vast potential for data mining applications in healthcare particularly in Arusha health centers.
This is due to the fact that the use of technology can stand to provide accurate and more meaningful statistics of
different activities going on within health centers. Generally, these activities can be grouped as the evaluation of
treatment effectiveness, management of healthcare itself and customer relationship management[9].Treatment
effectiveness: Data mining applications can be developed to evaluate the effectiveness of medical treatments. By
comparing and contrasting causes, symptoms, and courses of treatments, data mining can deliver an analysis of
which courses of action prove effective,[10] for example the outcomes of patient groups treated with different
drug regimens for the same disease or condition can be compared to determine which treatments work best and
are most cost-effective.Other data mining applications related to treatments include associating the various sideeffects of treatment, collating common symptoms to aid diagnosis, determining the most effective drug
compounds for treating sub-populations that respond differently from the mainstream population to certain
drugs and determining proactive steps that can reduce the risk of affliction.future needs of individuals to
improve their level of satisfaction[11]. These applications also can be used to predict other products that a
healthcare customer is likely to purchase, whether a patient is likely to comply with prescribed treatment or
whether preventive care is likely to produce a significant reduction in future utilization.

IV.

KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

Knowledge discovery is a non-tedious procedure for identifying effective and potential benefits amid
data. It is known from Fig. 2 below that data mining is one of the important processes of knowledge discovery.
From the definitions by the scholars, it is clear that the usage of data mining is an analysis process within a
series of knowledge discovery[12]. As time changes the term ‘‘data mining’’ gradually replaces ‘‘knowledge
discovery’’. From above, purpose of data mining is to uncover the rules that are helpful to decision process from
massive data.
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Fig 2: Knowledge Discovery
Knowledge Discovery As A Process
1. Data cleaning (to remove noise and inconsistent data)
2. Data integration (where multiple data sources may be combined)
3. Data selection (where data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the database)
4. Data transformation (where data are transformed or consolidated into forms appropriate for mining by
performing summary or aggregation operations, for instance)
5. Data mining (an essential process where intelligent methods are applied in order to extract data patterns)
6. Pattern evaluation (to identify the truly interesting patterns representing knowledge based on some
interestingness measures
7. Knowledge presentation (where visualization and knowledge representation techniques are used to present the
mined knowledge to the user) Steps 1 to 4 are different forms of data preprocessing, where the data are prepared
for mining. The data mining step may interact with the user or a knowledge base. The interesting patterns are
presented to the user and may be stored as new knowledge in the knowledge base. Note that according to this
view, data mining is only one step in the entire process, albeit an essential one because it uncovers hidden
patterns for evaluation.
We agree that data mining is a step in the knowledge discovery process. However, in industry, in media, and in
the database research milieu, the term data mining is becoming more popular than the longer term of knowledge
discovery from data.
Data cleaning and data integration techniques may be performed on the data. The database or data warehouse
server is responsible for fetching the relevant data, based on the user’s data mining request.

V.

LIMITATIONS OF DATA MINING

Data mining applications can greatly benefit the healthcare industry. However, they are not without
limitations[13]. Healthcare data mining can be limited by the accessibility of data, because the raw inputs for
data mining often exist in different settings and systems [14], such as administration, clinics, laboratories and
more. Hence, the data have to be collected and integrated before data mining can be done. While several authors
and researchers have suggested that a data warehouse be built before data mining is attempted, that can be a
costly and time-consuming.Secondly, other data problems may arise whereby this include missing, corrupted,
inconsistent or non-standardized data such as pieces of information recorded in different formats in different
data sources. In particular, the lack of a standard clinical vocabulary is a serious hindrance to data mining
applications. Thirdly, there may be ethical, legal and social issues, such as data ownership and privacy issues,
related to healthcare data. Fourthly, the successful application of data mining requires knowledge of the domain
areas as well as in data mining methodology and tools. Without a sufficient knowledge of data mining, the user
may not be aware or be able to avoid the pitfalls of data mining.
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VI.

SUGGESTIONS

As it obvious that data mining is very important for healthcare and it can improve the situation from
health centers to customers, we recommend that the government has to look at the technology, to invest on it, as
we believe that it can prove great positive feedback to the lives of residents and organizations too. However, we
recommend during implementation, government has to ensure the integration of data, text and digital diagnostic
images for images such as X-rays, MRI’s whereby by doing so will provide significant help for most residents
who cannot afford to travel far for experts to read their images.

VII.

CONCLUSION

Currently, Arusha region has few medical personnel and hospitals where data mining can be used as a
substitute. We have suggested the implementation and use of data mining technology at Arusha region as this
will improve the healthcare industry and well- being of the residents. In the paper we have proposed the
integration of data and text mining, using digital diagnostic images which can be brought into healthcare data
mining applications. It is our belief that the paper will be a contribution to the data mining and healthcare
literature and practice. It also is hoped that this paper can help all parties involved in healthcare reap the benefits
of healthcare data mining.
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ABSTRACT
MAC is composed of an adder, multiplier and an accumulator. Usually adders implemented
are Carry- Select or Carry-Save adders, as speed is of utmost importance in DSP. One implementation
of the multiplier could be as a parallel array multiplier. The inputs for the MAC are to be fetched from
memory location and fed to the multiplier block of the MAC, which will perform multiplication and give
the result to adder which will accumulate the result and then will store the result into a memory
location. This entire process is to be achieved in a single clock cycle. The architecture of the MAC unit
which had been designed in this work consists of one 16 bit register, one 16-bit Modified Booth
Multiplier, 32-bit accumulator. To multiply the values of A and B, Modified Booth multiplier is used
instead of conventional multiplier because Modified Booth multiplier can increase the MAC unit
design speed and reduce multiplication complexity. SPST Adder is used for the addition of partial
products and a register is used for accumulation. The product of Ai X Bi is always fed back into the 32bit accumulator and then added again with the next product Ai x Bi. This MAC unit is capable of
multiplying and adding with previous product consecutively up to as many as times.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the intensive use of FIR filters in video and communication systems, high performance in
speed, area and power consumption is demanded. Basically, digital filters are used to modify the characteristic
of signals in time and frequency domain and have been recognized as primary digital signal processing. In DSP,
the design methods were mainly focused in multiplier-based architectures to implement the multiply-andAccumulate (MAC) blocks that constitute the central piece in FIR filters and several functions. The FIR digital
filter
is presented as:

Where y[n] is the FIR filter output, x[n − k] is input data and c[k] represents the filter coefficients
Equation(1) shows that multiplier-based filter implementations may become highly expensive in terms of area
and speed. This issue has been partially solved with the new generation of low-cost FPGAs that have embedded
DSP blocks. The advantages of the FPGA approach to digital filter implementation include higher sampling
rates than are available from traditional DSP chips, lower costs than an ASIC for moderate volume
applications, and more flexibility than the alternate approaches.
II.
DISTRIBUTED ARITHMETIC (DA)
Distributed arithmetic (DA) is an important FPGA technology. It is extensively used in computing the
sum of products

DA system, assumes that the variable x[n] is represented by-

If c[n] are the known coefficients of the FIR filter, then output of FIR filter in bit level form is:
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In distributed arithmetic form

In Equation (5.5) second summation term realizing as one LUT. The use of this LUT or ROM
eliminates the multipliers [9]. For signed 2’s complement number output of FIR filter can be computed as-

Where B represents the total number of bits used. Fig 4.1 shows the Distributed architecture for FIR filter and
different with the MAC architecture. When x[n] <0, Binary representation of the input is [10],

The output in distributed arithmetic form-

If the number of coefficients N is too large to implement the full word with a single LUT (Input LUT
bit width = number of coefficients), then partial tables can be and add the results as shown in Fig 4.2. If pipeline
registers are also added, then this modification will not reduce the speed, but can dramatically reduce the size of
the design

III.

IMPLEMENTATION

High Level Specifications are nothing but the requirements to understand and begin the design. In this
stage the designer main aim is to capture the behavior of the design using mostly behavioral constructs of the
HDL’s. The next step after capturing the designs functionality is to segregate the design in all possible ways and
try to write a synthesizable code which infers available primitives from the library. Here mostly the mixed style
of modeling is used and only synthesizable constructs of the HDL is used.Then comes the synthesis step which
is actually target driven. Here we have an FPGA as the target device. Then Implementation is nothing but the
process of placing and routing the design on an FPGA. Mostly it is a tool driven and no manual intervention of
the designer is required. Designer only needs to specify constrain file in design if any.Below Flow chart shows
this in brief.

Fig: Design Flow Chart
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Fig: Bit File Burning
The Final stage after doing the place and route successfully and fully satisfied with mapping and other
reports is the bit file generation phase. This bit file has to be downloaded on to FPGA via a JTAG cable. Above
Figure shows a simple setup for this.

IV.

TARGET DEVICE

Xilinx Spartan3E XC3s100E Device
The below Figure shows the Board with all the peripherals connected to it.The FPGA used belongs to Spartan
3E family and the device is XC3s100E.

Fig: Spartan kit

V.

PROGRAMMING

After successfully compiling an FPGA design using the Xilinx development software, the design can
be downloaded using the impact programming software and the USB cable. To begin programming, connect the
USB cable to the starter kit board and apply power to the board. Then, double-click Configure Device (impact)
from within Project. As shown in the figure

Fig: Configure Device.
If the board is connected properly, the impact programming software automatically recognizes the
three devices in the JTAG programming file, as shown in Figure 5.7. If not already prompted, click the first
device in the chain, the Spartan-3E FPGA, to highlight it. Right-click the FPGA and select assign New
Configuration File. Select the desired FPGA configuration file and click OK. As shown in the fig 5.7 If the
original FPGA configuration file used the default Startup clock source, CCLK,IMPACT issues the warning
message shown in Figure 5.8. This message can be safely ignored. When downloading via JTAG, the IMPACT
software must change the Startup clock source to use the TCK JTAG clock source.
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Fig: Assigning configuration File
In above figure we need to assign the correct bit stream file generated to the device and then locate the path of
the bit file in the system and then check the box.

Fig: IMPACT Issues a Warning if the Startup Clock Was Not CCLK
This warning is ignored and checked to continue the burning of bit file to the FPGA.

Fig: Program FPGA
When the FPGA successfully programs, the iMPACT software indicates success, as shown in below
Figure. The FPGA application is now executing on the board and the DONE pin LED lights up.

Fig : Successfully Programmed

VI.

SIMULATION
Iteration 1

Iteration 2
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Iteration 3

WALLACE TREE

DA ALGORITHM

VII.

CONCLUSION

DA algorithm which is implemented consumes low power of 0.10 watts when compared with recent
implementation like Wallace tree which consumes 0.30 watts power .An achievement of 0.20 watts power has
been implanted using distributed algorithm. The proposed method has been implemented for 3 bit multiplier and
results obtained without any computation error.In general, a multiplier uses Booth’s algorithm and array of full
adders (FAs), or Wallace tree instead of the array of FA’s., i.e., this multiplier mainly consists of the three parts:
Booth encoder, a tree to compress the partial products such as Wallace tree, and final adder. Because Wallace
tree is to add the partial products from encoder as parallel as possible, its operation time is proportional to,
where is the number of inputs. It uses the fact that counting the number of 1’s among the inputs reduces the
number of outputs into. In real implementation, many counters are used to reduce the number of outputs in each
pipeline step.
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ABSTRACT
A wireless sensor network is a collection of nodes organized in to a cooperative network. This
network is prone to various attacks due to poor security. One of the attacks is clone attack in which an
adversary captures some nodes and replicates them including the cryptographic in formation and deploys
them in the network. Several algorithms are developed to detect clone attacks, in static WSNs and mobile
WSNs. Each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. This paper surveys these algorithms and
compares their performance based on parameters like communication cost and memory.

KEYWORDS: attacks, base station, clone attack, communication cost, location, sensor network, witness
node.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network, a network of sensor nodes, which are tiny with limited resources that
communicate with each other to achieve a goal, through the wireless channels. This network is mainly used in
military applications for monitoring security and in civil applications. This network is deployed in harsh and
hostile environments. Based on operating nature, it is unattended and prone to various attacks. The basic
security requirements of wireless sensor network are integrity, availability, confidentiality and communication.
Attacks in wireless sensor networks are classified into internal attacks and external attacks. In internal attacks,
compromised nodes can steal secrets from encrypted data, can report wrong information, can report other nodes
as compromised nodes and can breach routing by introducing many routing attacks. In external attacks, attackers
can capture sensor nodes and reprogram them and can deploy nodes with larger computing resources such as
laptops to attack sensor nodes. Several attacks includes Denial of Service, attacks on information, Sybil attack,
black hole attack, warm hole attack and clone attack[6][9]. One of the common attacks is clone attack or node
replication attack, where an adversary node captures some nodes and makes duplicates of the original node
including all cryptographic information and thus inserts these duplicates in the network. These duplicates use
the same ID as the original node in the network.
Thus it takes full control over the network. The consequence of this attack is injecting false data,
modify the data, initiating a warm-whole attack, dropping packets, thus all these results in leaking of authorized
data to an adversary. The simplest way of protecting clone attacks by an adversary node is that, extracts the
secret key elements from an attacked node by using a technique called virtue of tamper-resistance hardware. But
to implement this technique, the hardware based measures are too expensive in practical. Several algorithms
were developed so far to detect clone attacks in both static and mobile sensor networks. The major requirements
of all these algorithms are the witnesses and the communication overhead[1].
In this paper we do a study on these algorithms and analyze the performance in terms of detection
ratio, speed, communication overhead (memory occupation) and energy consumption. The remaining part of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the centralized algorithms and distributed algorithms,
section 3 compares all these algorithms in terms of Communication overhead and memory usage and section 4
concludes the analysis.

II.

DETECTION ALGORITHMS

Based on the detection methodologies, we classify the clone attack detection algorithms as [8][11]
1.

Centralized algorithms for static WSNs

2.

Centralized algorithms for mobile WSNs
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3.

Distributed algorithms for static WSNs

4.

Distributed algorithms for mobile WSNs

Centralized clone detection algorithms relies on centralized node, may be a base station, where the
location or information of all nodes were maintained. But this centralized approach is prone to single point of
failure and communication overhead. Only the BS is involved in the detection of clones.In Distributed clone
detection algorithms, several nodes are involved in detecting clones. They distribute the location claims to
several nodes which are randomly selected and called as witnesses.
A. Centralized Algorithms for Static WSNs
Preliminary Approach: All the nodes send its neighbor’s estimated location information and IDS to the base
station. The BS compares the IDs and if two nodes with same ID and different location are received by BS, then
it finds that there is a cloned node.
Disadvantage
 If the BS fails due to some hardware problem then it is difficult to detect the attacked clone.
 Less number of chances to detect the clone attacks.
Advantage
 The BS contains the ID and information location of all nodes in it.

Nodes with same id and different locations
Fig. 1 Clone attack
Random Key Predistribution: Each and every node is assigned a key to authenticate the nodes. Based on how
often these keys are used by the nodes, the key is identified as cloned or not. Each node uses a Bloom filter to
count the number of times the key is used. This filter is transferred to the BS, which will verify the count with
the predefined threshold, the particular node is found to be a cloned node. But exactly this scheme finds the
clone key not clone node. Disadvantage: High false negative and positive rates.
SET detection: This is a method used widely, to detect the clones by using SET operations such as UNION,
INTERSECTION of subset of Ids in a network. An intersection of two different subsets must always be empty.
If there is a non-empty intersection then the BS revokes that the corresponding two nodes has been cloned.
All previous schemes are used in static WSNs. These schemes are not suitable for mobile WSNs. Because, in
mobile WSNs, nodes change the locations often. There is a fact that mobile nodes can’t move faster than the
maximum configured speed of the network. If any node moves faster than the maximum speed, there must be
more nodes with same identity available in the network.
SPRT: When the sensor node moves to a new location, the neighbors ask for the location claim and time
information that will be sent to the BS[13]. The BS determines the speed from two consecutive claims and if the
speed exceeds the maximum configured speed of network, it found that the mobile node has been replicated. It
is the best mechanism in terms of number of observations to reach the decision process. A method in centralized
using SPRT, probably a type of SPRT called BIASED-SPRT[15]. SPRT based node compromise detection and
revolution schema will not work fast and accurately if more than 50% of the nodes n each zone are
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compromised under reasonable configuration. So in order to enhance the SPRT based scheme against the false
zone-trust report attack with a large no of compromised nodes the same introduced in the biased-SPRT.In this
Biased-SPRT sampling strategy is modified .In that the SPRT takes the sampling leads to acceptance of the H0
(high trust sample) with the less weight than the ones leading to acceptance of H1 (low trust samples) ensuring
that the false positive rate remains below the desired rate. This modification is called as biased sampling and the
corresponding scheme is called as Biased-SPRT.
High trust sample is less likely to be accepted than a low-trust sample if the zone is in un-trust worthy.
In accepting the null hypothesis and greater false positive rates biased sampling results in greater delay, but
while designing the system these are not major costs. Even if the compromised node is more than 50% then also
the biased sampling improves the resilience of the proposed scheme against the false zone-trust report attack.
Performance analysis :The same communication, computation and storage overheads required for biasedSPRT is same as the SPRT because it only changes the sampling strategy of the SPRT and thus does not affect
these overheads. However, the change in the sampling strategy affects the average number of samples and
attestation overhead of the SPRT.
B. Centralized algorithms for mobile WSNs
Fast Detection – SPRT: SPRT is one dimensional random walk with lower and upper limits. Before
random walk, null and alternate hypothesis are defined. Null is associated with lower limit and alternate is
associated with upper limit[7]. Each time a mobile sensor node moves to a new location, a signed claim
containing its location and time information are send to the neighbors. These neighbors forward the message to
BS. The base station computes the speed from every two consecutive claims of a mobile node and performs the
SPRT. If the maximum speed is exceeded by the mobile node, set the alternate hypothesis to indicate cloned
node.
C. Distributed Algorithms for static WSNs
Using Fingerprint (Real-time Detection): The clones are detected using a fingerprint that includes information
of neighboring nodes. Since the fingerprints are fixed on a particular node, it requires additional complex
process to add new sensor nodes[10].
Advantages


When compared to security, this protocol achieves 100% detection of all clones that are attacked assuming
that all the messages successfully reach the base station.

Node-to-network delivery: Node to network broadcast is used. Every node collects the IDs and location of its
neighboring nodes. When a node receives a broadcast message from the others, the node compares the other
neighboring node with its own neighbors, if there is a collision of IDs in the two neighboring nodes of distinct
locations, and then the corresponding nodes are cloned and revoked[14].
Advantage
 The distributed methods are more effective than the centralized schemes.
 Failure of the BS node does not cause any problems to the entire system.
Disadvantage:
 High communication overload in the network.
Determined Multicast: To reduce the communication cost, this scheme sends the location information to only a
subset of nodes. When a node broadcasts its location claim to all neighbors, and these neighbors in turn
send only to limited set of nodes which are called as witnesses. These witnesses are selected based on the
function of node ID. If there is a replicated node, any one of this witness may receive the different location
claims with same ID and it revokes the replicated node.
Detection using Group Deployment: We define the deployment zone of a group with radius R. Every node
discovers its real location. If this node resides outside its home zone, it produces a signed claim by using its
private key. Now every node discovers a set of neighbors and asks for authenticated location claim.
If the distance between the node and its neighbor is larger than the communication range then neighbor
will be removed from the list. Then it checks the distance between the neighbor and the deployment point is less
than R (radius of the group), neighbor is marked as trusted, otherwise mark it as un-trusted[17].The node
forwards regular messages from its un-trusted neighbor, if it has received and verified the location claim, to the
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deployment point where all will get the claim message. If any nodes receive conflicting claims, then found that
the neighbor node gets replicated.
Randomized Multicast: Same as the previous approach, but the neighbors probabilistically send the location
information to randomly selected witnesses. If there is a replicated node, any one of this witness may receive the
different location claims with same ID and it revokes the replicated node[4].
Advantage:


Detects the replication with high probability using relatively limited number of witnesses[16].

Line Selected Multicast: This scheme uses the routing topology to detect the clones. In addition to the witness
nodes, the intermediate nodes within the path can check for clones. Each node forwards the claims also saves
the claims. For example, a node a and clone a ’ in the network. Neighbor of a sends the location claim to r
witnesses. Each node stores this information also. When this information is transferred, on the path any node w
verifies the signature on the claim and checks for the conflict with the location information on its buffer. If there
is a conflict revokes the cloned node. Otherwise store the claim and forwards to the next node[5][12].

Fig. 2 LSM Approach
Advantage:
 Less communication cost
 High detection rate
 Less storage requirements.
RED: RED is similar, to the RM protocol but with witnesses chosen pseudo-randomly based on a network-wide
seed. A random value, rand, is shared among all the nodes. This random value can be broadcasted with
centralized mechanism. Each node digitally signs and locally broadcasts its claim—ID and geographic location.
Each of the neighbors sends (with probability p) the claim to a set of g >= 1 pseudo-randomly selected network
locations[3].
Agent Based Detection: Every node A prepares a signed location claim. The mobile agent gets the signed
claim which is visited by it. The nodes information matrix is acquired through mobile agent routing algorithm.
Each node A gets the information matrix verifies the signature and checks the distance between the neighbors
and this cannot be bigger than the transmission range. When more than one entry for signed claim made in a
single cell of an information matrix of one node, revokes the procedure for replicas[2].
D. Distributed algorithms for mobile WSNs
XED (eXtremely Efficient Detection): Every sensor node is having a random number generator. When a node
encounter another node, they exchange the random numbers. Once again the same nodes meet, they verify the
random numbers exchanged already. If no match, clone node found[18].
Advantage:
 Communication cost is constant.
 Location information is not required to detect the clone node.
Disadvantages:
 Vulnerable to smart attackers.
SDD: If a node a does not meet the node b within twice the specified interval Δ, then the node is removed from
the network and clone node is found[19].
Advantages:
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Each node is considered as witness.

Disadvantages:


High communication cost and Less detection ratio.

EDD (Efficient and Distributed Detection): The algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, the interval Δ is
calculated and in the second phase, the messages are exchanged to find the clone[20].Disadvantages: Vulnerable
to smart attackers
SEDD (Storage EDD): A node monitors only a set of nodes and exchanges the messages within the set[20].
Advantages: Reduces the number of messages exchanged.
UTSLE (Unary-Time-Location Storage & Exchange): This does not require any routing messages. It uses the
time-location claim. When two witnesses encounter each other, the time-location claims are checked, which are
stored only once.
MTLSD (Multi-Time-Location Storage & Diffusion): Stores more time-location claims for each tracked node. It
provides excellent resiliency and sub-optimal detection probability with modest communication overhead.

III.

COMPARISON

TABLE I
COMMUNICATION COST AND MEMORY
Protocol Name

Communication Cost

Memory

Preliminary Approach

O(n)

O(n)

SET

O(n)

O(d)

SPRT

O(n)

O(d)

Deterministic Multicast

O(g ln g√n / d)

O(g)

RED

O(r √n)

O(r)

2

Randomized Multicast

O(n )

O(√n)

Line-Selected Multicast(LSM)

O(n√n)

O(√n)

SDC

O(rf√n)+O(s)

g

P-MPC

O(rf√n)+O(s)

g

XED

O(1)

EDD

O(1)/O(n)

O(N)

UTLSE & MTLSD

O(n)

O(√n)

Where,
n- No .of nodes in the network, d- Degree of neighboring nodes, r- Communication radius, g-no. of witness
nodes, rf- no. of neighbor nodes forwarding claims.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a study of various clone detection approaches was done. The distributed approach is more
efficient than the centralized one because of single point of failure. The selection of witnesses is different for the
approaches discussed for static WSNs. When the mobility is added, the algorithms become more complex. In
future, we had a plan to design a new approach based on RED and LSM protocols, which might meet the
requirements of clone detection algorithms and also high detection ratio with less time and communication cost.
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